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Abstract

Magnetic Resonance Elastography (MRE) is an emerging medical imaging modality
that allows quantification of the mechanical properties of biological tissues in vivo.
MRE typically involves time-harmonic tissue excitation followed by the displacement
measurements within the tissue obtained by phase-contrast Magnetic Resonance
Imaging (MRI) techniques. MRE is believed to have great potential in the detection
of wide variety of pathologies, diseases and cancer formations, especially tumors.
This thesis concentrates on a thorough assessment and full rheological evaluation
of the Rayleigh damping (RD) material model applied to MRE. The feasibility of
the RD model to accurately reconstruct viscoelastic and damping properties was
assessed. The goal is to obtain accurate quantitative estimates of the mechanical
properties for the in vivo healthy brain via the subzone optimization based nonlinear image reconstruction algorithm.
The RD model allows reconstruction of not only stiffness distribution of the tissue, but also energy attenuation mechanisms proportionally related to both elastic
and inertial effects. The latter allows calculation of the concomitant damping properties of the material. The initial hypothesis behind this research is that accurate
reconstruction of the Rayleigh damping parameters may bring additional diagnostic
potential with regards to differentiation of various tissue types and more accurate
characterisation of certain pathological diseases based on different energy absorbing mechanisms. Therefore, the RD model offers reconstruction of three additional
material properties that might be of clinical diagnostic merit and can enhance characterisation of cancer tumors within the brain.
A pneumatic-based actuator was specifically developed for in vivo human brain
MRE experiments. Performance of the actuator was investigated and the results
showed that the actuator produces average displacement in the range of 300 µm and
is well suited for generation of shear waves if applied to the human head. Unique features of the the actuator are patient comfort and safety, MRI compatibility, flexible
design and good displacement characteristics.
In this research, a 3D finite element (FE) subzone-based non-linear reconstruction algorithm using the RD material model has been applied and rigorously assessed
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to investigate the performance of elastographic based reconstruction to accurately
recover mechanical properties and a concomitant damping behaviour of the material. A number of experiments were performed on a variety of homogenous and
heterogeneous tissue-simulating damping phantoms comprising a set of materials
that mimic range of mechanical properties expected in the brain. The result showed
consistent effect of a poor reconstruction accuracy of the RD parameters, ρI and µI ,
which suggested the nonidentifiable nature of the RD model.
A structural model identifiability analysis further supported the nonidentifiabilty
of the RD parameters µI and ρI at a single frequency. Therefore, two approaches
were developed to overcome the fundamental identifiability issue. The first one
involved application of multiple frequencies over a broad range. The second one was
based on parametrisation techniques, where one of the damping parameters was
globally defined throughout the reconstruction domain allowing reconstruction of
the two remaining parameters.
Based on the findings of this research, multi-frequency (MF) elastography was
performed on the tissue-simulating phantoms to investigate improvement of the elastographic reconstruction accuracy. Dispersion characteristics of the materials as well
as RD changes across different frequencies in various materials were also studied.
Simultaneous multi-frequency inversion was undertaken where two models were evaluated: a zero-order model and a power-law model. Furthermore, parametric-based
RD reconstruction was carried out to evaluate enhancement of accurate identification of the reconstructed parameters. The results showed that parametric-based RD
reconstruction, compared to MF-based RD results, allowed better material characterisation on the reconstructed shear modulus image. Also, significant improvement
in material differentiation on the remaining damping parameter image was also observed if the fixed damping parameter was adjusted appropriately.
In application to in vivo brain imaging, six repetitive MRE examinations of the
in vivo healthy brain demonstrated promising ability of the RD MRE to resolve
local variations in mechanical properties of different brain tissue types. Preliminary
results to date show that reconstructed real shear modulus and overall damping
levels correlate well with the brain anatomical features. Quantified shear stiffness
estimates for white and gray matter were found to be 3 ± 0.11 kPa and 2.1 ± 0.11
kPa, respectively. Due to the non-identifiability of the model at a single frequency,
reconstructed RD based parameters µI and ρI limit any physical meaning. There-
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fore, MF-based and parametric-based cerebral RD elastography was also performed.
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Foreword

Material properties of brain tissue have been investigated under different experimental protocols, such as compression, shear, tension, and oscillatory loading. However,
reported mechanical estimates from in vivo and in vitro brain specimens have been
generally inconsistent and vary between studies by a large degree. These large variations in the obtained results might be due to different experimental conditions,
constitutive models used, and the highly anisotropic and inhomogeneous nature of
the intracranial tissue.
Furthermore, the majority of biomechanical models applied to MRE have been
unsuccessful in procuring accurate and reproducible measurements of brain mechanical properties in vivo. This thesis contributes to the field of brain elastography by
exploring an alternative Rayleigh damping (RD) model which is able to capture
variations of not only elastic modulus distribution, but can also estimate damping
behaviour deduced from two different energy attenuation mechanisms. Furthermore, the research conducted in this thesis presents a series of mathematical analyses, technical improvements of the MRE methodologies in application to in vivo
brain imaging and validation investigation of the RD model as a diagnostic imaging
modality in a clinical setting. In particular:
Chapter 1 gives a a brief overview of the current methods for elasticity imaging,
brain tumors and state of the art imaging modalities used for brain tumor visualisation. Background information on brain tissue mechanical properties as well as
introduction to MRE as an elasticity imaging modality is also given.
Chapter 2 deals with constitutive modelling of the brain tissue. First, brief
introduction to the brain anatomical structures and their relevant physiology is
described. Second, an overview of constitutive models used to estimate brain tissue
mechanics followed by a summary of important aspects relevant to modelling the
brain is provided. Lastly, an overview of brain elastography methods and results is
given.
Chapter 3 provides a general description of the MRE technical aspects, such
as MRE image acquisition, motion encoding, data conversion and processing of the
results. It also includes detailed description of the development of acoustic brain
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actuation system.
Chapter 4 defines mathematical formulation of the RD model applied to a
time-harmonic MRE. It also presents a mathematical analysis on rheological interpretation of the constitutive model parameters.
Chapter 5 provides detailed description of the fully 3D subzone-based nonlinear image reconstruction algorithm used for inversion processing of the mechanical
properties.
Chapter 6 reports on phantom construction, initial MRE imaging experiments
and actuation methods used.
Chapter 7 shows selected results and various analyses of the simultaneous
three parameter-based RD reconstructions from tissue-simulating damping phantoms. Thorough evaluation of the RD model to accurately map mechanical properties is also contained in this chapter.
Chapter 8 presents a structural mathematical identifiability analysis of the RD
model applied to time-harmonic MRE. More specifically, the identifiability of the
RD model is assessed.
Chapter 9 describes multi-frequency MR elastography experiments with tissuemimicking phantoms. It also contains parametric-based RD MRE study results.
Comparison between elastographic reconstruction accuracy of constitutive parameters from both methods is also presented.
Chapter 10 shows clinical evaluation of the RD MRE in application to in vivo
brain imaging. Parametric-based RD reconstruction are compared with full three
parameter-based RD reconstructions.
Chapter 11 summarises and concludes the outcomes of this thesis. The suggestions for future work and possibilities from the outcomes of the thesis are also
presented.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1

Methods for imaging elastic properties of biological
tissue

Over the centuries, a wide range of examination tools have been developed to assess
the mechanical properties of biological tissues. In fact, in clinical medicine the
palpation of soft tissue remains a standard diagnostic procedure used to detect
pathological tissue change (Di Ieva et al., 2010). It is based on the mechanical
resistance of tissue to compression and shear deformations. Indeed, many tumors are
still first detected by touch (Manduca et al., 2001). For example, it is common to first
encounter a breast cancer by means of palpation during clinical breast examination
(Rimsten et al., 1975). However, the sensitivity of this method is limited to soft
tissues located in the vicinity of the body surface. There are many organs, such
as the brain, liver or heart that are not accessible to palpation and thus do not
naturally present a simple means of diagnosis by stiffness contrast.
The stiffness of biological tissues can vary up to four orders of magnitude (Duck,
2012). Existing research has shown that tissues display different stiffness characteristics in response to variances in physiological state (Sarvazyan, 1993). For example,
engagement and relaxation of the muscles, changes of the muscle state due to external or internal stress conditions, involuntary constriction or damage as a result of
injuries can also effect the consistency of biological tissues (Duck, 2012; Gennisson
et al., 2005). In addition to muscle state, abnormalities in tissue cells can also cause
changes in mechanical properties of biological tissues. Although, there is a paucity
of information available, some studies have shown that breast cancer can differ from
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the surrounding healthy tissues by a factor of 2 to 20 fold (Samani et al., 2007).
As a result of stiffness contrast associated with the previously mentioned factors,
current research is now focussed on advancing the assessment of elastic properties
of the tissues in a non-invasive manner (Lewa and Certaines, 1995; Ophir et al.,
1999; Peters et al., 2004; Scholz et al., 2005). In this context, accurate quantitate
estimates of tissue’s mechanical properties that can enable diagnosis remains the
ultimate goal.
It is important to consider which mechanical property is the most indicative of
palpation. Young’s modulus (E) describes deformation in response to normal stress,
while the shear modulus (µ) relates the transverse strain in response to transverse
stress and associated shear wave propagation. The bulk modulus (K) is associated
with the volume change of a material in response to a uniform compression. Finally,
Poisson’s ratio is a ratio of transverse contraction to longitudinal extension. Due to
the high water content, most biological tissues are highly saturated and, therefore,
have Poisson’s ratio between 0.49 and 0.4999 (Oliphant et al., 2001). As such, a
high Poisson’s ratio is associated with a nearly incompressible material behaviour.
Although the shear modulus of tissue can differ significantly, the bulk modulus of
most soft tissues are within 15 % of that of water. Therefore, based on the broadest
quantitative range, Young’s and shear moduli are the first potential candidates to
be imaged and are the closest representative of what is felt by palpation.
All elasticity imaging methods involve a tissue excitation followed by method
of measuring tissue response and associated displacement pattern (Greenleaf et al.,
2003). Tissue excitation can be categorised into static and dynamic methods. In the
static approach, the tissue is typically subjected to a slow compression followed by
a measurement of the resulting deformation. In contrast, dynamic methods involve
tissue excitation in a steady state manner by application of the external actuation
device coupled to the tissue of interest. The advantage of dynamic approach over the
static approach is mainly based on constitutive relations between stress and resulting
strain. More specifically, in dynamic methods the resulting strain or displacements
are described by the 3D equation of motion compared to the static methods, where
the stiffness is commonly assumed to be inversely proportional to the resulting strain,
such that low strain would correspond to higher stiffness and vice versa.
Another way to categorise excitation methods is based on spatial characteristics of the excitation, segregating external and internal aspects. External methods
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include application of a compression force directly onto the skin to deform the tissue beneath. For instance, a plate is pressed and held steady against the skin in
the static approach, or vibrated with some sort of actuation device in the dynamic
approach. Alternatively, internal excitation methods excite the tissue of interest
internally by direct application of the excitation force onto the tissue. For example,
an ultrasound beam that produces concentrated acoustic force within the tissue and
thus able to probe the tissue simultaneously at multiple points can be considered an
internal method. Natural biological processes, such as respiration or cardiovascular
pulsation, can also be attributed to the internal excitation of tissue.
Depending on the physical phenomena used to capture displacements, detection methods can also be categorised into several groups. Ultrasound (US), nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR) and acoustic detection are the main techniques used for
measurement of tissue response. The displacement measurement within the ultrasound is based on either Doppler effect or pulse-echo methods (Skovoroda et al.,
1995). The acoustic approach of detecting tissue response is based on measuring
sound levels exhibited by a tissue vibration. Lastly, measurement of tissue displacement with NMR is performed by utilising a phase contrast magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) technique with added motion encoding gradients (MEGs) (Lewa,
1991). Equally, digital imaging (DIET) has also begun to be used (Peters et al.,
2004).

1.2

Brain tumors

A brain tumor is an uncontrolled abnormal cell devision forming a solid neoplasm
within the cranium or spinal cord system. Brain tumors can occur in any outer part
of the brain, such as blood vessels, nerves, lymphatic tissue, meninges, pituitary
gland and even the solid skull. Tumors can also appear within the brain itself in the
cells composing the intracranial matter. The cells are mainly neurons or glial cell
which include ependymal cells, astrocytes and oligodendrocytes. The cancers from
other organs of the body can also trigger the appearance of brain tumors.
Importantly, brain tumors are located where palpation is not possible. In fact,
many are not detected with computed tomography (CT) or MRI after the onset of
serious symptoms. Thus, a simple means of diagnosis using mechanical properties
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would be of a significant value.
Whether the brain tumor is benign or malignant, it equally represents a threat,
as it occurs within the non expandable intracranial cavity. Its threat to life is
dependant on the tumor type, where it is located, the size and its development
phase (Ali-Osman, 2005). However, not all brain tumors are fatal.
Brain tumors are categorized into two types: primary (70%) and secondary (or
metastatic) (30%) (Drevelegas, 2011). Primary tumors initially start in the brain.
Gliomas, meningiomas, pituitary adenomas and nerve sheath tumors make up the
bulk of primary tumors and constitute 50.4%, 20.8%, 15% and 8%, respectively
(Lee, 2008). Secondary tumors spread from other parts of the body to the brain.
The spread process involves cancerous cells from other affected organs leak into the
lymphatic or blood stream systems and travel to the brain, where they multiply and
grow, once deposited. The most common source of the secondary brain tumors are
breast cancer, kidney cancer, lung cancer and colon cancer.
Primary intracranial tumors, such as gliomas in men and meningiomas in woman
comprise 60% and 20% of all brain tumors respectively (Drevelegas, 2011). Tumors,
originating from glial cells are the most frequent cancer in adults (Aronen et al.,
1994). Middle aged individuals are commonly found with anoplastic astrocytomas.
In contrast, young adults are more prone to low-grade gliomas (Maia et al., 2005).
Generally, malignancy level corresponds to increase in age (Law et al., 2006).
Some tumors are detected after symptoms and some can appear on unrelated CT
or MRI scans. An early detection of brain tumors is only possible when diagnostic
imaging tools are directly applied to cranial cavity. Therefore, unfortunately tumors
are generally detected at later stages upon follow up investigation from recurring
symptoms.
Intracranial tumors can also be differentiated according to their origin. Some
of them originate from brain tissue and cells and are called intraxial tumors. Others originate from meninges, cranial bones, glandular cells of the pituitary or from
cranial nerves and are called extraxial tumors. The latter have the common characteristic to grow in a rather rigid skull, thus compressing the healthy brain tissue.
Gliomas are the most common intraxial tumors and can be subdivided into the
following types.
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• Atrocytomas,
• Oligodendrogliomas,
• Ependymomas,
• Glioblastomas.

1.2.1

Astrocytomas

The most common glioma is the astrocytoma which originates from the astrocites
cells found in the cerebrum. Astrocytoma can appear in any part of the brain and
occasionally in the spinal cord (Drevelegas, 2011). Astrocytomas are usually found
in adults, however do appear in elderly individuals as well.
Astrocytomas can be divided into four grades, depending on the severity. Grade
I type astrocytomas can be removed surgically allowing radiation therapy treatment
of any remaining cancer cells. Grade II type are characterised by deeper penetration
into the brain tissue and thus complicating the surgical procedure. Reoccurrence
rate of the grade II astrocytomas is more probable due to the infiltration of the
cancer cells into the healthy brain tissues. The treatments, such as radiotherapy or
chemotherapy are available to post surgery patients to minimise the risk of reoccurrence. Survivability and ability to return to a normal lifestyle are age dependant.
Grade III astrocytomas, also called anaplastic astrocytoma, results in headaches,
neurological deficit and seizures. A standard clinical treatment includes removal
of tumor by surgery followed radiation therapy to eliminate remaining cells. Two
to three years is the usual expected survival rate after having the tumor removed
(Ohgaki and Kleihues, 2005). Lastly, grade IV astrocytoma is called glioblastoma
multiforme. It is the most malignant and life-threatening tumor due to the rapid
spreading to other parts of the brain. Surgical removal in this case is only considered if no damage is incurred in other brain regions. In cases where surgery is not
an option, radiotherapy can prolong life of the patient without having to cure the
glioblastoma. Fig. 1.1 shows an example of glioma astrocytoma grade IV in a 55
year old male.
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(a) CT image post contrast

(b) MRI image (left - FLAIR, middle - T2-weighted, right -T2*-weighted GRE )

Figure 1.1 MRI image of the thalamic glioma-astrocytoma (Grade IV). A heterogeneously enhancing neoplastic soft tissue density space occupying lesion centred to right thalamus. Third
ventricle compressed with mild trapping of lateral ventricles. (a) Contrast enhanced CT Image;
(b) MRI image (left - MRI FLAIR, middle - T2-weighted, right - T2*-weighted GRE ). Image
courtesy of Dr Balaji Anvekar’s Neuroradiology Cases (Anvekar, 2012). Reprinted with permission.
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Figure 1.2 The MRI image (left) of a large oligodendroglioma in a left frontal lobe. Corresponding CT scan (right) indicates partial calcification of the tumor (arrow). Image courtesy of
Department of Radiation Oncology UCLA (UCLA, 2013).

1.2.2

Oligodendrogliomas

Oligodendrogliomas originate from brain tissue cells oligodendrocytes that support
transmission of nerve impulses within the brain. Oligodendrogliomas are primary
brain tumors which occur more often in adult men compared to women. Generally,
these tumors are rare and account for only 10% of primary intracranial neoplasms
(Ohgaki and Kleihues, 2005).
The survival rate of patients with oligodendrogliomas is approximately 10 years.
Strong headaches and reoccurring seizures are common features. Depending on the
geometry and location of the tumor, several neurological deficits, such as disruption
of motor function, partial or complete loss of vision and cognitive decline, can be
triggered (Engelhard et al., 2003).
Contrast-enhanced CT (CCT) or MRI scans are usually required for assessment
purposes. Standard treatment strategies include surgery followed by a choice between radiation therapy or chemotherapy. Fig. 1.2 shows an MRI and corresponding
CT images of the oligodendroglioma in the left frontal lobe.
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1.2.3

Ependymomas

An Ependymoma is a type of glioma that has originated from the cells within the
ependyma tissue. Ependymoma is found in a fluid filled passages and hollow cavities
of the brain. Ependymomas are commonly found in the forth ventricle where they
obstruct the flow of cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), thus causing appearance of severe
headaches, nausea, vomiting and vision loss (Pollack et al., 1995).
Although 85 % of all ependymomas are benign, these tumors represent potential
threat because of the possibility of a spread from the brain to the spinal cord due
to the movement of fluids. Low grade ependymomas can be surgically removed and
further suppressed by radiation therapy. Response to a chemotherapy treatment is
usually very low. Overall, these tumors are very rare and constitute only 5% of all
intracranial gliomas in adults and up to 10% of childhood tumors.
Extraxial tumors can be subdivided into the following types:

• Meningiomas,
• Pituitary adenomas,
• Neurinomas,
• Angiomas,

1.2.4

Meningiomas

Meningiomas initially originate from endothelial cells found in meninges of the brain.
These tumors are the most common primary brain tumors, accounting for 20% of all
intracranial tumors in adults (Goldsmith et al., 1994). Most of the meningiomas are
benign in nature (grade I - 90%), although some tumors appear to have malignant
presentations (grade III - 2% ) (Lee, 2008). Fig. 1.3 shows an example of a falcine
maligannt meningioma on the right side of the flax cerebri.
Many meningiomas are silent, producing no symptoms throughout the life. In
this case, no specific treatment is required other than periodic monitoring of tumor
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Figure 1.3 Falcine meningioma in the right side of the falx cerebri. Image courtesy of Dr Balaji
Anvekar’s Neuroradiology Cases (Anvekar, 2011). Reprinted with permission.

progression and overall behaviour. However, symptomatic meningiomas are usually
treated by conventional neurosurgery or, alternatively, with radio surgery.
Meningiomas are highly vascularised tumors, therefore CCT or gadolinium DTPA
based contrast-enhanced MRI are the preferred imaging modalities (Engelhard,
2001). Cerebral angiography can be also used to visualise vascular encasement of
meningiomas (Raksin, 2003). Positron emission tomography (PET) imaging studies
have shown potential in differentiation of meningiomas.

1.2.5

Pituitary adenoma

Pituitary adenomas are benign slow-growing neoplasms that originate from cells in
the pituitary gland. These tumors constitute 10 % of all intracranial neoplasms
and more commonly found in women (Drevelegas, 2011). Pituitary adenomas are
characterised according to their size, aggressiveness and hormone secretion.
Depending on the size, pituitary adenomas are generally classified into microadenomas which are less than one centimetre, and macroadenomas which are more than
one centimetre. Regarding the aggressiveness, pituitary adenomas are subdivided
into benign adenoma, invasive adenoma and carcinoma. Lastly, based on hormone
secretion functions, pituitary adenomas are classified into hormonally active or functional adenomas and non-functional adenomas which do not display hormonal and
proliferative activity. Tumors in the pituitary gland may present symptoms such as
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visual loss, severe headaches and diplopia. Pituitary adenomas are usually discovered on unrelated conventional CT to MRI follow up investigations of nonspecific
symptoms, such as dizziness or headaches.

1.2.6

Neurionomas

Neurionomas, also called schwannomas, are relatively slow-growing, homogeneous
in consistency tumors that originate in the schwann cells (White et al., 2006). Neurionomas are located on the periphery of the nerve fibers and used for transmission
of electrical impulses along axons. Tumors of the cranial nerve sheath constitute
5% to 10% of all intracranial neoplasms (Drevelegas, 2011). 99% of these tumors
are benign in nature and only 1% constitute to malignancy (Sordillo et al., 2006).
Malignant neurionamas are also called neurofibrosarcoma.
Shwannomas can arise in any nerves within the body. However, the most common appearance of the tumor is seen in the nerves of the neck and head, particularly
in the acoustic nerve (Matthies and Samii, 1997). Tumor cells do not normally penetrate throughout the nerves and tend to stay on the periphery. However, enlargement
of the tumor might push the nerves against the bone which can cause damage or
rupture. Also, during development stage shwannoma might cause compression the
brainstem and the cerebellum which can lead to a hydrocephalus.
Treatments for malignant schwannomas include resection by means of neurosergery followed by radiotherapy (Unger et al., 2002). Response to a chemotherapy
is usually low. However, chemotherapy can still be applied in an attempt to reduce
the size of the tumor, but unlikely with a purpose of cure.

1.3

Current diagnostic methods for brain tumors

Accurate assessment of intracranial tumors is a complicated task. In fact, imaging
plays a crucial role in overall evaluation of brain tumors. Over the years, medical
imaging modalities have progressed from visualising purely anatomy-based features,
such as geometry, location and consistency of the neoplasms, to quantitative mapping of functional, metabolic, diffusion and perfusion alterations within the tumors.
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Today, state of the art neuroimaging combines a set of advanced diagnostic tools
that allow comprehensive evaluation of anatomical, biological and morphological
variations to establish accurate diagnosis and characterisation of intracranial neoplasms. Imaging is also commonly utilized to assess treatment response and patient
prognosis.
The standard imaging modalities of brain tumors are conventional CT and MRI.
Generally, MRI is superior compared to CCT, providing better soft tissue contrast
and thus allowing detection of smaller tumors (Schellinger et al., 1999). Other advantages of MRI over CT include better spatial resolution, higher SNR, absence
of bone artifacts and less partial volume effects. However, some patients with implanted medical devices, such as pacemakers, cannot safely have an MRI examination. CT automatically becomes an acceptable alternative in such cases.
Advancement in the technical aspects of MRI has resulted in new evolving imaging techniques that quantitatively evaluate tissue blood flow (perfusion imaging),
water motion (diffusion imaging) (Kono et al., 2001), and metabolism (Proton MR
spectroscopy) (Majós et al., 2004), which has significantly improved the detection
and the evaluation of brain neoplasms (Weber et al., 2006). These modalities thus
offer added diagnostic data that conventional CT or MRI alone cannot.
In particular, neoplasms will often show as added regions of differing material
properties in CT or MRI scans. Generally, with MRI the contrast between brain
metastases and primary intracranial neoplasms is well differentiated. Benign tumors
usually appear in darker intensities than healthy brain tissues (hypodense) on CT
scans. With MRI, depending on consistency of the tumor, they are represented
either in darker or similar intensities (isodense) as brain tissues on T1-weighted images, and usually in brighter intensity (hyperdense) on T2-weighted images. Contrast enhancement is commonly administrated in both CT and MRI to allow better
visualization and spatial delineation of tumor boundaries as well as improved differentiation between benign and malignant tumors (Claussen et al., 1985).
Once the symptoms indicate the presence of the tumor, imaging becomes a
first definite diagnostic tool to determine anatomical-based features as well as noninvasive measurement of the consistency and composition of the tumor infrastructure. The data obtained from imaging diagnosis is crucial in the selection of an appropriate follow up treatment procedure, such as neurosurgery, radiation or chemother-
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apy. However, a definite diagnosis of the tumor is established through a thorough
examination of histological properties of the tumor sample removed by means of
biopsy or neurosurgery (Vaquero et al., 2000). A standard histological examination
includes assessment of the fresh tissue followed by microscopic investigation of the
stained tissue and comprehensive genetic analysis. The end results should thus be
a definite diagnosis.

1.3.1

Computed Tomography (CT)

CT is an important radiological diagnostic imaging tool and a second alternative
imaging modality to MRI. CT uses a set of X-rays that in combination produce
tomographic images (slices) of specific area of the body. It is cheap and fast, and
superior in detection of tissue calcifications, investigating bones and haemorrhage.
CT can also be used for assessment of bone changes related to intracranial tumors
(Sze et al., 1990). Due to the relatively fast image acquisition, CT is also commonly
used as a first imaging response in intensive care and emergency units as well as in
traumotology.
Introduction of CT to clinical use in 1972 initiated a number of cerebral studies,
such as traumatic brain injury, stroke, etc. Gradual technical advancements in image
acquisition, processing time, reduction of scanning time has resulted in expansion
of CT applications and triggered new research initiatives (Roberts et al., 2002). CT
can be also used for diagnosis of lungs, heart, abdomen and liver. Administration
of contrast medium is usually required for assessment of brain tumors. Contrast
agents improve contrast characteristics between abnormal and surrounding healthy
tissues.

1.3.2

Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI)

MRI plays a central role in the imaging of intracranial neoplasms and tumors. After
its introduction to clinical practice in the 1980s as a diagnostic imaging tool, MRI
has became the best available neuroimaging modality. MRI allows high resolution
imaging of the fine anatomical details in relatively short acquisition times. Compared to conventional X-ray and CT based techniques, MRI allows more accurate
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delineation of tumors and better spatial resolution (Schellinger et al., 1999). In addition, MRI is based on non-invasive application of a magnetic field accompanied by
a radio frequency excitation contrary to ionising radiation induced by X-ray or CT.
Similar to CT, introduction of contrast agents can help to distinguish some tumors
within the normal tissues (Claussen et al., 1985). The most common agent used for
the central nervous system is gadolinium DTPA. DTPA accumulates in the tumor
intracellular space thus making it appear brighter in the MR images.
MRI has emerged from a purely anatomical-based imaging modality to being
able to offer mapping of functional properties of the entire brain. For example,
functional MRI (fMRI) is capable of assessing the functional activity of the brain
during performance of a particular task. More specifically, fMRI is able to capture
brain areas characterized by higher oxygen consumption associated with increase of
blood flow to the active regions of the brain (Moonen and Bandettini, 2000).
Another extension of conventional MRI is spectroscopic MRI which allows spectroscopy based identification of various protein components within the healthy /
pathological tissue. The ability of the spectroscopic MRI to differentiate amino
acids contained in proteins may help in tissue characterisation and better diagnosis
of pathological tissue states, such as brain edema, cancer and radionecrosis (Majós
et al., 2004).
Echo-planar MRI (EP-MRI) is a functional MRI modality that is able to quantitatively map blood flow dynamics and, therefore, may complement better differentiation of highly vascularised tumor versus abnormal accumulation of fluid within the
intracranial tissue (Noguchi et al., 1999). Furthermore, imaging of the functional
activity of the brain in response to appropriate stimuli may also provide additional
information on tumor differentiation (Okamoto et al., 2000). Due to utilisation of
ultrafast image acquisition techniques, EP-MRI allows suppression of motion related
arifacts commonly seen due to the rigid body movement.

1.3.3

Positron Emission Tomography (PET)

Positron emission tomography (PET) allows imaging of multiple metabolic features
of brain tumors, such as blood flow, oxygen consumption, glucose intake and amino
acid metabolism (Wong et al., 2002). Malignant brain tumors commonly display
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increased levels of glucose metabolism, which can be detected by 18 Fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) tracer. In PET, the image acquisition is performed after administration
of radioactive glucose. Image quality is directly related on glucose uptake by the
investigated area of the brain. FDG-PET images are often co-registered with MRI
or CT scans for improving diagnostic accuracy, evaluation of tumor grade, and prognosis of tumor development. FDG-PET imaging can help in reducing the number of
biopsy samples. FDG-PET is also used for evaluating residual or recurrent tumors.

1.3.4

Single Photon Emission Tomography (SPECT)

Preoperative thallium-201 single-photon emission computed tomography (SPECT
201-Tl) is useful for distinguishing benign from malignant brain lesions, predicting
the histologic grade of brain tumors, and localising areas of maximum 201-Tl uptake
for biopsy. There appears to be a correlation between early and delayed tumor
uptake of 201-Tl and the subsequent grade of the surgically resected tumor, allowing
a distinction between low and high grade astrocytomas. SPECT 201-Tl has not been
as helpful as fluorodexoyglucose (FDG)-PET in distinguishing radiation necrosis
from recurrent tumor (Biersack et al., 1991).

1.3.5

Summary

Palpation has been used for centuries by medical practitioners in routine clinical
examinations. The fundamental idea behind palpation is that pathology would often
be associated with change in tissue mechanical properties that can be detected by
touch. In fact, many tumors and lesions are first detected during surgeries even
after performing modern imaging examinations.
It has been shown, that pathological tissues, such as malignant lesions, have
unambiguously different elastic properties compared to surrounding healthy tissue. Therefore, a method of non-invasive assessment of tissue mechanical properties would be of use and might add an additional valuable information to current
diagnostic methods.
Although, advancements in conventional imaging techniques, such as CT, MRI,
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and SPECT, make it possible to detect brain tumors, they are not capable of directly
assessing their mechanical properties. This information about tumor composition
would be extremely useful when planning neurosurgical procedures, as many tumors cannot be removed completely due to the lack of prior knowledge about their
consistency. In vivo measurement of brain viscoelasticity is also crucial to the understanding of certain physiological and pathological cerebral processes.

1.4

Measuring mechanical properties of the brain

Because of the diagnostic potential of the brain stiffness information, assessment of
the mechanical properties of brain tissue is an area of significant research and clinical interest (Braun et al., 2002; Fallenstein et al., 1969; Galford and McElhaney,
1970; Green et al., 2006; Hirakawa et al., 1981; Kruse et al., 2006, 1999; Lewa, 1991;
Lewa and Certaines, 1995; McCracken et al., 2005, 2004; Miller and Chinzei, 2002;
Muthupillai et al., 1995; Uffmann et al., 2005, 2004; Walsh and Schettini, 1976).
However, the difficulties involved in working with an organ like the brain have so far
prevented its mechanical properties from being adequately investigated. Assessment
of brain stiffness requires an application of defined mechanical stress, which is naturally hampered by the shielding of the brain through the skull, cerebrospinal fluid
(CSF), and meninges. Therefore, most of the measurements were obtained in vitro
on dissected postmortem brain specimens (Arbogast and Margulies, 1998; Donnelly
and Medige, 1997; Fallenstein et al., 1969; Miller, 2005; Miller and Chinzei, 2002;
Shuck and Advani, 1972; Vappou et al., 2007) and there is no certainty whether
they reflect the intact physiological environment of the brain.
The in vivo brain is a highly heterogeneous vascularised tissue, and there is a
paucity of information regarding the effect of perfusion on brain mechanical properties. In fact, the mechanical properties of the brain in vivo may be also affected
by the following components:

• The tissue component, determined by the corresponding properties of the cells,
nerve fibers and vessel walls;
• The blood component, which affects changes in the volume of blood in the
cerebral vessels and in the intravascular pressure level;
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• The extracellular fluid component and the associated pressure level acting
throughout the soft tissue matrix;
• The CSF component and associated ventricular pressure in the ventricles of
the brain and the subarachnoid spaces.

These different effects might explain the inconsistent estimates of the shear modulus
of brain tissue in the literature as shown Fig. 1.4 (Kruse et al., 2007).

Figure 1.4 Summary of reported quantitative elasticity estimates of the brain in vitro, ex vivo
and in vivo (denoted by *) obtained using different experimental protocols (Arbogast and Margulies, 1998; Bilston et al., 1997; Donnelly and Medige, 1997; Estes and McElhaney, 1970; Fallenstein et al., 1969; Galford and McElhaney, 1970; Green et al., 2006; Hamhaber et al., 2006;
Hirakawa et al., 1981; Ljung, 1975; Metz et al., 1970; Uffmann et al., 2004; Walsh and Schettini,
1976; Wang and Wineman, 1972). Image courtesy of (Kruse et al., 2007)

Accurate quantitative estimates of brain mechanical properties may have useful applications for characterising various brain diseases. For example, Alzheimer’s
disease pathology is characterized by the development of senile plagues and neurofibrillary tangles (dysfunctional connections between neurones) over healthy brain
cells throughout the intracranial tissue. Such processes might affect the mechanical
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properties of cerebral tissue (Kruse et al., 2007). It has also been hypothesised that
certain diseases, such as Normal Pressure Hydrocephalus (NPH), may be detected
in the early stages by changes in the mechanical properties of the brain (Bradley Jr
et al., 1991). Sack et al. (2007) proposed a hypothesis that widespread symptomatic
changes in global brain viscoelasticity may be attributable to diffuse effects of neurodegenerative diseases such as Multiple Sclerosis (MS).
It has been demonstrated that Magnetic Resonance Elastography (MRE) can
directly visualise and measure tissue elasticity (Kruse et al., 1999; Lewa and Certaines, 1995; Manduca et al., 2001; Muthupillai et al., 1995; Van Houten et al., 1999).
MRE is a relatively novel imaging modality that allows noninvasive determination
of the shear modulus of tissue in vivo. The MRE technique requires an application
of acoustic or mechanical waves to tissue, conventional MRI system, and a sophisticated model inversion methodology to generate an elastic modulus map of the tissue
of interest. Shear waves in the range of 50 − 200 Hz are commonly used because
their wavelength in tissue-like material is in the useful range of millimeters to tens
of millimeters.
Utilising MRI for measuring the displacement field caused by acoustic waves
and assessment of viscoelastic properties of tissue was first proposed by Lewa and
Certaines (1995). This idea was further developed by Muthupillai et al. (1995) and
continued by MR community (Jurgen et al., 2001; Manduca et al., 2001; Van Houten
et al., 2001; Weaver et al., 2001). In vivo MRE has been successfully applied to reveal
the stiffness of a variety human tissues and organs, such as muscle (Bensamoun et al.,
2005; Gennisson et al., 2005; Papazoglou et al., 2006; Uffmann et al., 2004), breast
(Lorenzen et al., 2002; McKnight et al., 2002; Plewes et al., 2000; Sinkus et al.,
2005; Van Houten et al., 2002), liver (Asbach et al., 2008; Rouvière et al., 2006;
Venkatesh et al., 2008) and the brain (Green et al., 2006, 2008; Klatt et al., 2007;
Kruse et al., 2006, 2007; Sack et al., 2007, 2009; Wuerfel et al., 2010; Xu et al., 2007).
Despite a number of attempts to characterise mechanical properties of the in vivo
brain with MRE, an overall discrepancy in the obtained results indicates limitations
of existing mechanical models to perform accurate reproducible measurements of
brain viscoelastic properties.
MRE has also been used to study the mechanical properties of lungs (Goss et al.,
2006a; McGee et al., 2007), kidneys (Manduca et al., 2001; Shah et al., 2004), heart
(Elgeti et al., 2008; Sack et al., 2008), connective tissue (Chen et al., 2008; Lopez
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et al., 2008), blood vessels (Zheng et al., 2007) and high-resolution microscopic
studies for assessments of the mechanical properties of developing tissues (Othman
et al., 2005).
Most MRE work to date has been performed upon breast lesions. In breast
cancer imaging, MRE was able to capture the macroscopic alterations associated
with abnormal and uncontrolled cell division in the tumors and may, therefore,
overcome some of the limitations of conventional palpation (Sinha and Sinha, 2009).
In fact, palpation is a subjective technique and can only identify surface lesions that
are at least 8-10 mm in diameter (McKnight et al., 2002). In contrast, MRE is able
to non-invasively delineate tumors throughout the healthy breast tissue .
Various MRE studies have also been performed to quantitatively assess viscoelastic (VE) properties of the liver (Asbach et al., 2008; Rouvière et al., 2006; Venkatesh
et al., 2008). In fact, the first well-established clinical application of MRE was evaluation of liver diseases, such as hepatic fibrosis. It has been suggested that hepatic
MRE should be included among the morphological and perfusion imaging procedures used to detect liver cancer and steatosis and assess liver function (Venkatesh
et al., 2008). However, do date, MRE is still not an established clinical modality.
MRE applications for prostate pathology are also rapidly evolving. Recent MRE
studies (Chopra et al., 2009; Kemper et al., 2004) attempting to investigate the
mechanical behavior of prostate tissue and to define elastographic features of the
prostate have shown this technique to be a promising imaging tool.
In vivo measurements of the elastic properties of muscle could help evaluate
muscle diseases early as well as during follow-up. Ultrasound elastography has been
used to measure muscle elasticity but only within a limited range (Uffmann et al.,
2004), whereas MRE enables the entire muscle to be studied and has no limitations
in terms of penetration depth or the maximum resolvable field of view (Papazoglou
et al., 2006). Although MRE is not yet used clinically, it does offer a unique means
of measuring muscle tissue elasticity and there are already reports demonstrating
significant differences in patients with paraplegia and a history of poliomyelitis.
MRE of the brain may be effective in diagnosing conditions, such as meningitis,
traumatic head injury, Alzheimer’s disease, NPH, and intraventricular hemorrhage.
Valid VE moduli of the brain are also necessary prerequisites for finite element
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analysis (FEA) studies of brain trauma (Bayly et al., 2006; Brands et al., 2004;
Pena et al., 2005) and in the development of neurosurgery simulation techniques.
Hence, there are several potential uses of MRE for the brain beyond tumor or cancer
diagnosis.
Once healthy physiological material property ranges are known, MRE could be
used to detect anomalies in tissue stiffness that may indicate the presence of tumors
or other diseases (Srinivasan et al., 2004). Furthermore, MRE seems to be capable of pre-operative evaluation of the consistency of a brain tumor (Uffmann et al.,
2005; Xu et al., 2006). Knowledge of the consistency of a meningioma, in addition
to its vascular and histopathological characteristics, could help in planning a surgical strategy, particularly in patients with a tumor at the base of the skull-base
or encasing cranial nerves and major blood vessels. An imaging method capable
of reproducing these different elastic properties would provide useful detailed information concerning the composition of the lesion and the boundary between it and
normal tissue (Scholz et al., 2005).

1.5

Summary

Pathological tissues have long been recognised to display markedly deferent mechanical properties compared to the surrounding healthy tissues. None of the conventional imaging modalities, such as MRI, CT or PET / SPECT are able to directly
assess tissue elasticity which would be extremely useful when, for example, planning
surgical procedures. For instance, lack of initial knowledge about consistency of the
intracranial tumors can complicate neurosurgical procedure and obstruct accurate
tumor resection. Therefore, a method able to quantitatively map tissue elasticity
might bring valuable diagnostic potential in evaluation of a number of diseases,
pathologies, tumors and neurological illnesses.
Recently, a number of methods has been developed to assess tissue elasticity.
The basic principle of all elasticity imaging methods is based on tissue excitation
followed by measurement of a concomitant tissue response. Depending on the type
of excitation used, elasticity methods can be categorised into dynamic and static as
well as internal and external. On the other hand, based on physical phenomenon
used to capture resulting tissue response, the detection methods are classified into
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US, NMR and acoustic.
MRE is an evolving elasticity imagining modality that utilises phase-contrast
MRI techniques extended with the motion encoding gradients (MEGs) to visualise
propagating acoustic waves and measure global displacements within the tissue subjected to a time-harmonic actuation. MRE allows non-invasive quantitative assessment of tissue elasticity and have been applied to image mechanical properties of
the liver, muscle, lungs, heart and even the brain.
However, large variations in the obtained values measured by MRE indicated
that it has been unsuccessful in accurate and reproducible non-invasive measurement
of brain tissue mechanical properties. The variation of the results might also be
affected by the following factors: difficulties in efficiently generating acoustic waves
inside the cranium due its natural shielding by the skull, CSF and meninges; different
inversion methodologies used, different actuation frequencies, complex intracranial
boundary conditions and fundamental limitations of the biomechanical models to
account for such a complex, heterogeneous and orthotropic media like the brain.
Measurement of mechanical properties of the brain could provide significant
clinical merit and complement existing imaging modalities to enhance diagnosis of
the brain in a pathological state. Accurate quantification of brain elastic properties requires a biomechanical model that is able to accurately match the observed
response. The consistency of the brain has been evaluated using a number of constitutive models, however most of them were unsuccessful in accurately reflecting
brain’s rheology. An overview of the constitutive models used for approximation of
brain structural mechanics is given in Chapter 2.
This thesis thoroughly investigates an alternative biomechanical model, known
as Rayleigh damping (RD) material model, able to quantitatively map both elastic
and damping properties of the material based on two different attenuation mechanisms. Since mechanical properties of the biological tissues are dramatically affected
by the presence of the pathological changes, the ability of the RD model to quantitatively assess damping behaviour might bring additional diagnostic potential and
help in early detection as well as more accurate characterisation of the brain tumors.

Chapter 2

Anatomy and constitutive models of the brain

2.1

Anatomy of the human head

The human head is a very complex structure. It is made of solid components, such as
skull, meninges, brain, blood vessels, and fluidic components, such as cerebrospinal
fluid (CSF), blood and microstructural fluids underlying soft tissue matrix. Fig. 2.1
illustrates MRI images of the human head.
The outermost layer of the head is known as the scalp. It is comprised from
multiple layers of skin, connective tissue, and pericranium. The thickness of the scalp
normally ranges from 3 to 6 mm. The scalp is firmly adhered to a rigid anatomical
structure, known as the skull. The skull encapsulates the brain throughout and
provides protection from external mechanical influence. The only place where the
skull does not enclose the brain is in the junction between spinal cord and the brain.
Meninges are the next inward structure that separate the skull from the brain. The
gap between layers of meninges is called subarachnoid space and it is filled with
the CSF. CSF is also present in multiple intracranial cavities and channels within
the brain and circulates through the ventricular system. The rigid component of
the human head (skull) does not influence mechanical properties of the intracranial
matter. Therefore, a more detailed description of the anatomy and physiology of
the brain, meninges and the ventricular system is given in this chapter.
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(a) T1-weighted MR image

(b) T2-weighted MR image

Figure 2.1 MR images of the human head depicting anatomical atlas. (a) T1-weighted image
of the human head illustrating its main structures: 1 - Cerebellum, 2 - Cerebrum, 3 - Thalamus, 4
- Corpus Callosum, 5 - Lateral Ventricle, 6 - Mid Brain, 7 - Pons, 8 - Brain stem, 9 - Meninges, 10
- Skull. (b) Corresponding T2-weighted image of the human head. Image courtesy of the Oxford
Centre for Functional MRI of the Brain (OXCFMRI, 2013).

2.1.1

Anatomy and physiology of the human brain

The human brain is highly heterogeneous orthotropic complex organ that consist
of multiple components. It is made of four major structures: the cerebrum, the
cerebellum, the brain stem and the basal ganglia. The cerebrum is made of two
cerebral hemispheres. Cerebral hemispheres can be divided into four major parts:
temporal lobe, frontal lobe, parietal lobe and occipital lobe. Cerebral hemispheres
are connected through the corpus callosum. The surface of the cerebral hemispheres
contains cortical folds, also knows as sulcus, and smooth transitions between the
folds, gyrus. Other anatomical structures of the brain include a network of interconnected fluid-filled ventricles, hypothalamus, thalamus, pituitary gland, and many
others. These structures are shown in Fig. 2.2.
Human brain is the centre of the nervous system and is made up of large number
of cells. There are two types of cells in the brain: nerve cells (neurons) and a
variety of supporting cells (glial cells) (Nolte, 2009). Neurons are the cells excited
by electrical impulses. Billions of neurons create an interconnected network through
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Figure 2.2

Schematic representation of the anatomy of the human brain. Source: (Welsh, 1997)

which information is transmitted and processed within the brain.
A typical neuron cell consists of three major components: dendrites, the cell
body, and axons, as shown in Fig. 2.3. The central part of the neuron is a cell body,
also known as the soma. It contains the nuclei of the neuron and is responsible
for metabolic processes within the cell. Dendrites are cytoplasmic extensions with
multiple branches. They arise from the cell body, forming a so called dendritic
tree which serves as a communication input for a particular neuron. Lastly, axons
are a communication output of the neurons. They support transmission of the
electrical signals away from the soma and passing them to surrounding neurons,
thus enabling communication with other cells. On the other hand, glial cells serve
various supporting roles, such as holding neurons together and providing supply of
various nutrients and oxygen (Purves, 2012).
With regards to mechanical properties of the brain, it has long been recognised as
a soft, highly non-linear viscoelastic solid characterised by high strain-rate sensitivity
(Bilston et al., 1997; Fallenstein et al., 1969; Galford and McElhaney, 1970; Hirakawa
et al., 1981; Pamidi and Advani, 1978; Shuck and Advani, 1972). Generally, stiffness
of the brain increases with increase of strain rate. Furthermore, regional variation
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Figure 2.3 Structure of a typical neuron. Each neuron consists of three basic parts: a cell body
(soma) that contains the nucleus; one or more dendrites, which are short branches off the body
that receive incoming impulses; and a single, long axon that carries impulses away from the body
and to the next neuron. Image courtesy of the New World Encyclopedia (Encyclopedia, 2013)

in mechanical properties of the intracranial matter has been also suggested by a
number of studies (Kyriacou et al., 2002; Margulies and Prange, 2002; Miller and
Chinzei, 1997; Prange et al., 2000).
Depending on the structural alignment and composition of the cells, intracranial
matter can be categorised into gray matter and white matter, as shown in Fig. 2.4.
Gray matter occupies outer surface of the cerebral cortex and is mainly comprised
of cell bodies, dendrites and unmyelinated axons, and supporting capillary network.
Alternatively, white matter consists of directionally-depended myelinated axons and
supporting glial cells. Amount of myelin determines the color characteristics of the
matter.
The brain may exhibit regional anisotropic behaviour due to the underlying
microstructure. White matter was found to be anisotropic due to the structural
composition of axonal fiber bundles (Prange et al., 2000). Some studies showed
that white matter has twice as high a stiffness along the axonal fibre direction compared to perpendicular direction under shear deformation and in tension. However,
other studies have not confirmed varying stiffness distribution in white matter under
compression (Bilston et al., 1997).
Previously reported results are generally consistent with the fact that cerebral
white matter is stiffer than gray matter in vivo (Kruse et al., 2007; McCracken et al.,
2005; Uffmann et al., 2004; Xu et al., 2007). However, Nagashima et al. (1990)
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Figure 2.4 Human brain in transverse plane, illustrating white and gray matter of the cerebral
hemispheres surrounding the internal structures and ventral surface. Photo by Ralph Hutchings.
Source: (Hutchings, 2013)

assumed gray matter to be stiffer than white matter for an FE of brain oedema, and
Green et al. (2008) found even more contrast in stiffness with MRE. This affirms
that while there is not currently a definite way to confirm brain’s stiffness estimates
in vivo, there is distinct difference in the elasticity of gray and white matter. Rapid
attenuation of wave propagation towards the centre of the brain was studied by
Kruse et al. (2007) in 25 healthy adult volunteers and the trend observed was that
of increasing wavelength. This is indicative of the shear wave travelling through
increasingly stiffer media. Anisotropy of brain tissue might be one of the reasons in
varying results across a wide range of mechanical tests.
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Figure 2.5 Diagrammatic representation of meninges. Image courtesy of the US National Cancer
Institute (Institute, 2013)

2.1.2

Meninges

The brain is surrounded by a system of membranes called meninges. The latter is
comprised of three layers: the outermost dura mater, the intermediate arachnoid
mater, and the innermost pia mater, as seen Fig. 2.5. The meninges stabilise the
shape and the position of the brain, and protect it from external impact. The brain
is anchored to the skull via the layers of meninges that constrain the movement of
the brain. Moreover, the space between arachnoid and pia mater is filled with CSF
which suspends the brain (Nolte, 2009).
The dura mater is the outermost layer which is adjacent to the inner surface
of the skull. It forms a tough collagenous membrane comprised from a fibrous
connective tissue (Weller, 2008). The thickness of dura mater ranges from 0.3 to 1
mm (Vandenabeele et al., 1996). Dura mater infolds itself in multiple areas, creating
a number of dural reflections. Dural reflections include: falx cerebri, which separates
the cerebral hemispheres; tentorium cerebelli, which separates the occipital lobes
from cerebellum; and falx cerebelli, which separates the cerebellar hemispheres. The
structures of the falx cerebri and tentorium cerebelli are shown in Fig. 2.6. The
dura mater also contains some large blood vessels that diverge into multiple branches
creating large capillary trees in the pia mater.
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Figure 2.6 T1-weighted MR image of the human brain illustrating infolding of dura matter in
the areas of falx cerebri and tentorium cerebelli. Image courtesy of University of Iowa Hospitals &
Clinics. Photo by Paul Reimann, receipt of BPA Medical Education Award (Reimann, 2013).
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Several studies have attempted to investigate the mechanical properties of the
dura mater. Biomechanically, the dura mater may be classified as a viscoelastic material due to the underlying microsturctural composition (Galford and McElhaney,
1969). Wilcox et al. (2003) studied time-dependant viscoelastic properties of the
dura mater in the longitudinal and circumferential direction. Patin et al. (1993)
observed relaxation in the dura mater which was attributed to the viscoelastic behaviour. Significant differences were also observed between human and canine dural
properties.
The arachnoid mater is a middle membrane, comprised from a few layers of
cells which give it a semitransparent appearance. The consistency of the arachnoid
mater also gives its impermeability to fluid. The outer surface of the arachnoid
mater is attached to the inner surface of the dura mater. Unlike the pia mater,
the arachnoid layer does not fully follow convoluted surface of the cortex, however
it generally covers the shape of the brain, providing a cushioning effect. The gap
between the arachnoid mater and the pia mater is called the subarachnoid space and
filled with the CSF.
Lastly, the pia mater is an extremely thing layer that follows the main topographical features of the brain’s surface. Generally, pia is only one cell thick. It
also contains large amount of capillary trees branching out from larger blood vessels
located in the dura mater. This capillary network descends further into the brain
and spinal cord providing necessary transport of nutrients and oxygen.

2.1.3

Ventricular system

The cerebral ventricular system is a set of interconnected fluid-filled cavities, chambers and spaces within the brain. The main purposes of the ventricular system are
protection of the brain from trauma and transport of CSF. The ventricular system
includes four ventricles: the right and left lateral ventricles, the third ventricle and
the fourth ventricle. The lateral ventricles are located in the cerebral hemispheres
and connected to the third ventricle through the interventricular foramina at the
midline of the brain. The third ventricle communicates with the fourth ventricle
via the narrow cerebral aqueduct in the brain stem. From the fourth ventricle, the
CSF flows into the the central canal of the spinal cord where it is further transmit-
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Figure 2.7 Path of circulation of CSF in the ventricular system of the brain. Source: (Ozan,
2008).

ted to the subarachnoid space by the pressure gradient. Circulation of CSF in the
ventricular system is illustrated in Fig. 2.7 (Nolte, 2009).
CSF is a clear and colorless fluid produced by specialized tissue in the choroid
plexus of the brain. Bloomfield et al. (1998) performed studies on viscosity measurements of CSF over a range of the shear strain rates. It was found that total protein
and blood cell content did not significantly affect the viscosity of the CSF. Thus,
CSF was concluded to be a clearly Newtonian viscous fluid, with its viscosity at 37
degrees of 0.7 - 1 mPa.s. This leads to a nearly zero elasticity and a loss modulus
µI = ων = 0.5 kP a (Green et al., 2008).
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2.2

Constitutive models for brain tissue mechanics

Modelling brain tissue mechanical behaviour is an extremely complicated and demanding task. Existing constitutive brain tissue models have been unsuccessful in
characterising the exact brain rheology (Dommelen et al., 2009). These models are
intended for the quantification of material behavior under various loading scenarios.
Often the selection of a suitable model is determined by combining the observed
response and known key material properties such as its histology, composition and
structure.
For brain tissues, mechanical behaviours are modelled according to the required
conditions, with emphasis on the strain rate magnitude. Depending on the required
application and specification, varying constitutive settings would be necessary for
the same material. Hence, the time scale characteristic plays a vital role in the
selection of the material model.
An ideal constitutive model would be able to give a reasonable approximation of
the brain tissue behaviour in tension, compression and shear deformation. A number
of constitutive equations have been applied to investigate brain mechanical response.
However, there is no accepted gold-standard constitutive model that is able to incorporate a full spectrum of a non-linear, strain-rate dependant, viscoelastic behaviour
observed in the brain tissue.
Here, we mainly consider elastic, viscoelastic, and poroelastic (or mixture theory) constitutive relations. An elastic behavior may be defined as one in which the
stress state depends only on strain; a viscoelastic behavior may be defined as one
that the stress state depends both on strain and strain history. A poroelastic behavior may be defined as one that results from two or more phases, with a porous elastic
solid immersed in a viscous fluid. The overall deformation is dependant on resistance of a fluid-flow due to a pressure gradient through a network of interconnected
pores.
There are very few existing FE brain tissue models with each designated for very
specific loading conditions only. In the 1970s, there was a demand to better understand brain’s mechanical behaviour during a physical trauma and the consequent
adverse effects. For simulation purposes, the cranium was subjected to high accel-
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eration ending with a sudden deceleration (”impact”). The brain model by Engin
(1969), which modelled the brain as an inviscid compressible fluid, was suitable for
the analysis of compressive wave damages.
However, Fallenstein et al. (1969), stated that the brain was viscoelastic, quoting
previous experimental work on various species of brain tissue. Studies by Galford
and McElhaney (1969) found out of phase force and displacement in the brain tissue
implying damping was present. The viscoelasticity of brain was further confirmed
by the in-phase association in an elastic solid and the 90 degrees out-of-phase association of viscosity. Viscoelastic characteristics were also observed in brain during
creep and relaxation.
For head trauma modelling, experimental data were collected by Estes and
McElhaney (1970) to establish the brain tissue constitutive relations. Using these
data on human brain tissue, Wang and Wineman (1972) proposed a linear viscoelastic model, but Pamidi and Advani (1978) applied non-linear constitutive relations.
Apart from the viscoelasticity assumption (Sahay et al., 1992; Walsh and Schettini,
1984), other studies have assumed the brain to be a linear, isotropic and homogeneous material. In addition, linear viscoelastic (Bandak et al., 1995), or nonlinear
viscoelastic (Bilston et al., 1997; Donnelly and Medige, 1997) models were applied
to study falls or vehicular accident brain trauma in 1990’s.
A single-phase non-linear viscoelastic continuum model was used by Miller and
Chinzei (1997) in both quasi-static and fast processes for an approximation of brain
tissue behaviour. Further studies by Miller’s group (Miller and Chinzei, 2002; Miller
et al., 2000) attempted to prove that the hyper-viscoelastic model based on the strain
energy function in polynomial form with time-dependent coefficients, was suitable
for description of brain tissue deformation behaviour in vivo at low strain rates
which is typical for surgical procedures. It was also concluded that to obtain near
perfect reproduction of the experimental curve in vivo, only slight adjustment to
the stiffness parameter was necessary without altering the structure of the model.
Investigation of the loading conditions applied to quasi-static processes, such as
found in neurosurgical retraction or brain removal during surgery; and neuropathological processes, such as hematomas, hydrocephalus and hemorrhage, required a
second line of inquiry in brain tissue modelling. This inquiry involved more sophisticated and detailed representations of the brain. Depending on the application,
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mainly poroelastic (Basser, 1992; Kaczmarek et al., 1997; Miga et al., 2000, 1998a;
Paulsen et al., 1999; Pena et al., 1999), viscoelastic (Bilston et al., 1997; Donnelly
and Medige, 1997; Green et al., 2006, 2008; Kruse et al., 2007; Miller et al., 2000;
Nagashima et al., 1990; Pamidi and Advani, 1978; Sack et al., 2007) or linear elastic (Ferrant et al., 2000; Škrinjar et al., 2001; Walsh and Schettini, 1984) and even
nonlinearly elastic models (Sahay et al., 1992) were used to simulate the quasi-static
processes.
An FE based poroelastic computational model was suggested by Paulsens group
(Miga et al., 2000, 1998a; Paulsen et al., 1999) to estimate intracranial tissue motion in computer-assisted stereotactic surgery. Based on multi-phase consolidation
theory, this model considers the brain to be a sponge-like material in which tissue
motion is characterised by an instantaneous deformation of the contact area plus
pressure gradient induced deformation resulting from exiting pore fluid. For similar
application, Ferrant et al. (2000) had used a linear elastic material and linear strain;
and Škrinjar et al. (2001) had instead used both a linear mass spring (discrete)
model and a linear (both material and strain linearity) elastic continuum model.
Nagashima et al. (1990) used a linear material and linear strain with a poroelastic
2D FEM theory which allowed the modelling of edema and hydrocephalus. The
biomechanics of hydrocephalus and other structural neurologic diseases was studied
numerically by Neff et al. Kaczmarek et al. (1997) using similar model but with
a nonlinear strain definition and a linear material. Additionally, using material
properties, boundary conditions and image intensities, brain biomechanics has been
used in successfully matching / registering brain volumes of two different individuals.
Valid estimation of mechanical properties of the brain requires a biomechanical model that can provide an accurate description of the mechanical behaviour
of brain tissue. To date, reconstruction approaches generally assume tissue to be
purely elastic, although some groups have employed more advanced models such as
viscoelasticity (Green et al., 2008; Kruse et al., 2007; Sack et al., 2007) and even
poroelasticity (Perriez et al., 2010). However, none of the constitutive models have
been able to accurately characterise brain tissue behaviour (Dommelen et al., 2009).
Inconsistent and contradictory results reported in the literature suggest the use of
a more sophisticated biomechanical models.
Viscoelasticity (VE) is typically used to model impact (Hirakawa et al., 1981).
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Poroelacticity and combined theory for interstitial fluidity are used to model hydrocephalus and similar long term processes (Miga et al., 2000, 1998a; Paulsen et al.,
1999). While VE models are believed to give a reasonable approximation of damping
characteristics for viscous solids, poroelasticity is assumed to be a better model for
fluid-saturated porous biological tissues due to direct de-coupling of the mechanical
properties of solid tissue structure matrix from those related to fluid component
and associated fluid pressure (Perriez et al., 2010). Thus, although the VE model
contributes to the observed deformation behavior, it does not explicitly account the
fluid-phase present in vivo. Lastly, an elastic based model would be just as adequate
for image registration purposes (Ferrant et al., 2000).
Appropriate implementation of the damping effects can improve model accuracy (McGarry et al., 2007). In biological tissue, these effects arise from a complex
interaction between microstructural elements of the tissue. However, most constitutive models have a continuum based formulation and therefore treat complex
micro-heteregenous tissue structure as a continuum. Development of the appropriate model for a reasonable approximation of the attenuation behaviour within the
tissue requires a proportional scaled combination of damping aspects that contribute
to an overall damping profile.
Rayleigh Damping (RD) or proportional damping is an alternative model for
soft tissue attenuation for elastic materials which incorporates attenuation behavior
proportionally related to both elastic and inertial forces. In contrast, the majority
of viscoelastic damping models commonly used in elastography consist of only a
complex shear modulus and thus only a single damping parameter. The inertial
damping effects are modelled through the use of complex density where the imaginary term represents the attenuation coefficients. Equally, viscoelastic damping
effects are approximated via the complex valued shear modulus with real and imaginary terms representing storage and loss modulus respectively. The RD model is
believed to provide a more accurate description of elastic energy attenuation in the
tissue (McGarry and Van Houten, 2008).
The motivation that supports this research arises from a current lack of available MRE methodologies for performing accurate and reproducible measurements
of mechanical properties of the in-vivo brain. This issue is driven by attenuation
of shear waves inside the skull due to strong viscosity of the brain tissue, and the
limitations of the existing inverse problem techniques to account for the heteroge-
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neous, orthotropic, viscoelastic media like brain tissue. Therefore, the aim of this
project is the establishment of the MRE using a RD material model for the human
brain. A number of experiments must be performed to obtain accurate information
on viscoelastic brain tissue behavior in relation to the RD material model.
In addition, current brain actuation methods are not patient-comfort friendly
and generally not well suited to clinical application due to technology complexity
and device non-portability. Most mechanical drivers are mounted to bite bars with
individual denture molds (Green et al., 2006; McCracken et al., 2003; Uffmann et al.,
2005; Xu et al., 2006, 2007). The mouse-piece is then vibrated at a specific frequency
via some form of mechanical actuator. Well trained subjects can tolerate this procedure for a moderate duration up to 20-30 minutes. Another design is a head rocker
actuator containing carbon fiber rod of variable length (2-3 meters) that couples
the centre of the loudspeaker membrane on one end and a head rocker on the other
end (Klatt et al., 2006, 2007; Sack et al., 2007). For this purpose, a new pneumatic
actuator design, as an alternative to an electromechanical actuator used in previous
MRE brain studies, has been developed.
MRE based on the RD material model is believed to have potential for the noninvasive in vivo determination of mechanical properties of the intracranial tissue.
Each year, doctors in the New Zealand diagnose approximately 250 new primary
brain tumors, and 1500 new secondary brain tumors. As tumor tissue commonly
displays a shear modulus up to 100 times that of a normal tissue, the MRE method
is believed to provide important information for effective brain tumor recognition.
Also, an ability of the RD model to measure viscous tissue behavior can be used for
differentiating benign and malignant intracranial tumors. The current identification
process in clinical practice requires removal a small piece of the tumor for biopsy.
Frequently this can be done with a needle through a small hole in the skull, a
procedure known as stereotactic biopsy. Obviously, the noninvasive MRE approach
would be a significant improvement over the current clinical diagnostic procedure.
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2.3

Important considerations in development of in vivo
constitutive models for the brain

When modelling the brain tissue, some important aspects must be considered, such
as:

• Compressible vs. incompressible material behavior;
• Fluid vs. solid approach;
• Differentiating between gray and white matter properties;
• Effect of tissue weight, fluid filled cavities (ventricles, subarachnoid space) and
falx/tentorium, and the issue of mesh generation.

2.3.1

Compressible vs incompressible model

Like most soft highly saturated biological tissues, brain tissue is typically assumed
to be incompressible or nearly incompressible due to the high water content. The
brain tissue also mainly exhibits incompressible behaviour in impact situations, yet
exhibits compressible behaviour in long duration processes, such as hydrocephalus
or mass lesions, involving interstitial fluid flow throughout brain parenchyma (Kaczmarek et al., 1997). Although fluid movement and subsequent local volume changes
are apparent in fluid brain cavities, such as the ventricles, subarachnoid space and
their interconnections (Sarron et al., 2000), the ventricular and subarachnoid cavities are not included in many existing brain models. Thus, it is conservative to use
a compressible material behaviour.
In retrospect, volume change was not observed in the 1-D compression experiments by Miller and Chinzei (1997). However, due to the technical constraints
rigorous measurement of the volume change was not possible. Using swine brain
tissue, the Miller et al. (2000) model invokes incompressibility to simulate the deformation for quasi-static surgical manipulations.
By definition, the poroelastic model is compressible in an aggregate sense even if
its constituents are incompressible and thus allows movement of fluid. Where fluid
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movement is irrelevant, a relatively simpler viscoelastic model is more effective,
compared to a poroelastic model, for the estimation of an appropriate viscoelastic
compressibility term through simple simulations of the poroelastic model.
Various research teams have worked on compressibility constants. Tenti et al.
(1999) had used a linear poroelastic material properties to calculate a dry Poissons
ratio ν=0.4 partly based on the reevaluation of the data by Metz et al. (1970).
Using an approximate value of ν=0.45 from a range that minimised errors in their
experiments, Miga et al. (1998b) used an inflated balloon inside a swine brain and
measured the displacement of the inserted beads.
Alternatively, a linear elastic material with the possibility of viscous component
was used by Guillaume et al. (1997). The findings were that a ν=0.35 gave the best
agreement with bovine brain based hypergravity experiments. To minimize errors
between intraoperative data and calculated data, Škrinjar et al. (2001) used varying
ν values and concluded that ν=0.4 gave the optimal results. Nevertheless, there is
still a lack of rigorous experimental work in estimating either in vitro, or even more
importantly, in vivo brain tissue compressibility.

2.3.2

Fluid vs solid model

Since brain tissue has no long term elastic modulus, Bilston et al. (1997) referred to
it as a fluid. This was supported by Shuck and Advani (1972) who concluded that
viscoelastic fluid behaviour better represents the brain material behaviour compared
to that of viscoelastic solid. However, this conclusion was refuted by Donnelly and
Medige (1997) who discovered that deformed brain tissue is able to return to a
defined shape when immersed in the saline solution, thus requiring a solid model.
However, this characteristic was not applicable when the tissue was removed from
the saline solution.
Since fluid models are not yield associated, the yield properties of brain tissue
further strengthens the solid model theory Shuck and Advani (1972). These apparent
disagreements could be due to the fact that data in Bilstons experimental range had
a modulus of approximately 800 Pa. Meanwhile, Millers’s data had a much smaller
strain long term modulus of approximately 500 Pa.
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The other possibility is the elastoplastic material constitutive model. This model
supports the contradiction that brain tissue behaviour is that of an elastic solid when
immersed in saline and that of fluid when not immersed in saline. When not in saline,
the tissue experiences gravitational forces that could be larger than the elastoplastic
yield point. Therefore, the tissue behaviour is fluid under such conditions.

2.3.3

Gray vs white matter elastic properties

The white matter mainly consists of axonal fiber bundles suggesting structural
anisotropy. Bilston et al. (1997) stated that some studies found similarities between the elastic properties of the white and gray brain matter. However, some
other studies found differences. Nagashima et al. (1990) had assumed a conservatively stiffer (10-fold) gray matter with no justification. Kaczmarek et al. (1997)
had used the lowest strain tests results performed by Metz et al. (1970) as elastic
behaviour for both the white and gray matter. Nevertheless, a sensitivity analysis
simulation with the gray matter was also attempted with increasing stiffness values
ranging from that of the white matter and ending with a stiffness four times larger,
on the expectation that the gray matter is indeed stiffer than the white matter.
While investigating the effect of regional, directional, and species effects on brain
mechanical properties using fresh swine brain tissue, Prange et al. (2000) found
that the gray matter (thalamus) is about 30 % stiffer than the white matter (corona
radiata and corpus callosum).
Directional dependence of stiffness was also observed in the white matter which
was approximately 70% stiffer in the second direction. This outcome held to a much
lesser extent in gray matter, which was approximately 10% stiffer in the second
direction. In view of this anisotropy, the white matter stiffest direction may be
relatively stiffer than the gray matter stiffest direction. Margulies and Prange (2002)
studied the anisotropy of the gray and white matter at large strains and found
that white matter exhibited higher anisotropy (31 - 48% difference) compared to
gray matter (10% difference) which was found nearly isotropic. Studies performed
by Arbogast and Margulies (1998) on anisotropic properties in three orthogonal
directions of the brainstem in 2.5% dynamic sweep experiments confirmed difference
of up to 30%.
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Manduca et al. (2001) concluded that MRE indicated a relatively stiffer white
matter (average shear stiffness of 14.2 kPa) compared to gray matter (average shear
stiffness of 5.3 kPa). In place of dynamic, time-harmonic MRE, McCracken et al.
(2005) applied transient-based MRE to measure in vivo brain mechanical properties.
The feasibility of measuring brain stiffness in vivo using a transient mechanical
excitation was demonstrated. A white and gray matter shear stiffness of 12 kPa and
8 kPa were observed respectively. Though the Prange et al. (2000) work seems most
convincing, there is still significant scope for further investigation.

2.3.4

Effect of gravity and CSF submersion

Due to the very low stiffness of the brain tissue, the gravitational force is a key
factor in modelling mechanics. The brain is submerged in CSF in physiological
conditions and thus its weight is neutralised by the buoyant fluid pressures (buoyant
force). This aspect is vital for neurosurgical navigation during open skull surgery,
and the loss of CSF is a dominant factor in inducing a deformation average of 10
mm namely along the direction of gravity. This clearly indicates the importance
of the brain weight for modelling and for compression experiments for determining
material properties, especially when full sized brain are analysed.

2.4

Mechanical parameter estimation in MRE

There are many approaches applicable for inversion of the MRI captured motion data
to obtain mechanical properties. Each approach has limitations based on the simplification assumptions that underlie fundamental physical concepts of the method.
Yet regardless of the extensive nature of the data and many inversion methodologies, the extraction of high resolution accurate results from naturally noisy data for
complex and heterogeneous organs, such as the brain, is still a challenging uphill
task.
Quantified mechanical properties, such as the shear modulus, can be calculated
using information about propagation of the shear strain waves within the imaged
volume. Generally, equations of motion based mathematical inversion algorithms are
simplified with assumptions of local isotropy, homogeneity, and incompressibility.
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For homogeneous, anisotropic and viscoelastic materials, the constitutive equation
of motion factors an applied stress to the resultant strain and can be expressed as a
rank 4 tensor with 21 independent complex quantities. Assuming isotropy reduces
the number of independent quantities to the two typical Lame’s constants λ and µ,
which are responsible for longitudinal and shear strains, respectively. A VE model
can be justified by assuming both Lame’s constants to be complex valued, where
the imaginary components represent attenuation due to the viscosity.
Most biological soft tissues are nearly incompressible, thus the first Lame’s parameter λ is normally much larger than the shear modulus µ (typically 104 or more).
This difference in magnitude makes it impractical to simultaneously calculate both
λ and µ. In fact, the longitudinal wavelength in the tissue is very long (tens of
meters) which brings additional challenges for accurate estimation of λ. Alternatively, in some cases if the excitation is primarily shear, the effect of λ can be simply
neglected or removed by filtering out longitudinal wave motion using curl filtering
techniques (Manduca et al., 2001).
If µ is assumed to be complex valued, it may be written as µR + iµI , where
µR represents the storage modulus and µI is the loss modulus representing the
attenuation in a viscoelastic medium. Using this complex shear modulus, the shear
wave speed at a specific frequency can be calculated. The effective shear modulus,
also known as the shear stiffness, can then be calculated from this simple relation:
µ = ρVs2 , where ρ is the material density (typically assumed at 1000 kg/m3 for tissue
in MRE) and Vs is the speed of the shear wave. The shear wave speed is derived as
a product of the operating frequency and the spatial wavelength, and hence early
MRE methods focused on measuring the shear wave wavelengths which was done
manually. Over time, automatic algorithms that calculated the wavelength (local
frequency estimation, (LFE); phase gradient (PG)) were applied Manduca et al.
(2001). As this science progressed, algorithms were developed to directly calculate
both µR and µI (direct inversion (DI). Despite these advancements, for convention
and convenience, stiffness is still often reported as a product of density and wave
speed squared. (Manduca et al., 2001) provides details of these methods.
Elastograms are the images of the mechanical properties of tissue calculated in
MRE at a particular frequency of operation. Based on the technique used to derive
the elastograms, they can have half the resolution of the native MR images which
could range anything from 50 m to 10 mm depending on the application. Often,
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they are typically one-third to one-fifth of the MRI resolution. Artifacts in the
stiffness calculations using the aforementioned methods can result from shear wave
interference. Directional filtering is a preprocessing technique developed to reduce
these artifacts.

2.5

Overview of the MRE applied to in-vivo brain imaging

Brain MR elastography was first mentioned by Kruse et al. (1999), where it showed
promising results to visualise propagating strain waves in the brain tissue. Since
then, the method has been significantly improved. However, the in vivo values
for the dynamic modulus still differ significantly with stiffness estimates for white
matter ranging from 2.5 to 15.2 kPa and for gray matter from 2.8 to 12.9 kPa (Green
et al., 2008; Kruse et al., 2007; McCracken et al., 2005; Sack et al., 2007; Uffmann
et al., 2005, 2004; Xu et al., 2007).
In a recent study investigating the mechanical properties of the brain using
MRE, Kruse et al. (2007) summarised the considerable variability of in vivo and ex
vivo measurements of brain tissue properties reported in the literature. The lack
of agreement suggests that more sophisticated mechanical models may be required
to describe the deformation behavior of brain and other tissues. The variations
of the results may also be due to several factors, such as a mismatch between the
data generated by the MR displacement imaging gradients and the model used for
inversion; the dispersion of the shear wave speed at different excitation frequencies;
varying wave aptitudes, and complex or mis-modelled boundary conditions.
Manduca et al. (2001) elaborated on the various techniques of the MRE method
for the imaging of elasticity. He also discussed limitations and assumptions of the
different reconstruction processing algorithms, such as Local Frequency Estimation (LFE), Phase Gradient (PG) and Algebraic inversion of the differential equation. New methods were introduced by Jurgen et al. (2001) for the simulating and
analysing of MRE wave images. For the agar gel phantom, good correlation was
noted between the simulated wave patterns and reconstruction results, computed
by LFE algorithm. Also, the brain image calculations using elasticity estimates for
the gray and white matters showed that even small distributions of pathologically
changed brain tissue are detectable by MRE even for the limit of relatively low shear
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wave excitation frequency.
Braun et al. (2002) described the ultrafast Echo Planar acquisition techniques for
the MRE of human brain. This technique improved the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
and the complete 3D wave propagation visualisation in the human brain. The MR
imaging of brain’s transverse acoustic waves was performed by Moore et al. (2003)
and the acoustic coupling was observed to be better at a 125Hz excitation frequency
with an electromechanical actuator at the left temporal window.
Mechanical transient-based MRE was applied by McCracken et al. (2003) (McCracken et al., 2003, 2005) to study the biomechanics of traumatic brain injury.
Using an electromechanical driver coupled to a bite-bar, low amplitude mechanical shear transients were directed to the heads of volunteers; the axial and coronal
plane shear displacements were duly measured. Two methods of processing for the
calculation of shear stiffness from transient data were developed. When tested in
phantom studies, the transient results were found to be in good agreement with
time-harmonic MRE results and the white matter (12 kPa) was found to be stiffer
than the gray matter (8 kPa).
The results of a FE study of the hydrocephalus biomechanics was presented
by Taylor and Miller (2004) with emphasis on the parenchyma’s elastic modulus reassessment. The Young’s modulus used in previous studies for the brain’s
parenchyma corresponded well to strain rates much higher than those presented in
hydrocephalic brains. Uffmann et al. (2004) used MRE in an attempt to determine
gray and white matter elasticities. Mean shear modulus observed were 13 kPa and
15 kPa for the gray matter and white matters, respectively.
A 2D multiple slice Spin Echo-Echo Planar Imaging (SE-EPI) for fast MRE of
the brain was introduced by Kruse et al. (2006). This technique allowed complete
field capture within the clinically conservative duration of 10 minutes or less. A
high resolution 3D brain MRE was developed by Green et al. (2006) to enable the
optimization of several parameters yet still maintaining good SNR. This technique
allowed MRE image acquisition of a healthy brain in high resolution. About the ventricles, a much lower elasticity (1.1 kPa) central brain region was found surrounded
by the higher elasticity white (2.1 kPa) and gray (2.8 kPa) matter regions.
Hamhaber et al. (2006) used 3D MRE in vivo human brain experiments to
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observe the direction of wave propagation and subsequently infer in-plane elastic
properties. A recent algorithm was used to determine the direction of wave propagation; it identified the minimal wave velocities of rays from surface into the brain.
An acoustic approach was used by Rossman et al. (2006); this novel approach introduced the use of shear waves in brain MRE. A pneumatically actuated driver (PAD)
dual channel system was developed to increase the mechanical vibration tolerance
level of the head and brain.
A non-invasive assessment of the brain rheology was conducted by Klatt et al.
(2007) using multifrequency MRE. The ability to recreate the observed dispersion
curves were tested on five existing standard rheological models, such as the Maxwell,
Voigt, Zener, Jeffreys and fractional Zener models. To suppress the noise and compression wave components, a 2D Butterworth filter was used. The model that yielded
the most consistent results was the three parameter Zener model.
Sack et al. (2007) used MRE at different driving frequencies in a non-invasive
measurement attempt of brain viscoelasticity. This method was based on a phasesensitive EPI acquisition. The inter-individual mean shear moduli and shear viscosities were recorded at 1.17 kPa and 3.1 Pas for 25 Hz and 1.56 kPa and 3.4 Pas
for 50 Hz, respectively. By comparing the rotational rheometry of in vitro brain tissue viscoelasticity measurements, Vappou et al. (2007) discovered that the dynamic
behavior of loss (G”) moduli and shear storage (G’) from both rheometry and MRE
at varying frequency ranges was equal to the linear viscoelastic properties of brain
tissue found in other researches.
Preliminary observation on the application of MRE on the human brain was
carried out by Xu et al. (2007). This research indicated that the shear wave lengths
in the gray matter was relatively shorter than in the white matter and that both
varied with the varying excitation frequency. Difference in tissue elasticity between
the gray and white matters was noted in the elasticity images; the white matter
had a higher elastic modulus compared to the gray matter. Using a full 3D reconstruction, Green et al. (2008) had applied the MRE technique at 3T to extract the
complex shear modulus for in vivo brain tissue by applying a curl operator to remove
dilatational wave effects. The results showed a significantly stiffer gray matter (3.1
kPa) compared to the white matter (2.7 kPa).
With regards to the stiffness quantification of brain tumors, Uffmann et al.
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(2005) highlighted the use of LFE based MRE. It involved a patient with a left
hemisphere glioma. Individual elasticity measures were taken for each the gray
matter, the white matter and the tumor. The stiffest elasticity of 28.4 kPa and
24.2 kPa were noted for the tumor and the neighbouring white matter in the left
hemisphere respectively while the white matter in the right hemisphere had a 18.7
kPa elasticity. The conclusion was that MRE may be applicable in areas where MRI
has its limitation in the characterisation of brain tumors.
Six patients with known solid brain tumors (four meningiomas, one schwannoma and one hemangiopericytoma) were studies by Xu et al. (2006) using LFE
based MRE. A radiologist had evaluated each patient tumor before the MRE based
surgery. The propagation of shear waves in the brain was imaged and the change
in the wavelength when propagation through the tumor was identified. The wave
images were assessed and the tumor elasticity was classified relative to the elasticity
of the white matter as less than, more than or similar to. The tumors were subsequently evaluated surgically by a neurosurgeon who had no knowledge of the MRE
results; the consistency of the tumors were classified as soft, hard or intermediate
which respectively meant softer than white matter, stiffer than white matter or similar to white matter. The MRE based tumor elasticity corresponded well with the
neurosurgeons consistency assessment for all the patients Xu et al. (2006). However, due to the elasticity image’s limited resolution, accurate evaluation of small
tumours was not possible. This limitation also applies to infratentorial tumors as
well as tumors with cystic changes where shear waves cannot propagate through the
cystic components Xu et al. (2006).
Sack et al. (2009) used multifrequency MRE with a range from 25 to 62.5 Hz
to investigate the in vivo viscoelasticity of healthy human brain in 55 volunteers
(23 females) ranging in age from 18 to 88 years. By means of MRE, the authors
revealed for the first time how physiological ageing changes the global viscosity
and elasticity of the brain, showing that the healthy adult brain undergoes steady
parenchymal liquefaction. Moreover, a significant difference between female and
male brain elasticity was also found.
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2.6

Summary

The human head is a very complex structure. It is made of solid components, such
as the skull, meninges, brain, blood vessels, and fluidic components such as, CSF
and blood. The skull encapsulates the brain and protects it from external impact.
Meninges are located beneath the skull and stabilise the brain. The brain is a highly
heterogeneous media which consists of a large variety of components.
Accurate description of the 3D mechanical response of the brain over a broad
range of loading conditions is a very challenging task. This entails that the model
should incorporate appropriate constitutive relations to account for the shear, compressive and tensile response of the brain tissue corresponding to a particular loading
scenario. Due to the complex, non-linear, anisotropic and viscoelastic properties of
the brain tissue, no acceptable models have been proposed to equally represent brain
tissue response over a broad range of loading conditions.
A number of sophisticated rheological models, such as linear / non-linear elastic, linear / non-linear VE as well as poroelastic model have been developed in
attempt to accurately characterise mechanical properties of the brain tissue. Depending on the application, different constitutive equations are better suited. For
example, neurosurgical simulations usually require a large-deformation framework
and lack sensitivity to any constitutive model. In case that distribution of a fluid is
not required, single-phase based models might be appropriate to model the brain in
the pathological state, such as hydrocephalus. However, more sophisticated models,
such as poroviscoelasticity might be used to account for a fluid flow within the brain.
Due to high computational intensity and despite implied limitations, simplified constitutive models are often used to model head trauma or injury. These models
include linear VE as well as hyper elastic models that do or do not incorporate
viscous components.
Model accuracy can be improved by appropriate addressing of the damping
effects. In the VE formulation, damping is implemented through a complex shear
modulus where the damping level is directly proportional to the elastic forces. The
Rayleigh damping (RD) model is an extension of the VE model which incorporates
attenuation modulus proportional to both elastic and inertial effects. If the RD
model provides a better approximation of attenuation behaviour than the VE model,
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reconstruction accuracy of other parameters, such as real shear modulus, my also
be improved due to decreased data-model discrepancy. This would imply, that the
RD material model would be superior over traditional VE model allowing better
accuracy of elastographic based reconstruction.
MRE was first applied to in vivo brain imaging by Kruse et al. (1999) where
non-invasive palpation of the brain tissue was demonstrated. Since then, the method
has been significantly improved. Technical advancements in brain MRE resulted in
the development of faster pulse sequences allowing MRE image acquisition in the
clinically acceptable examination time. New actuation methodologies as well as a
number of inverse reconstruction techniques have been proposed to improve accuracy of elastographic based reconstruction. Brain cancer diagnosis using MRE still
remains a challenging scientific field with a number of difficulties, such as efficient
generation of the mechanical waves inside the brain, complex interior reflections of
the waves within the cranium, dispersion of the stain waves at different frequencies
and limitations of the existing inverse problem techniques to account for a highly
complex, anisotropic, heterogeneous organ like the brain.
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Chapter 3
MRI data measurement, conversion and
processing of the results

Magnetic Resonance Elastography (MRE) is an emerging imaging modality that
allows quantitative assessment of the mechanical properties of tissue in vivo. The
results produced by MRE can be considered as a 3D imaging based counterpart
to palpation, commonly used by physicians to detect pathological tissue change.
Stiffness estimates are deduced from the displacements fields caused by propagation
of mechanical waves which are encoded by phase-contrast MRI techniques. The
technique essentially involves the steps illustrated in Fig. 3.1.

• Generating shear waves in the tissue.

• Motion encoding via phase-contrast MRI techniques.

• Processing the images of the shear waves to generate quantitative maps of
tissue stiffness, called elastograms.

A constitutive model is required to produce quantitative estimates of the material
properties. The model that provides good approximation of the observed behaviour
of the tissue will lead to accurate recovery of the material property distribution that
are close to true tissue properties.
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Figure 3.1 Schematic representation of the MRE examination. Mechanical excitation is performed by means of electromagnetic, acoustic or other type of the actuator. Trigger pulses are
used synchronised MRI image acquisition with the induced mechanical vibrations. 3D motion
encoding is performed via a phase-contrast MRI image sequence extended with motion encoding
gradients (MEGs). As a results, information about amplitude and phase of the propagating waves
can be obtained at every point within imaging volume. This information is used by the biomechanical constitutive model to recover elasticity distribution across reconstruction domain. The
resulting image is called elastogram. Image courtesy of Di Ieva et al. (2010).

3.1

Mechanical actuation

To generate harmonic oscillations within the brain, a special actuator was designed.
According to the performance requirements defined, the brain actuator must:

• Provide a steady state harmonic displacement of at least 100 µm to the head,
• Have non-magnetic properties to minimize possible interference with the MR
imaging process,
• Provide maximum comfort and safety for the patient,
• Enable easy and fast setup of the MRE examination in order to fit within the
time restrictions available,
• Possess a flexible design allowing reconfiguration of the actuator setup for
experiments with the phantoms

Considering these criteria, an acoustic actuator concept was chosen based on
prior attempts (Goss et al., 2006b; Latta et al., 2010; Rossman et al., 2006). To
compensate for the shear wave attenuation in a large organ like brain, the approach
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was a double driver principle (Zheng et al., 2007). A pair of modified dual-voice
passive subwoofers were used as remote pressure sources. To achieve maximum
output of 300 W RMS, dual voice coils of 4 Ohm were wired in series for 8 Ohms
and then both speakers were connected to an individual amplifier channel. Acoustic
pressure waves, generated by the speaker cone excursion, were used to engage the
passive drivers connected via stiff walled flexible tubes of various length.
Acoustic waveguide principles were considered prior to choosing the long tubing.
The basic principle is that in a straight cylindrical waveguide there is just one
propagating acoustic mode, as long as the free space wavelength is greater than 1.71
times the inside diameter λ > 1.71d (Neville H. Fletcher, 1991).
The wavelength λ of a sinusoidal waveform traveling at a constant speed V is defined:

λ=

V
f

(3.1)

where V is the phase speed (magnitude of the phase velocity) of the wave and f is
the wave’s frequency. For sound waves in the air, the speed of a sound is V = 344
m/s at 20◦ C. Based on Eq. 3.1, the wavelength of the sound waves at 100 Hz is
λ = 3.44 m. To achieve only one propagating mode in the waveguide the following
condition has to be satisfied:

d<

λ
1.71

(3.2)

Considering that the highest possible actuation frequency for the brain is 200 Hz,
the diameter of the flexible tubing had to be no more than 2 meters.
A pair of passive subwoofers ”Atomic Manhattan MA 15D” were modified with
the 25 mm airtight acrylic lids mounted over the speaker membrane and used as
a source of the air pressure (refer to Fig. 3.2 (a)). Mutual phase shift of 180◦
between the subwoofers was achieved by reversing the wires on the input leads of
the subwoofers. A special hose connector was mounted at the centre of the lids to
attach flexible tubes for the transmission of acoustic waves into the passive drivers
(see Fig. 3.2 (b).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.2 Pneumatic based acoustic actuator for brain MRE. (a) Modified subwoofer for delivering the air pressure; (b) Hose connection between the subwoofer and long flexible tubing; (c)
Pneumatically actuated driver (PAD); (d) Full actuator configuration
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Figure 3.3 Experimental set up of the acoustic brain actuator. A signal generator is connected
to an amplifier through a two channel oscilloscope. One channel is connected to a passive subwoofer used to generate acoustic pressure waves and drive pneumatically actuated drivers (PADs).
Another channelled is to be connected to an MRI scanner via an RS422 converter to allow synchronisation of induced mechanical motion with MRI image acquisition to allow motion encoding.

The experimental setup used an ISO-TECH GFG 2110 signal generator connected to a QSC QX3 amplifier through Tektronix TDS2012 two channel oscilloscope, as depicted in Fig. 3.3. The sinusoidal signal from the waveform generator
was set to 1 V amplitude and a frequency range of 10 to 200 Hz, stepped in 10
Hz increments. The second channel was to be connected to the MRI scanner via
the RS422 converter to trigger the actuation signal with the MRI signal acquisition.
The custom made RS422 converter consists of a voltage regulator and the LTC490
IC that converts two voltage levels between standards in both direction.
Standard plastic bottles, commonly used for cosmetic products, were utilized as
pneumatically actuated drivers (PADs). It was found that polyethylene containers
from commercial hand sanitizer were well suited for this application. The containers
had a flat rectangular shape with the flexible walls and could be easily placed in
between the patients head and the bottom of the MR head coil. The PADs were
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.4 Experimental setup used for investigating frequency characteristics of the different
configurations of the pneumatically actuated drivers with the laser interferometer. (a) The laser
interferometer device; (b) LabVIEW software program interface specifically designed to operate
the laser interferometer; (c) The PAD is attached to the surface; (d) The PAD is in pendant
position.

intended to be used as cushions on which the patient would rest his head. A purposemade fitting was used to connect the container to the hard-walled flexible tubes
(see Fig. 3.2 (c)). Various container configurations were investigated to achieve
maximum displacement output of the PADs. The full pneumatic actuator is shown
in Fig. 3.2 (d). Initially, the actuator was designed to operate with the standard
MR head coil. However, it could be also utilized for performing experiments with
various phantoms as well.
To investigate the frequency and motion characteristics of different PADs, a
laser interferometer (OFV-5000, Polytec GmbH, Waldbronn, Germany) was used to
measure actuated motion, as shown in Fig. 3.4 (a). LabVIEW software (National
Instruments Corp., Austin, TX, USA) was used for data acquisition. The user
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"Hand sentitazer" PAD vs. "Colgate" PAD displacemnet as a function of frequency
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Figure 3.5 Actuator displacements as a function of frequency for two different PAD configurations. The data was measured using a laser interferometer. Signal distortions are depicted as the
error bar indicators. It can be seen that most effective frequency range, producing displacement
values of more then 200 microns, is between 60 − 80 Hz. The PAD made of the commercial hand
sanitizer generally showed better displacement characteristics then the PAD made of a ”Colgate”
mouth wash container.

interface of the software program is shown in Fig. 3.4 (b).
Two different PAD configurations were examined. One was a bottle from the
commercial hand sanitizer and another was a container from the Colgate mouth
wash. The displacements of the PADs were examined at two different configurations:
attached to the surface mimicking placing two PADs in the MRI head coil (see Fig.
3.4 c) and pendant configuration (see Fig. 3.4 d). The displacement plots for the
two PAD configurations are shown in Fig. 3.5. The plot reveals that the actuator
is operating most efficiently for frequencies up to 60 − 80 Hz, where the motion
amplitudes are above 200 microns.
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3.2

Motion encoding

Motion measurement and encoding is performed with an MRI scanner. External
oscillations, applied to the sample being imaged result in harmonic motions propagating throughout the imaging volume and can be then detected using phase contrast MRI techniques. The latter combines conventional MR imaging methods and
additional motion encoding gradients (MEGs) that allow quantitative motion measurement by measuring accumulated phase shift of the nuclear spins.
Motion detection via Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) was first described
by Muthupillai et al. (1995). The phase shift φ(τ ) in the NMR signal resulting from
the motion of nuclear spins in the presence of a magnetic field gradient is given by:

Z

τ

Gr (t)r(t)dt

φ(τ ) = γ

(3.3)

0

where γ is the gyromagnetic ratio of the specific material, τ is the time duration
of the applied MEGs after excitation, Gr (t) is a time dependent function of the
magnetic gradients, superimposed on the static magnetic field B0 and r(t) describes
the position of the nuclear spins as a function of time. Eq. 3.3 holds true for the
direct relation between accumulated phase shift and voxel displacement, allowing
the imaging of the motion fields in the object by application of the special MEGs.
MEGs are sinusoidal (or trapezoidal) gradients applied in one of the three spatial
directions during the pulse sequence. A complete MRE acquisition entails measuring
motion in all three directions, thus leading to a full 3D description of the motion at
every point in space within the imaged volume. This technique produces complex
displacement values at internal grid points together with the MR signal strengths.
The frequency of the applied MEG is the same as the frequency of the induced
vibration. If a sample is subjected to sinusoidal actuation along with a sinusoidal
MEGs to decipher resulted motions, the observed phase shift in the MR signal
produces an amplitude and phase that uniquely determines the amplitude and phase
of the harmonic vibration response (Muthupillai et al., 1995).
To accurately sample the resulting waveform, multiple phase-offsets between
the MEGs and the applied vibration are required. Commonly, eight relative phases
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Figure 3.6 Example of a gradient-recall echo MRE pulse sequence. A typical bipolar motionencoding gradient used for phase-contrast imaging is depicted in solid and dotted lines.The MEG
(frequency-encoding direction) is placed directly after the RF excitation and before the measurement of the induced signal. Temporal relationship between induced continuous sinusoidal motion
of the tissue and MEG is controlled with the phase-offset θ. Source: (Mariappan et al., 2010).

are used to acquire snapshots of the propagating waves. To ensure a zero average
phase at sampling, the phase harmonics are evenly distributed across a single cosine
motion cycle. Fig. 3.6 shows a schematic representation of the MRE pulse sequence
using a gradient-recalled echo (GRE) with conventional radio frequency (RF) pulse,
slice-selection gradient, phase-encoding gradient and frequency-encoding gradients.
This technique is a highly sensitive with the ability to detect motion on the
order of hundreds of nanometers (Muthupillai et al., 1996). Fig. 3.7 shows an initial
displacement data of in vivo brain obtained from an MR phase contrast displacement
imaging sequence. The sequence only generates the phase P (x) (refer to Figs. 3.7
(c) and 3.7 (d)) and amplitude A(x) (refer to Figs. 3.7 (e) and 3.7 (f)) information.
The initial displacements values (refer to Figs. 3.7 (g) and 3.7 (h)) were calculated
from amplitudes A(x) and phases P (x) through the relation D(x) = A(x) cos(P (x))
where D(x) is the displacement.
The resulting MR image contains information about the propagating wave and
is called a wave image. Typically, two such wave images are collected with opposite
polarity of the MEG and a phase-difference image is then calculated to remove
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

Figure 3.7 Initial in vivo raw data of the normal human brain from the MR motion encoding
gradient in the y direction (from left to right) actuated with the pneumatic brain actuator located
underneath the head. (a) and (b): 2 slices of fast spin-echo T2*-weighetd MR magnitude gray
scale image visualising brain anatomy; (c) and (d): magnitude of the displacement in [µm]; (e)
and (f): phase of the displacement in [rad]; (g) and (h): reconstructed real displacement in [µm]
from magnitude and phase.
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non motion-related phase information. The solid and the dotted lines in Fig. 3.6
indicate the MEG waveforms with opposed polarities used sequentially to produce
these phase-difference wave images.

3.3

Raw data conversion

The motion data, captured during the MRI process, is stored in the phase of the
NMR signal and further converted into computational file formats that allows later
analysis. Irrespective of the data format, for example, PAR/REC images from
Philips MRI scanners or DICOM images from Siemens MRI machines, the same basic
information is stored as a volume image with a steady state vector displacement field.
To reconstruct mechanical properties within the imaged volume, all three motion
directions are required. In this analysis, the raw data is converted into 3D arrays
in Matlab format and represents information about the phase and amplitude of the
voxel displacement. It is important that the amplitude and phase information is
converted into a form that is consistent with the complex displacement aptitudes
used in the inversion code.
Thus, the imaged motion can be represented as a vector:

u(x, t) = ux (x, t)i + uy (x, t)j + uz (x, t)k,

(3.4)

where u(x, t) is the displacement field as a function of time and position, where
ux (x, t) is the displacement component in the x direction, uy (x, t) is the displacement
component in the y direction and uz (x, t) is the displacement component in the z
direction component of the motion. Alternatively, since it is the steady state of
the wave that is being imaged, the Eq. 3.4 can be re-written as the real part of a
product of two complex numbers

n
o
u(x, t) = < ûc (x)eiωt .

(3.5)

Here, u(x, t) is the real-valued measurable displacement occurring at a point x at
time t; and ûc is a complex phasor which defines the amplitude of a harmonic
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displacement with frequency ω. The real and imaginary components of ûc can be
defined:

uc = uR + iuI .

(3.6)

Eq. 3.5 can be expanded using Euler’s formula, eiθ = cos θ + i sin θ, to give:

n
o
u(x, t) = < ûc (x)eiωt

n
o
= < (uR + iuI )(cos(ωt) + i sin(ωt))

n
o
= < uR cos(ωt) + iuR sin(ωt) + iuI cos(ωt) − uI sin(ωt)

= uR cos(ωt) − uI sin(ωt).

(3.7)

Eq. 3.7 describes the form of the real harmonic motions. It is important that
measured MR motions are represented in the same form. Since motion is always a
real number, the imaginary part only appears due to material damping.
The MR-detected motions are given as real-valued amplitude, A(x), and phase,
P (x), for each point, so that the displacement at a point x and time t is given:

u(x, t) = A(x) cos(ωt + P (x))

Euler’s formula allows Eq. 3.8 to be re-written:

(3.8)
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n
o
u(x, t) = < A(x)ei(ωt+P (x))

n
o
= < A(x)eiP (x) ei(ωt)

n
o
= < A(x)(cos(P (x)) + i sin(P (x)))(cos(ωt) + i sin(ωt))

= A(x) cos(P (x)) cos(ωt) − A(x) sin(P (x)) sin(ωt).

(3.9)

Eq. 3.9 is in the same form as Eq. 3.7, and the real and imaginary components of
the equivalent complex displacement amplitude are defined:
uR (x) = A(x) cos(P (x))

(3.10)

uI (x) = A(x) sin(P (x))

The motion is expected to undergo sinusoidal displacement in response to the
steady state harmonic actuation conditions. Therefore, a Fast Fourier Transform
(FFT) is applied to the motion data in all three directions, decomposing the signal
into a set of sine waves. More specifically, the motion data in a particular direction
is rearranged such that an FFT is taken for every voxel across the number of relative
phase offsets between the actuation signal and MR signal. The FFT is defined:

F (k) =

N
X

f (j)e

−2πi
(j−1)(k−1)
N

(3.11)

j=1

where f (j) is the vector of phase values over effective delay times for a particular
voxel; F (k) is its Fourier transform. j and k are elements in their respective vectors;
N is the number of delay times.
Then, a discrete inverse FFT is performed to generate a Fourier fitting of the
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measured data:

N
−2πi
1 X
f (j) =
F (k)e N [−(j−1)(k−1) ]
N k=1

(3.12)

The inverse FFT returns a complex value at each frequency. Complex magnitude
and phase, returned by inverse Fourier transform, is then recorded at each voxel
for all three motion directions within the imaged volume and stored in 4D arrays.
The first three dimensions of this array contain the spatial coordinates of the imaged
volume; the fourth dimension contains the magnitude and phase data. This complex
data is then incorporated into the finite element mesh for further processing.

3.4

Phase wrapping

In MRE, the motion is captured by means of phase-contrast MR technique that is
able to decipher accumulated phase shifts of every voxel in the tissue subjected to
time harmonic oscillations. Relative phase offsets are applied between an induced
mechanical signal and MEGs to acquire snapshots of the propagating waves. After
two acquisitions of MRE images with opposite polarity of MEGs, phase subtraction
is made between those two images to produce a relative phase image. In the phase
image, the intensity of each pixel represents the direction and the amount of motion
velocity. The phase offset of oscillating arbitrary voxel within tissue can be expressed
as a function of the relative phase offset φ between the externally induced motion
and MEGs (Wang et al., 2011):

f (φ) = A cos(φ + Θ)

(3.13)

where φ = 2πφ/N and N is the number of evenly spaced phase offsets within one
cycle. The amplitude A and phase Θ characterize the harmonic motion and are
estimated from the sampled f (φ) values. When the accumulated phases, f (φ), are
out of the (-π, π) range, the true phase values will be wrapped back to this range,
creating discontinuities in the phase maps and subsequently in the estimated motion
(Wang et al., 2011). Thus the phase needs to be unwrapped before the motion can
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be estimated accurately.
The initial reason for the phase wrapping is the large amplitude of the induced
mechanical motion. Since shear waves attenuate quickly in certain tissues, large
amplitudes near the surface may be required to achieve sufficient amplitude in a
deep region of interest. Excessive amplitude can cause phase wrapping; i.e. large
enough displacements can cause accumulated phase shifts outside the range π, which
are ambiguous. This sets an upper limit to the amplitude at which the tissue should
be driven. However, the three-dimensional quality-guided phase unwrapping method
can be applied to MRE data with good success (Wang et al., 2011). The upper limit
on amplitude can then be increased as long as the phases can be reliably unwrapped.
The other challenging phase wrapping problem we have experienced was due to
a linear phase shift caused by the translation component of the rigid body motion,
e.g head movement of the subject. Such a rotation gave a constant phase shift
across the entire field of view (FOV). To resolve this problem the zero and first
order phase correction in the k-space domain was applied prior to FFT in order to
further suppress phase errors and minimise wrap around problems. Figs. 3.8, 3.9
and 3.10 show how eliminating linear phase shift significantly improved quality of
the motion data in the x, y and z directions correspondingly. Images located in
the left column on each figure (a, c and e) represent the raw MR motion data with
linear shift present and images in the right column (b, d and f) show corrected data
with suppressed linear phase shift. Significant improvement of the data quality is
clearly evident with smooth transition of the motion pattern throughout the brain.

3.5

Finite element mesh

The finite element method (FEM) is a method for finding approximate solutions
of partial differential equations (PDE) over discretized space. The quality of PDE
solutions is directly related to resolution of the FEM. The two most common FE
representation for this type of 3D volume analysis are tetrahedral or cubic elements.
Every FE description of 3D geometry consists of a certain number of nodes
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 3.8 Initial in vivo raw data of the normal human brain from the MEG applied in the
x direction. Images (a), (c) and (e) represent magnitude of the displacement [µm], phase of
the displacement [rad] and reconstructed real displacement with the linear shift error present
correspondently. Images (b), (d) and (f) images represent corrected data with linear shift removed
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 3.9 Initial in vivo raw data of the normal human brain from the MEG applied in the y
direction. Amplitude of the motion is high near the brain-skull boundary and decreasing as waves
propagate in the inner brain. Images (a), (c) and (e) represent magnitude of the displacement
[µm], phase of the displacement [rad] and reconstructed real displacement with the linear shift
error present correspondently. Images (b), (d) and (f) represent corrected data with linear shift
removed.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 3.10 Initial in vivo raw data of the normal human brain from the MEG applied in the z
direction. Due to actuation method, displacement is quite small as z axis is the axis of the head
rotation. (a), (c) and (e) represent magnitude of the displacement [µm], phase of the displacement
[rad] and reconstructed real displacement with the linear shift error present correspondently. (b),
(d) and (f) represent corrected data with linear shift removed
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that are interconnected to define a finite model of volumes. The node describes
a particular location in space, in x, y and z coordinates. The combination of all
elements and all nodes is called a mesh. The more nodes present in the mesh, the
higher the resolution of the motion pattern across the volume that can be described.
In this work, 27 node quadratic hexahedral elements (six sided 3D object) are
used to create a mesh as shown in Fig. 3.11. Since there are three nodes along
each element axes, the values between the nodes are interpolated by a second order
polynomial. In the conversion process, every node is surrounded by a voxel and the
displacement data of this particular voxel is assigned to a particular node.
The motion data from MRI comes in voxels that are indexed as uR (i, j, k). It is
noted here that in the physical space x, y and z coordinates are applied. However,
in the voxel space it is i, j, k. As it is rather challenging to segment the raw motion
data into triangular elements, each voxel is directly applied to a node in an appropriately scaled hexahedral FE mesh such that the node is located at the centre of a
voxel. This technique leads to a MR pixel resolution in the reconstructed material
properties and avoids any errors in interpolation.
To overcome the difficulty of creating a 27 node hexahedral element list from
a grid of points, the commercial meshing program GAMBIT is used to generate a
template. By running a specifically designed mesh converter in MATLAB, the raw
MR motion data can be converted into the FE mesh by assigning each MRI voxel
to a corresponding mesh node. This approach provides an initial template mesh of
a FE model to be used in MRE.
A region of interest (ROI) is selected by applying a mask using an image processing toolbox in Matlab. The final outputs are the FE node, element and displacement
files. The MRI magnitude image output is in the same format as the material input
file. This format allows comparison with the reconstructed property distributions.
If any node for a particular element is outside of the ROI, the entire element is
discarded.
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Figure 3.11 27 node Hexahedral element with node numbering scheme and local coordinate
(ξ, η, ζ) system shown (McGarry, 2008)

3.6

Summary

A convertible pneumatic actuator was constructed to generate vibration for the in
vivo brain MRE experiments. The actuator allows an easy and convenient experimental set up and can be used for both phantoms and in vivo brain MRE experiments. The actuator does not have any metal parts that can interfere with the MR
magnet. The experimental results with a laser interferometer showed that the actuator produced sufficient displacement to generate propagation of the shear waves
in the brain. The actuator operated most efficiently within the 60-80 Hz frequency
range and produced motion of more than 200 µm. The frequency range is suitable
for performing brain MRE examinations.
The subject head is positioned on the PADs in a natural way allowing comfort
and a good tolerance of induced vibrations. Different PAD configurations of varying
size and shape can be used to fit available head coils of the MRI scanner. Due to
the limited access to the MRI scanners in Canterbury, this particular actuator is
to be tested in a clinical setting. However, a similar actuator based on this design
was applied for phantom and in vivo brain MRE examinations by a collaborating
institute CNRC. Data obtained from that actuator was used in this research.
Motion encoding is performed by a phase-contrast MRI technique that allows
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extraction of the magnitude and phase of the propagating shear strain waves. MEGs
are applied during a pulse sequence in three orthogonal directions to allow a full
3D capture of the motion pattern. The frequency of the MEGs is the same as the
frequency of mechanical vibration. Typically multiple phase offsets between induced
motion and MEG are are required to accurately describe induced vibration.
MRE data acquisition allows capture of the complex valued displacement fields
described as a real valued magnitude A(x) and phase P (x) at each point, so that
the complex displacement amplitude is defined :

uR (x) = A(x) cos(P (x))

(3.14)

uI (x) = A(x) sin(P (x))

Solution of PDEs that describe the mechanical motion is required by the mathematic model to compute FE formulation of the displacement pattern. Therefore,
the captured motion data is descritized by the FEM where the centre of each MR
voxel corresponds to a single node within the mesh. This technique allows MRI
voxel revolution of the reconstructed material properties and avoids any errors in
interpolation to FEM. The conversion process yields the FE node location, element
configurations and displacements files.
The following chapters describe the constitutive RD model applied to timeharmonic MRE as well as a subzone-based image reconstruction algorithm used for
inversion processing of mechanical properties.
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Chapter 4
Rayleigh damping model in Magnetic Resonance
Elastography

The most common constitutive model applied to MRE is the viscoelastic (VE) model
that assumes stiffness, µ to be a complex valued quantity. Here, the damping is expressed by an imaginary component of the complex shear modulus, µI , representing
attenuation due to the elastic forces. Therefore, VE only accounts for a single
damping effect (Oliphant et al., 2001).
To date, qualitative shear stiffness maps have proven to be the most successful
imaging candidates in clinical diagnosis and showed promising potential for pathological tissue indication in liver (Asbach et al., 2008; Klatt et al., 2007; Venkatesh
et al., 2008), breast (Sinkus et al., 2005) and the brain (Murphy et al., 2011; Xu
et al., 2006). However, depending on the model formulation, identification of other
parameters can also be of value. For example, estimated distribution of the loss
modulus showed potential for improving diagnostic accuracy of the breast cancer
(Siegmann et al., 2010; Sinkus et al., 2007) as well as indicated distinct decrease
of the loss modulus corresponding to the tissue degradation associated with NPH
(Streitberger et al., 2011).
However, imaging of the loss modulus failed in augmenting a diagnostic potential
in other applications (Green et al., 2008; Sack et al., 2007; Sinkus et al., 2005).
Alternatively, other parameters such as ratio of transverse anisotropy (Sinkus et al.,
2005) or poroelastic hydraulic conductivity (Pattison et al., 2011), have also been
proposed as a potential imaging candidates. Accurate estimation of these alternative
mechanical properties requires data of very high quality, high SNR and full structural
identifiably of the model.
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The Rayleigh damping (RD) model is an extension of a VE model that treats
both shear modulus and density as complex valued. This choice assumes that attenuation forces are proportional to both elastic and inertial forces in the material.
Thus, the RD material model, when applied to MRE, allows these two damping parameters to be extracted from an MRE motion dataset and provides a more complete
description of the energy attenuation occurring in the tissue under time-harmonic
actuation.
The primary purpose of this research is to perform a thorough investigation of
the RD model, applied to time-harmonic MRE, to accurately reconstruct viscoelastic properties and damping behaviour of the tissue simulating phantoms and in vivo
healthy brain in different experimental settings. Details on the initial implementation of the model followed by a number of simulation studies can be found in
(McGarry and Van Houten, 2008). The theory on RD is briefly outlined in this
chapter.

4.1

Introduction to Rayleigh damping

Damping is a physical phenomenon that dissipates kinetic energy in an oscillatory
system. The dynamic response of a system to an applied external oscillation force
is dependant in part on the damping properties of the system. Therefore, damping
must be considered for any type of dynamic analysis. For a single-degree-of-freedom
system there are multiple damping models available, most commonly viscous damping, Coulomb damping and structural damping.
In mechanics, a dashpot is frequently used to represent a viscous damping element in which the damping force is assumed to be proportional to the relative
velocity between two particles. The viscous damping model assumes that damping
is linearly proportional to the velocity. Similarly, Coulomb damping uses the relative motion of surfaces, whilst structural damping assumes energy dissipation of
continuous elements.
An alternative damping model, known as Rayleigh damping, introduces damping
in the form of a damping matrix C. This concept expresses the energy dissipation
mechanism responsible for damping as a symmetric matrix of coefficients. A further
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Figure 4.1 A mass-spring-damper system consisting of mass m, spring of stiffness k and a damper
with damping coefficient c. F is an external force acting on the system causing displacement u.
Image courtesy of Wikipedia. Image by IImari Karonen (llmari Karonen, 2005).

idealisation was that the symmetric damping matrix C is a linear combination of
two terms. One is proportional to the mass matrix M (inertial damping) and the
other to stiffness matrix K (elastic damping). It is commonly used in a range of
structural dynamics fields, including civil structures and automative structures.
The RD model can be derived through the use of a mass-spring damped system.
A mass - spring damped system (Fig. 4.1 ) is idealised with mass (m), spring
constant (k) and viscous damping coefficient (c) subjected to an elastic restoring
force (Fres ):

Fres = −ku,

(4.1)

and a damping restoring force:
Fd = −cv = c

du
= −cu̇.
dt

(4.2)

Assuming that the mass is a free body, based on Newton’s second law, the total
force Ftot on the body is defined:

Ftot = ma = m

d2 u
= −mü.
dt2

(4.3)
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Since Ftot = Fres + Fd ,

mü = −ku − cu̇.

(4.4)

Eq. 4.4 is a general form of the equation of motion and can be rearranged:
mü + cu̇ + ku = 0

(4.5)

The equation of motion for a system with multi-degrees of freedom under timeharmonic force is given:

Mü + Cu̇ + Ku = ft

(4.6)

where M, C and K are mass, damping and stiffness matrices, respectively, and u is
the displacement vector, with u̇ and ü corresponding to the first and second order
time derivatives, and ft is an applied force vector, which is a function of time.
By orthogonal transformation, Eq. 4.6 expends (Humar, 2012):

φT Mφü + φT Cφu̇ + φT Kφu = φT ft .

(4.7)

where φ is the normalised eigenvector of the system. Eq. 4.7 shows a diagonalised
damping matrix using the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of its associated undamped
mass and stiffness matrices. Thus, indicating, on this occasion, that the damping
matrix C shares the same eigenvectors with M and K. Normalised mass and stiffness
matrices, M̂ = φT Mφ = 1 and K̂ = φT Kφ = ωn2 , take the form:




0 ··· 0

1 · · · 0
.. . . .. 
. .
.

0 0 ··· 1

1

0
M̂ = 
 ..
.




ω12 0 · · · 0


 0 ω22 · · · 0 

K̂ =  .
.. . .
.. 

.
.
.
. 
.
0 0 · · · ωn2

(4.8)
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The resulting governing equation of motions can be decoupled completely (Humar,
2012) in this modal domain form, as defined:

ü + 2ξω u̇ + ω 2 u = f (t),

(4.9)

where C = 2ξω, u is the normalised modal displacement vector, ξ is the damping
ratio in an uncoupled mode, ω is the natural frequency of the system and f (t) = φT ft
is the normalised force vector.
The above orthogonal transformation is only valid when the damping matrix is
proportional to a linear function of the mass and stiffness matrices, M and K. This
proportionality relationship can be defined (Humar, 2012):

C = αM + βK.

(4.10)

The orthogonal transformation of the damping matrix, represented in Eq. 4.10,
transforms the matrix C to the following form:


α + βω12
0
···
0



 0
α + βω22 · · ·
0
T


φ Cφ = 
..
..
..
..

.
.
.
.


2
0
0
· · · α + βωn


(4.11)

where by the symmetry of the terms it can be inferred that:

2ξ1 ω1 = α + βω12
2ξ2 ω2 = α + βω22
...............
...............
2ξn ω2 = α + βωn2

(4.12)
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Once the natural frequencies and mode shapes have been extracted, each of
the decoupled equations can be analysed independently. Corresponding to the two
parameter model, the damping ratio is thus defined, for a given mode:


1 α
ξ=
+ βω .
2 ω

(4.13)

Eq. 4.13 indicates that the stiffness proportional term (βω) contributes damping
linearly proportional to the response frequency and the mass proportional term
(α/ω) contributes damping inversely proportional to the response frequency. From
this two parameter damping model, the relationship between the damping ratio and
the input frequency is schematically demonstrated in Fig. 4.2.
Fig. 4.2 shows that the mass proportional damping effect is dominant in the
lower frequencies and the stiffness proportional damping is dominant at the higher
frequencies. Therefore, the α and β coefficients govern the response to lower and
higher input frequencies, ω, respectively. An iterative solution is also possible and
can be applied by the best-fit values of α and β given more than two values of ω.

Ζ

8

6
Α  Ω + ΒΩ
4
ΒΩ
2
Α Ω
Ω
1
Figure 4.2

2

3

4

5

Schematic representation of a two-parameter RD model.
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4.2

Equation of a linear elasticity

Based on Newton’s second law, motion must satisfy the conditions of elastic equilibrium of forces defined (Slaughter, 2002) :

∇ · σ + b = ρü,

(4.14)

where σ is the stress tensor, b represents the internal body force, ρ is the density
of a material and u is the displacement vector. For isotropic and homogeneous
materials, Hooke’s law in three dimension can be represented as:

σ = 2µ + λtr()I,

(4.15)

where  is a volumetric strain tensor, tr() is a trace function of , and I is a
second-order identity tensor. Substituting Eq. 4.15 into Eq. 4.14 results in:

∂ 2u
∇ · (2µ + λtr()I) + b = ρ 2 .
∂t

(4.16)

Here, the volumetric strain tensor, , is defined through displacement, u:

i
1h
T
 = ∇u + ∇u .
2

(4.17)

Substituting Eq. 4.17 into Eq. 4.16 leads to the equation of linear elasticity,
represented in partial differential equation (PDE) form, commonly known as Navier’s
equation:

∇ · (µ(∇u + ∇uT )) + ∇(λ∇ · u) = ρ

∂ 2u
,
∂t2

(4.18)

where u is the measured displacement data, µ and λ are material stiffness parameters
known as Lamé’s constants, and ρ is the density of the material. For the time-
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harmonic motions, u could be represented as u = ûeiωt , giving ∂ 2 u/∂t2 = −ω 2 û.
In comparison to static elastography methods, where knowledge of boundary
conditions is essential (Manduca, 2005), in dynamic methods absolute estimates of
the material properties can be generated only with a local knowledge of displacement
and density. Thus, measurement of a propagating shear wave in a small region is
enough to determine the shear modulus of the tissue in that region.

4.3

Complex modulus from viscoelastic theory

Viscoelastic materials possess both viscous and elastic characteristics that can be
modelled using an appropriate combination of springs and dashpots in series and
parallel. This behaviour can be described using Hooke’s law, but only for complex
valued displacements that account for the phase changes generated due to the damping nature of the viscoelastic material. Complex moduli, Y , at frequency ω can be
formulated as Y = YR +iYI . Purely elastic materials have stress and strain in phase,
so that the response of one caused by the other is immediate. The complex moduli
of a purely elastic element is defined:
YR = E and YI = 0.
In purely viscous materials, strain lags stress by 90 degrees of phase lag. The complex
moduli of a purely viscous element is then defined:
YR = 0 and YI = η.
The complex moduli of elastic and viscoelastic elements, such as the Maxwell element, shown in Fig. 4.3 (a), in series is defined:

YR =

ωη 2 E
,
E 2 + ω2η2

YI =

ωηE 2
.
E 2 + ω2η2

(4.19)

Equally, the complex moduli of elastic and viscoelastic elements in parallel, such as
a Voigt element, shown in Fig. 4.3 (b), is defined:
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YR = E and YI = η,
Fig. 4.3 (c) represents a generalised viscoelastic element consisting of three
components: a main elastic element, E, in parallel with two serialised elements, E
and η. Such an element is capable of representing a variety of behaviours, from that
of a linear elastic element to that of a viscous fluid, through manipulations of its
various parameter values. The complex modulus of such an element can be written:

Y = E0 +

Eω 2 η 2 + iE 2 ωη
.
E 2 + ω2η2

(4.20)

Figure 4.3 Schematic arrangements of (a) the Maxwell model, (b) the Kelvin-Voigt model, and
(c) a three-element standard linear model for linear viscoelastic materials

The corresponding PDE description of motion in 3D becomes:

∇ · (µ∗ (∇u + ∇uT )) + ∇(λ∗ ∇ · u) = ρ

∂ 2u
,
∂t2

(4.21)

where λ∗ = λR + iωλI and µ∗ = µR + iωµI , with λR and λI are defined:



ν
Eω 2 η 2
λR =
E0 + 2
(1 + ν)(1 − 2ν)
E + ω2η2


ν
E 2η
λI =
,
(1 + ν)(1 − 2ν) E 2 + ω 2 η 2

(4.22)
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while µR and µI are defined:



Eω 2 η 2
1
E0 + 2
µR =
2(1 + ν)
E + ω2η2


1
E 2η
.
µI =
2(1 + ν) E 2 + ω 2 η 2

4.4

(4.23)

The wave equation with damping

Navier’s equation with damping force proportional to the velocity is defined:

∇ · (µ(∇u + ∇uT )) + ∇(λ∇ · u) = ρ

∂ 2u
∂u
+ ᾱ
2
∂t
∂t

where ᾱ is the real valued damping proportionality constant.
harmonic motion of the form u(x, t) = ûeiwt gives:

(4.24)

Assuming time-

∇ · (µ(∇û + ∇ûT )) + ∇(λ∇ · û) = iᾱωû − ρω 2 û;

(4.25)

Likewise substituting a complex density of the form ρ = ρR + iρI into Eq. 4.18
yields:

∇ · (µ(∇û + ∇ûT )) + ∇(λ∇ · û) = −ρR ω 2 û − iρI ω 2 û.

(4.26)

Eq. 4.26 is equivalent to Eq. 4.25 when:

ρI = −

ᾱ
ω

(4.27)
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4.5

Rayleigh damping model in time-harmonic MRE

A time-harmonic RD Finite Element (FE) model is implemented through the use of
complex shear modulus and density together with incompressible elasticity equations
(McGarry and Van Houten, 2008). In time-harmonic steady state elastography
motion and forces can be written as u(x, t) = ûeiωt and f (x, t) = f̂ eiωt , respectively.
Thus, Eq. 4.6 can be written:

h

i
− ω 2 M + iωC + K û = f̂ .

(4.28)

Implementation of a RD assumption, described by Eq. 4.10, leads to the following
transformation of Eq. 4.28:

h

i
− ω M + iω(αM + βK) + K û = f̂ .
2

(4.29)

Further expansion, followed by collecting of similar terms, leads to:

h
i
(iωα − ω 2 )M + (1 + iωβ)K û = f̂ ,

h

−ω

2



iα
1−
ω



i
M + (1 + iωβ) K û = f̂ ,

(4.30)

(4.31)

where K and M are initial undamped stiffness and mass distributions, respectively.
All terms in M contain the density, ρ, and all terms in K contain the shear modulus,
µ. Thus, these parameters can be moved outside the matrices, giving:





iαρ
2
−ω ρ −
M̂ + (µ + iωβµ) K̂ û = f̂ ,
ω

(4.32)

where M̂ and K̂ are the normalised mass and stiffness matrices, respectively.
Eq. 4.32 shows that the RD model can be implemented using a complex density
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ρ = ρR + iρI and complex shear modulus µ = µR + iµI , where µR and ρR describe
the original shear modulus and density in the undamped system, while µI and ρI
can be expressed in terms of the Rayleigh damping parameters:

−αρ
ω

(4.33)

µR = µ, and µI = ωβµ.

(4.34)

ρR = ρ, and ρI =

Eq. 4.33 is of the same form as Eq. 4.27, with ᾱ = ρα. Accepting that the
terms (1 − iα/ω) and (1 + iωβ) describe spatial distribution of RD parameters, Eq.
4.32 can be simplified:

h
i
2
−ω ρM̂ + µK̂ û = f̂ ,

(4.35)

The damping ratio, ξd , is then defined:

ξd =


1 α
+ βω ,
2 ω

(4.36)

and can be rewritten using Eq. 8.6 as:

1
ξd =
2



µI
ρI
−
µR ρ R


.

(4.37)

The damping ratio provides quantitative information about the attenuation within
the medium. It is often multiplied by 100 and expressed as a percentage. In pure
VE materials, for example, the density ratio will be zero as imaginary density equals
zero by definition. To predict realistic behavior within the material, it is important
to consider the signs of the terms in Eq. 4.37. Thus, the imaginary density must be
negative and the imaginary shear modulus positive.
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4.6

4.6.1

An inertial explanation of Rayleigh damping

Inertial force and Newton’s 2nd law

Based on Newton’s 2nd law of motion:

F=

∂L
,
∂t

(4.38)

where L is the momentum of the system, defined by mu̇ for mass m and velocity u̇.
For a continuum, defined by volumetric quantities, the momentum of a unit volume
is given by ρu̇, where ρ is the mass density. The body force, b, due to inertial forces
is then, from Eq. 4.38, defined:

dρ ∂u
∂ 2u
∂ (ρu̇)
=
+ρ 2
b=
∂t
dt ∂t
∂t

(4.39)

for displacement u. For a time-harmonic system, where
n theotime-dependent behavior
of u at angular frequency ω is given by u(x, t) = < ûeiωt , one obtains:

n
o
∂u
= < iωûeiωt
∂t
n
o
= < iω(uR + iuI )(cos ωt + i sin ωt)

n
o
= < iωuR cos ωt − ωuR sin ωt − ωuI cos ωt − iωuI sin ωt)

h

i
= −ω uR sin ωt + uI cos ωt

for the complex valued u = uR + iuI . Likewise:

(4.40)
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n
o
∂ 2u
2
iωt
=
<
−
ω
ûe
∂t2
n
o
= < − ω 2 (uR + iuI )(cos ωt + i sin ωt)

n
o
= < − ω 2 (uR cos ωt + iuI sin ωt + iuI cos ωt − uI sin ωt)

i
= −ω uR cos ωt − uI sin ωt .
2

h

(4.41)

Substituting Eq. 4.41 and Eq. 4.40 into Eq. 4.39, leads to the inertial force description”

b = −ω

∂ρ
(uR sin ωt + uI cos ωt) − ω 2 ρ(uR cos ωt − uI sin ωt),
∂t

(4.42)

where the term ∂ρ/∂t describes changes in density occurring at angular frequency
ω.

4.6.2

Time-harmonic Rayleigh damping

The time harmonic formulation of a RD elastic system results in a complex valued
density, ρ = ρR + iρI , which scales the acceleration term in the elastic equilibrium
equation to give the inertial body forces for the system, defined
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b=ρ

∂ 2u
∂t2

n
∂ 2 ûeiωt o
= < (ρR + iρI )
∂t2
n
o
= < − ω 2 (ρR + iρI ) ûeiωt

n
o
2
= < − ω (ρR + iρI )(uR + iuI )(cos ωt + i sin ωt)

n
o
2
= < − ω (ρR uR + iρR uI + iρI uR − ρI uI )(cos ωt + i sin ωt)

n
= < − ω 2 (ρR uR cos ωt + iρR uR sin ωt + iρR uI cos ωt − ρR uI sin ωt+
o
iρI uR cos ωt − ρI uR sin ωt − ρI uI cos ωt − iρI uI sin ωt)

n
h
2
= < − ω (ρR uR − ρI uI ) cos ωt − (ρR uI + ρI uR ) sin ωt+
io
iρR uI + iρI uR ) cos ωt + (iρR uR − iρI uI ) sin ωt

h
i
= −ω 2 (ρR uR − ρI uI ) cos ωt − (ρI uR + ρR uI ) sin ωt .

4.6.3

(4.43)

Comparison of the two systems

Comparing the inertial body forces given by Eqs. 4.42 & 4.43, yields

∂ρ
(uR sin ωt + uI cos ωt) − ω 2 ρ(uR cos ωt − uI sin ωt) · · ·
∂t
· · · = −ω 2 ((ρR uR − ρI uI ) cos ωt − (ρI uR + ρR uI ) sin ωt)
−ω

(4.44)
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and simplifying and collecting similar terms leads to:

∂ρ
[uR sin ωt + uI cos ωt] + ωρ [uR cos ωt − uI sin ωt] · · ·
∂t
h
i
· · · = ω (ρR uR − ρI uI ) cos ωt − (ρI uR + ρR uI ) sin ωt
· · · = −ωρI (uR sin ωt + uI cos ωt) + ωρR (uR cos ωt − uI sin ωt)

(4.45)

where, from Eq. 4.45, there are equivalent terms, defined:

∂ρ
= −ωρI
∂t
ωρ = ωρR

⇒

⇒

ρI = −

1 ∂ρ
ω ∂t

ρ = ρR .

(4.46)

(4.47)

According to Eq. 4.46, the imaginary density term in a RD continuum, ρI , describes
the time rate of change in mass density scaled by the angular frequency, ω. For a
compressible material, this would indicate some level of compression within the
material, possibly indicated by the presence of divergence in the displacement field.
For an incompressible (or saturated) porous material, this change in density
would represent the flow of fluid into and out of the solid elastic matrix. It is
important to note that the term ∂ρ/∂t describes the amplitude of a time harmonic
change at frequency ω, and thus ∂ρ/∂t > 0, which is equivalent to the requirement
that ρI < 0 to ensure that energy is lost from the system due to this mass transfer,
rather than gained. Lastly, Eq. 4.47 shows that the real valued density term in a
RD system, ρR , describes the actual mass density of the continuum, as expected.

4.6.4

Rheological interpretation of the imaginary density

The rheological interpretation of the imaginary density term can be approached
by considering porous media. Porous media can be considered to consist of two
compartments: solid and fluid. Thus, this poroelastic system will be characterized
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by two pressure levels: a pressure level associated with the fluid compartment, Pf ,
and a pressure level associated with solid, Ps , compartments. When Pf > Ps , the
fluid compartment will expand causing the solid compartment to shrink and vice
versa. The total pressure level in the volume can be defined:

Ptot =

V 
V 
s
f
Ps +
Pf
Vtot
Vtot

(4.48)

In steady state time harmonic elastography, the compression rate is a function
of time. Thus:

∂Ptot
6= 0
∂t

(4.49)

Therefore, an imaginary density represents the rate of density change in the
porous voxel due to the volume fraction between fluid and solid compartments.
This effect is illustrated in Fig. 4.4

Figure 4.4 Schematic representation of the volume change in poroelastic media. Orange circles
represent fluid compartments wiring the elastic solid, depicted in a green clolor
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4.7

Summary

A time-harmonic RD FE model is implemented through the use of complex shear
modulus and density together with the isotropic nearly incompressible and mildly
compressible elasticity equations. Assumption of complex shear modulus and density
allows incorporation of two damping mechanisms: the imaginary shear modulus, µI ,
represents damping effects proportional to the elastic forces within the media, and
defined:

µI = ωβµ.

(4.50)

while the imaginary density, ρI , describes damping related to the inertial forces, and
defined:

ρI =

−αρ
ω

(4.51)

The real parts of the shear modulus and density, µR and ρR , represent actual
stiffness and true density of the material, respectively. The combination of these two
effects may allow better characterisation of the microscale interactions that cause
motion attenuation, compared to the more commonly used viscoelastic model, which
does not incorporate inertial damping effects.
Rheologically, the imaginary shear modulus represents the loss modulus of the
material, and can be attributed to the viscosity measurement. On the other hand,
rheological interpretation of imaginary density can be associated with the rate of
density change in the porous voxel due to the volume fraction between fluid and
solid compartments.
The damping ratio, ξd , provides quantitative information about the attenuation
within the medium and can be defined:

ξd =


1 α
+ βω ,
2 ω

(4.52)
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and can be rewritten using Eq. 8.6 as:

1
ξd =
2



µI
ρI
−
µR ρ R


.

(4.53)

The motion amplitude field, u, is simulated from the Navier’s equation:

∇ · (µ(∇u + ∇uT )) + ∇(λ∇ · u) = ρ

∂ 2u
,
∂t2

(4.54)

where λ and µ are the first and second Lamé’s parameters, ρ is the density of the
material, and ω is the actuation frequency. Computed motion data is required to
estimate three material properties: complex shear modulus and imaginary density
term. Estimation of the material properties is performed through a constrained
optimisation algorithm, where the difference between measured data and modelled
simulation is minimised.

Chapter 5
Subzone-based image reconstruction algorithm

Mechanical property reconstruction is performed using a previously introduced 3D
finite-element based nonlinear inversion technique that utilises MR captured motion data (Van Houten et al., 2001). The algorithm operates on small overlapping
subzones that are processed in a hierarchical order determined by progressive error
minimisation. The final output of the algorithm is reconstructed distributions of
the specified material properties.
The research conducted in this thesis is based on the research code which has
been developed over more than 10 years by the University of Canterbury and other
collaborating institutes and universities. Since the detailed description of the algorithm is well documented elsewhere, only a summary of the main features is reported here. As the author did not have access to the source code, no contribution
to the code development has been made within the scope of this research. Instead,
significant efforts have been made towards optimising the output of the existing
version of the algorithm to achieve the best performance of the elastographic based
reconstruction output. For a more detailed treatment about initial development,
implementation and testing of the algorithm refer to (Van Houten et al., 2005, 1999,
2003, 2001, 1999).
Image reconstruction in MR elastography is formulated as a constrained optimisation problem that involves two steps: the forward problem solution and the
parameter set update. The solution of the forward computational problem produces
a displacement field throughout the reconstruction domain by solving a system of
linear partial differential equations (PDEs). The parameter update step then iteratively fits a set of mechanical properties, such that the FE model reproduces the
MRI measured displacements as closely as possible.
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5.1

The subzone concept

MRE typically produces very large data sets with the motion information encoded
with relatively high MR pixel level resolution. The FE formulation for such a large
data set would require many nodal points leading to long computations. In addition,
the condition of the inverse problem decreases as the size of the problem increases.
To overcome these issues, a subzone concept was introduced to the FE based
nonlinear reconstruction algorithm (Van Houten et al., 1999). The MR-detected
motion dataset is refined into small data subsets, called subzones, where the Dirichlet
boundary conditions, captured from the measured motion data, are applied. Results
from the individual subsets can then be combined to encompass the whole geometry
using an approach known as the overlapping subzone method. This method has
been proven successful in reconstructing VE mechanical property distributions using
MR-detected motion datasets from both tissue-simulating phantoms and in-vivo
biological tissues (Van Houten et al., 2011, 2003, 1999). However, it has not been
proven for RD model formulation.
A schematic diagram of the subzone concept is presented on Fig. 5.1. The total
problem domain, Ω, is made up of multiple subdomains, or subzones, Ωz . Displacement data is available throughout the Ω, leading to an appropriate formulation of
the boundary conditions, Γz , at each subzone. Individual reconstructions that are
performed on a set of subzones Ωz can be combined to form a material property description θz for the total problem domain Ω at MR pixel resolution. The technique
effectively replaces the minimisation of a global objective function FΩ (θΩ ) with a
sum of smaller minimizations Fz (θz ), yielding a problem, defined:

min FΩ (θΩ ) = min

(N
z
X
z=1

)
Fz (θz )

=

Nz
X

min Fz (θz ),

(5.1)

z=1

where Ω represents the entire problem domain; and z represents the z’th subzone of
a total of number of subzones Nz .
This approach offers a number of advantages. Primarily, the size of inversion
problem and associated computational load is significantly reduced. In the earlier
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Figure 5.1 Schematic representation of the subzone concept. The global problem domain is
represented by Ω with boundary Γ, and the domain of the subzone is represented by Ωz with
boundary Γz (McGarry, 2008).

versions of the algorithm (Van Houten et al., 2011, 2003, 1999), the size of the subzones was set to be an input variable to suit available computational resources. A
new version of an algorithm allows automatic calculation of the subzone’s size (McGarry et al., 2012). Secondly, the subzone concept enables a macro-parallelisation
strategy that allows multiple subzones to be processed simultaneously on separate
processors. Within an iteration, each subzone inversion is independent of the others. This approach thus enables efficient use of available computational resources
by minimising inter-process communication.
Another advantage is improved reliability of the reconstruction results. The
inverse optimisation methods are generally unreliable to some extent due to the nonlinear nature of the minimisation process (Glowinski, 2008). This lack of robustness
is typically associated with a ”local minima problem”, where solutions converge to
a local error minima rather than the global minima that correspond to the true
parameter description. Another possible scenario is when the optimisation process
fails to make any progress in reducing the error, but is not at a global optimal
minimum. Because the subzone method encompasses a number of minimizations
associated with different subzones, the occasional failure on one of the subzones will
not lead to the failure of the entire reconstruction. The solution from the failed
subzone can simply be ignored, and a different subzone or set of subzones can be
defined that encompass the region of the failed subzone. Provided these subzones
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are successful, the reconstructed material property description will still cover the
full domain Ω. Again, it is important to note that these advantages have only been
shown for VE reconstruction problem and remain to be verified in RD cases.
The subzone method is implemented using the Message Passing Interface (MPI).
Each of these subzones can be assigned to a particular processor in the parallel
computing environment. The geometry of subzones will dictate the number of nodes
inside and thus the size of the optimisation problem each processor must solve.
There are typically several thousands nodes in each subzone. The overall solution
is iteratively refined, based on optimising the agreement between measured and
calculated displacements.
The computational framework defines one of the processors as the master processor, which administrates tasks, such as dividing the problem into subzones, assigning each of them to the different processors (commonly called as slave processors),
receiving the completed material property solutions, and combining these into an
overall solution across entire domain. Once a subzone is sent to a slave processor, the
inverse problem is undertaken for a particular subzone using the method outlined in
section 5.3. When the master processor receives the solution for a particular zone,
it inserts the solution into the correct location on a global solution array. Because
the subzones overlap, multiple values for some material properties will be returned.
These are dealt with by using an average value. The centre point for the grid of
subzones is determined randomly, therefore a different set of subzones will be generated each time the geometry is subdivided, reducing the occurrence of boundary
related artefacts in the final material property image.

5.2

The forward problem

The forward computational problem solves for the displacement u based on Navier’s
equation for isotropic linear elasticity. In the time-harmonic case, the discretised
form of Navier’s equation for VE material is formulated:

∇ · (µ(∇u + ∇uT )) + ∇(λ∇ · u) = −ρω 2 u;

(5.2)
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where u is the displacement within the medium; µ and λ are the shear stiffness and
the first Lame’s parameter, respectively; ρ is the density of the material. In the case
of a nearly incompressible RD material, a PDE form of Navier’s equation can be
written:

1
∇ · (µ(∇u + ∇uT )) − ∇( ∇ · u) − ∇P = −ρω 2 u;
3

(5.3)

where the pressure term ∇P is related to volumetric changes through the bulk
modulus, K :


∂ux ∂uy ∂uz
+
+
;
(5.4)
∇P = K∇ · u = K
∂x
∂y
∂z
Eq. 5.3 effectively describes behaviour of a material with a Poisson’s ratio of 0.499
and higher. The standard compressible elastic equations of Eq. 5.2 become highly
sensitive for Poisson’s ratios above about 0.495.
In 3D, Eq. 5.2 can be expanded in component form:
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(5.5)

where ux , uy and uz are the x, y and z components of the displacement vector
u, respectively. In the 3D FE formulation, solution of Eg. 5.5 is facilitated by
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expending the approximate displacement solution onto the set of FE basis functions
(φj ) so that:

ûx =

N
X

uxj φj ,

j=1

ûy =

N
X

uy j φj ,

(5.6)

j=1

ûz =

N
X

uz j φj .

j=1

Similarly, the unknown reconstructed parameters µ(x, y, z), λ(x, y, z) and ρ(x, y, z)
can be expressed:

µ(x, y, z) =

λ(x, y, z) =

ρ(x, y, z) =

N
X

µk φk (x, y, z),

k=1
N
X

λk φk (x, y, z),

k=1
N
X

(5.7)

ρk φk (x, y, z).

k=1

where φk (x, y, z) is a continuous FE basis function and µk , λk and ρk are the discrete
parameter values at node k of the N total nodes within the FE mesh.
Substituting Eqs. 5.7 and 5.8 into Eq. 5.2 leads to the discrete algebraic system:

A(µ, λ, ρ){u} = {b},

(5.8)

where A is a matrix with elements linear in µ(x, y, z)k , λ(x, y, z)k and ρ(x, y, z)k ;
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u is the approximate displacement vector; and b is the vector of forcing terms or
boundary conditions. The displacement field u can be calculated by solving Eq.
5.8 across the entire domain with each new iteration with respect to the change in
the unknown elasticity parameters. This solution is then passed to a ConjugateGradient (CG) inversion method to determine updates on the elasticity parameters.
The solution of Eq. 5.8 by FE techniques requires appropriate formulation of the
boundary conditions throughout the domain. Fortunately, MRE provides measured
displacements throughout the volume. Therefore, Dirichlet displacement boundary
conditions are available for any conceivable boundary within the data.
The most recent version of the algorithm allows independent discretisation of
each material property, so that each reconstructed property can be supported on
a separate FE mesh. The resolution of each property mesh is independent of the
data resolution, and can be chosen based on factors such as the expected scale of
heterogeneity, parameter sensitivity and data SNR. An additional benefit of this
multi-mesh approach is that the mesh resolution of the forward problem can also
be chosen independent of the number of reconstructed properties (McGarry et al.,
2012).

5.3

The inverse problem

The inverse problem can be defined as finding the material property distribution, θ,
given the mechanical response u with respect to the applied boundary conditions.
The inverse problem is implemented through the use of nonlinear optimisation-based
techniques, which involves finding θ that minimises an objective error function, Φ;
given input measurements, yielding an optimization problem defined as:

θ = arg min[Φ],
θ

(5.9)
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where Φ is further minimised by the nonlinear iteration process defined:

Φ(θ) =

Nm
X

c
m
c
H
(um
i − ui (θ))(ui − ui (θ)) ,

(5.10)

i=1

where um
i represents the complex valued measured displacement data at i ’th measurement point, uci (θ) is the analogous displacement calculated by a forward simulation of the model using a current estimate of the properties (θ). Nm is the number
of measurements and the superscript H denotes the complex conjugate transpose.
In MRE, the number of measurements corresponds to the number of measured
displacements. Minimisation is performed by updating θ using the CG method.
Regularisation methods, such as spatial filtering (SF) and total variation (TV) are
usually necessary to stabilise the inverse problem. Due to the iterative nature of optimisation based techniques, multiple solutions of the forward problem are required
to reach the minimum of Eq. 5.25. By comparing the measured displacement input
data, um , to displacements calculated using an estimate of the material property
distribution uc (θ), the Φ(θ) function is minimised by finding where the derivatives
of model agreement with respect to reconstructed material properties (µR , µI , ρI )
approach zero:

N

m
1 ∂uci (θ) m
∂Φ(θ) X
=
−
(ui − uci (θ)) = 0
∂θ
2
∂θ
i=1

(5.11)

Each parameter update iteration can be broken down into two steps. The first
step involves selecting a material property search direction, pk , for each iteration,
k, which is used to update the material property description, θ, so that the update
for the k’th iteration is defined:

θk = θk−1 + αk−1 pk−1 ,

(5.12)

where αk is some step size to be determined. Because these are minimisation techniques, restrictions are usually placed on the search direction to ensure some reduction in error is achieved with each iteration (Marquardt, 1963). Some reduction in
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error is assured at small αk values if the directional derivative of the error along pk
is negative:

o
n
g
< 0,
< pH
k k

(5.13)

where gk is the current error gradient, ∂Φ/∂θ.
The second step is called a line search and involves selection of αk to minimise
the error function Φ along the search direction. This is achieved by taking directional
derivatives along the search direction. The step size can be determined either exactly
or inexactly. An exact line search is where an actual minima in the direction given
by pk is found, so that:

n
o
H
< Φ(θk + αk pk ) g = 0.

(5.14)

Exact searches are usually associated with high computational demand and general unreliability, thus, as a compromise, inexact line search methods are sometimes
used (Burachik et al., 1995). These inexact line searches use simple and reliable
methods to find a value for αk that satisfies specified descent criteria, such as:

Φ(θk + αk pk ) < Φ(θk ).

(5.15)

The inexact line search benefits from low computational cost, allowing more
optimisation iterations to be computed in a given time frame. However, the selected
possible value for αk is unlikely to be optimal, and may not lead to the greatest
error reduction for that step.

5.3.1

Conjugate-gradient method

The Conjugate-gradient (CG) method is implemented in the inverse problem to
allow optimisation based elastographic reconstruction. Details on the initial implementation of the CG method in the reconstruction algorithm used here are well
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documented elsewhere (McGarry, 2008).
Briefly, the CG method (Oberai et al., 2003) is an iterative method for solving
large system of linear or nonlinear system of equations. The CG can be considered
as a modified steepest descent (SD) method, allowing more efficient choice of search
directions. The SD method is based on selecting a search direction of steepest
decrease of a function, which is the negative of the gradient (Curry, 1944):

psd = −

∂Φ
.
∂θ

(5.16)

The gradient psd is a vector that, for any given point x, points in the direction of
the greatest decrease of Φ(x). The main advantage of the CG method over the
SD method is a faster convergence rate due to utilising a conjugate basis set of
search directions build up from the gradient at each iteration. The CG methods are
generally more computationally efficient and practically reliable, compared to the
SD methods for non-linear inverse problems in elastography (Shewchuk, 1994).
In the current version of the CG method, the next search direction is selected
based on a linear combination of the previous search direction, pk−1 , and a current
gradient, gk (McGarry, 2008):

pk = −gk + αk pk−1 ,

(5.17)

where previous search directions pk compose a conjugate basis set allowing selection
of αk based on the Polak-Ribére formula (Polak and Ribiere, 1969) , given by:

o 
 n
H
< gk (gk − gk−1 )
n
o , 0 .
αk = max 
H
< gk−1 gk−1

(5.18)

Due to the non-linear nature of the elastographic inverse problem, the search
directions would eventually loose their conjugacy after a certain number of iterations.
To overcome this issue, periodic restart ( αk = 0) is undertaken where a new set of
conjugate directions is initiated (McGarry, 2008).
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One of the significant benefits of the CG method compared to, for example,
Newton’s methods is that it is very memory efficient. The Newtons method in
optimization requires storage of the Hessian matrix, consisting of the number of
the parameters, whereas CG methods are based on simple algebraic vector-vector
multiplication operations. Therefore, computational intensity of the CG is relatively
low.
The selection of the CG next search direction is based on a linear combination
of a conjugate set of all previous gradient values, ∂Φ/∂θi . Finding the gradient is
usually associated with a poor scaling between the values of the gradient terms. To
alleviate this problem, the CG search direction terms are scaled in such a way that
the contribution of each material property on the displacements is proportional to
the relative change in µ (McGarry, 2008):

pst (k)

P
|µ| |Jg |µ |g|t
·
·
pq (k),
= δµ P
|pµ | |Jg |t |g|µ

(5.19)

where δµ is a relative change in µ parameter, µ is a vector containing set of µ terms,
pµ is the vector of µ search direction terms, |g|µ and |g|t are the sizes of the gradient
terms for µ and the material property type being scaled, t, respectively; |Jg |µ is the
size of the Jacobian for µ and |Jg |t represent the sizes of the Jacobian for material
property parameter, t, being scaled:

s
|Jg |t =

∂u H ∂u
.
∂θt ∂θt

(5.20)

The effect of each material property parameter, θt , on the final solution is calculated
using change in the displacement, u, due to the global change of that particular
parameter.
Eq. 5.19 indicates how change in displacements from a specific material property
influences an overall error reduction. This scaling factor is determined from the first
iteration and held constant throughout an optimisation process to allow gradual
reduction of the gradient terms as the algorithm approaches a global minima.
In addition, exact and inexact line search techniques are also implemented to
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improve the performance and reliability the CG method. The CG method generally
performs better with the exact line search methods (Gilbert and Nocedal, 1992).
Therefore, a secant line search with the Armijo line search as a backup are used in
the reconstruction algorithm. More detailed description on the line search techniques
is well documented in (McGarry, 2008).

5.3.2

Regularisation methods

Optimisation based image reconstruction techniques do not place any restrictions on
the material property values as long as the condition for minimisation of the error
function Φ is satisfied. This approach could lead to the physically unrealistic values
of material properties. To alleviate this issue, some a-priori information of the
expected material property solution can be declared throughout the reconstruction
domain via an initial guess and parameter value bounds. Regularisation methods,
which modify the error function Φ in an attempt to help the reconstruction algorithm
to select solutions that are close to the known a-priori information, are applied.
Several regularisation methods are included in the reconstruction code, such
as Tikhonov regularisation (Golub et al., 1999), Marquardt regularisation (Marquardt, 1963), Joachimowicz regularisation (Joachimowicz et al., 1991), Constraint
regularisation, Total variation minimisation (Chambolle, 2004), CG residual scaling
(McGarry, 2008) and spatial filtering. To increase the flexibility of the inversion
algorithm, the relative level of each type of regularisation is allowed to vary linearly
as the iterations progress.

5.3.2.1

Tikhonov regularisation

Tikhonov regularisation ensures that values for material property solutions do not
vary significantly from the values declared by the initial guess through modification
of the error function Φ to Φtk (McGarry, 2008) :

1
Φtk = (uc − um )H (uc − um ) + αtk (θ − θ0 )H (θ − θ0 ),
2

(5.21)
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where θ0 and θ are the initial material property guess and the current material
property estimate, respectively; and αtk is the weighting factor applied to Tikhonov
regularisation. Tikhonov regularisation effectively penalises solutions according to
how far they deviate from the initial guess. Therefore, will preferentially select
solutions that are closer to the initial guess. A modification to this method is
where θ0 is set to the previous material property estimate at each iteration (θ0 =
θk−1 ), limiting the change in material properties for each iteration, but not the total
deviation from the initial guess.

5.3.2.2

Total variation minimisation

It is common for some biological tissue types to display a smooth distribution of
material properties across specific areas. This phenomena suggested implementation
of the total variation (TV) minimisation method (McGarry, 2008) that preferentially
selects material property distributions with fairly homogeneous regions of constant
material properties over distributions with a greater degree of spatial variation. The
function for Φ is thus modified to Φtv :

1
Φtv = (uc − um )H (uc − um ) +
2

√

αtv ∇θ H ∇θ dV,

ZZZ

(5.22)

Ω

where ∇θ represents the spatial variation of the material property, multiplied by its
complex conjugate transpose ∇θ H , and αtv is the weighting factor applied to TV.
√
The integral means that the level of total variation is the area under the ∇θ H ∇θ
curve. Fig. 5.2 demonstrates examples of how spatial variation in material property
distribution affects TV, represented as the area under the curve. Low variation in
parameter distribution will result in low TV, whereas the desecrate areas with high
variation of material properties will result in high TV. Therefore, implementation of
TV to the objective function minimisation should help in promoting smoother, more
cleaner solutions where the selection of areas with constant parameter distribution
is preferential.
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Figure 5.2 Schematic representation of the Total Variation (TV) in action: a) Material parameter with constant distribution of property values is illustrated as a red curve and a resulting TV,
defined an an area under the curve ∇θ, will produce small area under the graph: b) Material
parameter with spatial variation in material properties distribution will produce larger area under
the curve and thus, higher TV. Therefore low TV weighting promotes smoother solution of material
property distributions. Image source: (McGarry, 2008)
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Spatial filtering

Spatial filtering (SF) is a smoothing technique that penalises large variation in the
material property distribution and is performed directly on the pixels of the reconstructed images. SF is implemented via replacing each value of material properties
assigned to a specific pixel with a weighted average of of the material property values of its neighbouring pixels. Therefore, the new value of material property, θk ,
treated with SF is defined (McGarry, 2008):

θk = (1 − wsf )θk +

Ncon
wsf X
(θl ),
Ncon l=1

(5.23)

where wsf is a weighting applied to spatial filtering, l refers to the nodes in the
neighbourhood of node k, and Ncon is the number of these neighbourhood nodes.
SF preserves the idea that biological tissue types characterised by specific material properties should not have large variation in values of property distribution.
However, the main drawback of this regularisation technique is a contribution towards the lost of the definition of boundaries between tissue types. Therefore, a
gradual decrease of the SF weights is common as iterations progress.

5.3.2.4

Material property bounds

The optimisation-based reconstruction techniques often face difficulties related to
the accurate identification of the true minima in the search space corresponding the
correct material properties. Especially if several local minima are present. Unrealistically high values of the material property solutions might decrease the chance of
the algorithm recovering a correct distinction between local optimal solutions and
the global optimal solution, and will treat the former as actual solutions to the
original problem.
Therefore, to minimise the risk of obtaining physically unrealistic solutions,
material property bounds are applied as one of the constraints for optimisation processing (McGarry, 2008). There are two possibilities of when these bounds can be
applied. The first and safest approach is to apply the bounds after material prop-
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erties of each subzone have been computed. In this case, the bounds will have no
effect on the actual processing of the material properties by the algorithm within
each subzone. This method performs well in practice although modification of processed material property distributions returned from each subzone is considered
disadvantageous as the update to the global property description is no longer one
that is guaranteed to result in a reduction in the error.
Alternatively, the bounds can be directly applied each time the material properties are updated. This approach does not modify the returned solutions of material
property distributions and, therefore, preserves any reduction in error. However,
the method can sometimes cause the minimisation algorithm to fail completely for
some subzones. This problem can be alleviated by applying constrained minimisation, where a penalty term is introduced to the error function for all reconstructed
material properties which have physically unrealistic values. Another approach to
overcome this issue is by forcing the search direction terms to the infeasible region
of zero. A comparison study between the two approaches performed by McGarry
(2008) suggested better convergence behaviour with the bounds applied every time
the material properties are updated.

5.4

Summary

MR elastographic inversion is formulated as a constrained optimisation problem
that involves two steps: the forward problem solution and the parameter update,
commonly known as the inverse problem.
The solution of the forward computational problem produces a displacement
field throughout the reconstruction domain. The constitutive model is a system of
linear PDEs that incorporates a Rayleigh damped, isotropic, nearly incompressible,
linearly elastic components of the Navier’s equation, defined:

1
∇ · (µ(∇u + ∇uT )) − ∇( ∇ · u) − ∇P = −ρω 2 u;
3

(5.24)

where ∇P is the pressure term associated with volumetric changes of the material,
u is the resulting calculated displacement field throughout the medium, µ is the
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second Lamé’s parameter associated with the shear stiffness of the material, λ is
the first Lamé’s parameter, ρ is the density of the material, and ω is the actuation
frequency.
The parameter update step then iteratively fits a set of mechanical properties,
µR , µI and ρI , such that the FE model reproduces the MRI measured displacements
as closely as possible. This process is posed as a constrained optimisation problem
where the objective error function, Φ, is minimised by iteratively updating the
mechanical property distribution, θ:

Φ(θ) =

Nm
X

c
m
c
H
(um
i − ui (θ))(ui − ui (θ)) ,

(5.25)

i=1

c
where um
i is measured displacement amplitude at location i, ui is a computational
model of the material behavior, and the H indicates the complex conjugate transpose. The minimisation is performed using the CG method with applied regularisation techniques to stabilise the solutions.

The RD model is integrated through the use of complex-valued shear modulus
and density, and thus incorporates damping effects related to both elastic and inertial
forces. Therefore, full three parameter identification is performed where µR , µI and
ρI are estimated. Assuming that biological tissues are highly saturated, the real
density term is usually set to 1000 kg/m3 and λ is topically assumed to be large
(108 Pa) to account for nearly incompressible behaviour expected in fluid saturated
biological tissue, such as the brain.
RD model applied to MRE can provide additional diagnostic potential in application to in vivo brain imaging by mapping quantified damping properties. Although
preliminary results of the RD MRE, performed on the phantoms, have been reported
by Van Houten et al. (2011), the model still requires rigorous validation and thorough analysis of the identification of the reconstructed parameters. Therefore, this
thesis focuses on examination of the performance, followed by identifiability analysis
of the RD model on tissue simulating damping phantoms and in vivo healthy brain.

Chapter 6
Experimental methods, phantoms and actuation

In view of budget constraints and limited access to the MRI scanners in the Canterbury region of New Zealand due to the series of major earthquakes, the author
worked in collaboration with various research institutes and was involved in initial discussion and decision making process regarding possible MRE imaging experiments and protocols. The collaborating research institutes were: Institute for
biodiagnostics at National Research Council of Canada (CNRC); Department of Mechanical Science and Engineering at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
(IL, USA), and Department of Mechanical Engineering at Dartmouth College (NH,
USA). After the data was collected it was sent to the author for further conversion,
reconstruction processing and analysis. The author gratefully acknowledges these
institutions for their contribution.
The key aims of the full simultaneous three-parameter reconstruction of RD
MRE phantom study data were:

• To assess the performance of the existing subzone based nonlinear image reconstruction algorithm on tissue-simulating phantoms by minimising the difference between the measured and calculated displacements.
• To assess the ability of the RD model to qualitatively map the viscoelastic
and damping properties of various tissue-mimicking materials with reference
to expected material behaviour of the phantoms.
• To investigate the behaviour of the reconstructed material properties in different material types with reference to their structure and composition.
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• To validate the reconstructed material properties against their theoretically
accepted rheological interpretations.
• To identify valuable diagnostic potential of reconstruction parameters with
regards to differentiating and characterising of various material types.
• To collate and report the quantitative material property estimates of various
material types across multiple frequencies.

The following studies use measured displacement data from variety of tissuesimulated phantoms. The goal is to test the viability a full simultaneous threeparameter reconstruction scheme to recover the distribution of complex shear modulus (storage and loss modulus), µR and µI , as well as imaginary density, ρI . Experimental data was collected from a variety of homogeneous and heterogeneous
phantoms of varying material types, such as gelatine, water and porous tofu of
various concentrations. These materials were chosen to mimic a range of material
properties and situations that are expected when analysing brain MRI data.

6.1

Lightly damped gelatine phantom (ND2)

The ability of the RD model, applied to the subzone based nonlinear inversion algorithm, to produce reliable elastographic reconstructions was first tested using lightly
damped tissue-mimicking gelatine phantoms. Gelatine is known as a good tissue
simulating material which is commonly used in elastography experiments (Kruse
et al., 2000; Madsen et al., 2003). Inclusions of higher stiffness were imbedded into
the phantoms to specifically target the ability of the reconstruction algorithm:

• To ascertain and differentiate the same material of various concentrations;
• To accurately delineate the boundaries between background material and inclusions;
• To assess correlation between reconstructed material property distributions
against physical homogeneity of the phantoms.
• To accurately map the geometry of viscoelastic and damping properties over
both materials.
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The lightly damped phantom (ND2 onwards) was initially developed and imaged by the Department of Mechanical Science and Engineering at the University of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. ND2 was made of an agarose gel and had a rectangular parallelepiped shape. Three inclusions of different sizes (10, 15, and 20 mm)
were embedded in the phantom. The inclusions had higher concentration of the
agarose gel (2 %), compared to the phantom background material (1 %), and were
thus stiffer.
A long rod, attached to the speaker membrane, was used to induce shear waves
by vibrating the lower part of the phantom at mechanical frequency of 100 Hz.
Motion encoding was performed using the multishot spiral MRE sequence with
bipolar MEGs (TR/TE = 2000/35ms) (Johnson et al., 2012) where single period of
vibration was sampled over eight equally spaced time harmonics. Twenty slices of
2 mm thickness were acquired corresponding to field of view (FOV) of 128 mm.
A 3D subzone based reconstruction algorithm using an isotropic, nearly incompressible linear RD material model (Van Houten et al., 2011) was applied to reconstruct both 2 parameter VE behaviour and the 3 parameter RD damping properties
of the materials using following parameters: isotropic subzone size: 0.011 × 0.011 ×
0.011 m; subzone overlap 0.15 × 0.15 × 0.15 (%/100); Initial and final total variation
(TV) weighting was 10−15 and 10−14 with TV delta set to 10−19 . The initial and
final spatial filtering (SF) weights were set to 0.25 % and 0.15 % respectively. Displacements were approximated on the mesh with 1.7×1.7×1.7 mm voxel resolution,
providing approximately 16 nodes per wavelength for the FE forward computational
problem.
Initial a-priori information with regards to the globally defined parameters was:
µR = 1800 Pa; µI = 180 Pa and ρI = -100 kg/m3 . The real density (ρR ) and
the bulk modulus (K) were constants: ρR = 1000 kg/m3 and K = 1648900 Pa.
Reconstructions were carried out on the Blue Fern HPC supercomputer facilities
where a total of 32 processors were employed for reconstruction processing.
The reconstruction processing was performed on high performance computing
(HPC) system Blue Fern P575. 32 processors were used to compute 100 iterations
by CG method over an average time frame of 5 hours.
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6.2

Poroelastic homogeneous tofu phantom

Most biological tissues are highly saturated. It has been hypothesised that fluid circulates within the tissue due to the underlying biological and physiological processes
(Mow et al., 1984; Netti et al., 1997). These tissues may be modelled as a porous
media generally consisting of a porous elastic solid and penetrating fluid (Gore et al.,
2001). The mechanical behaviour of these tissue types has been described by various theories, such as classical consolidation theory (Terzaghi, 1943) or poroelasticity
(Perriez et al., 2010). These theories postulate that poroelastic tissues are characterised by a continuous time-dependant interaction of two independent phases: a
solid matrix phase and a fluid phase. This interaction is defined by permeability
properties of the material as well its structural and mechanical properties.
Due to the high water content, incompressible or nearly incompressible assumptions are usually applied to model biological tissues (Righetti et al., 2004). These
assumptions might only be valid on the global scale. However, although some tissue
compartments might exhibit incompressible behaviour, according to the poroelasticity theory, the tissue must be compressible to support fluid transport within the
tissue (Kyriacou et al., 2002). Therefore, some studies have shown that the Poisson’s
ratios of tendons, ligaments and cartilage are significantly lower than 0.5, indicating
compressible nature (Kyriacou et al., 2002; Mow et al., 1984). Moreover, a network
of fluid-filled cavities within the tissue might contribute to the changes of the local
volume by allowing partial fluid movement (Kyriacou et al., 2002; Sarron et al.,
2000). Therefore, while globally tissue might behave as a nearly-incompressible material, it can have local regions characterised by compressible material properties
(Righetti et al., 2004; Sarron et al., 2000). Also, pathological tissues commonly
display a change in effective mechanical property distribution which can thus affect
the Poisson’s ratio. Hence, reconstruction of these phantoms would provide insight
into these behaviours and their existence.
In this study, the feasibility of using RD MRE to image the time-dependent
mechanical behavior of poroelastic sample subjected to a time-harmonic actuation
across multiple frequencies is investigated. The hypothesis at the basis of this work
is that it is feasible to use time-harmonic RD MRE to distinguish among homogeneously poroelastic materials of different concentrations. It is further hypothesised
that the use of RD based elastography will result in objectively more accurate elas-
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tograms.
The studies reported in this work were performed using commercially available
soft tofu slab. Tofu has been proposed recently as a sonographic and elastographic
tissue-mimicking material with acoustic and mechanical properties similar to those
of some soft tissues (Righetti et al., 2004; Wu, 2001). Tofu is known to possess a
porous microstructure, which is composed of an organic solid matrix with pores of
different sizes and shapes depending on the grade of the material.
A poroelastic phantom made of commercially available soft tofu was used in this
study. A tofu slab was placed in the container and submerged in water. Piezo-electric
actuation was utilized to introduce shear waves in the phantoms at consequent
mechanical frequencies of 60 Hz, 80 Hz, 100 Hz and 125 Hz. The container was
positioned onto the actuation plate attached to the actuator. Therefore, the base of
the phantom, which was in contact with the actuation plate, exhibited more motion
amplitude than top of the phantom. To hold the phantom submerged, another
tofu slab was positioned on the top of the tofu slab being imaged. Thus, boundary
conditions were applied to the top of the phantom. 3D motion data was recorded on
1.5 T Philips MRI scanner using SE based phase-contrast pulse sequence with added
MEGs using following parameters: TR/TE = 480/10 ms; FOV = 150 × 225 × 40
mm and 2 mm isotropic voxel. 20 coronal image slices were acquired.

6.3

Tofu-gelatine damping phantoms

This study further evaluates the time harmonic RD elastography reconstruction
technique. The goal is to image the RD damping properties of various materials.
A discussion of some of the uniqueness issues associated with the RD mechanical
model is also presented, as well a summary of results and in-depth analysis from a
study of tofu and gelatine phantoms.
The aim of this study is to investigate the capability of an isotropic, nearlyincompressible linear RD model to accurately reconstruct and characterise VE and
damping properties of the tissue-mimicking damping phantoms, made of a combination of poroelastic and elastic materials, subjected to a time-harmonic actuation at
multiple frequencies. The choice of the materials was made with a goal of achieving
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a good damping contrast within the phantom. Since tofu has more attenuation than
gelatine, significant contrast is expected in damping behaviour between these two
materials. It is hypothesised that it is feasible to use time-harmonic RD MRE to
distinguish between homogeneously poroelastic material (tofu) and homogeneously
elastic material (gelatine) characterized by different mechanical properties.
The phantoms were constructed by the department of Mechanical Engineering
at the Dartmouth College (NH, USA). The first damping phantom (P1 onwards)
was made of soft tofu background with a single, stiff gelatine inclusion (10% Sigma
Aldrich), as shown in Fig. 6.1. The second damping phantom (P2 onwards) was
a reverse configuration of P1, with stiff 10% gelatine as the background and a soft
tofu as the inclusion. Both phantoms had an external rectangular shape with a
cylindrical inclusion located at the centre. For P1, the inclusion was generated
by first removing a core from the soft tofu slab and then replacing it with a core
extracted from a separate stiff gelatine slab. It was vice versa for P2.
Piezo-electric actuation was utilized to introduce shear waves into the phantoms
at multiple mechanical frequencies of 50 Hz, 75 Hz, 100 Hz and 125 Hz. The
phantoms were positioned on the actuation plate attached to the actuator. The
orientation of the inclusions was perpendicular to the propagation of the shear strain
waves. Therefore, the base of the phantom, which was in contact with the actuation
plate, exhibited more motion amplitude than top of the phantom. No physical
constrains were applied to the top of the phantom.
The MRE imaging experiments were performed on a 1.5 T Philips MRI scanner.
20 coronal slices of 3 mm thickness of 3D steady state displacement fields were
acquired by an SE based phase-contrast sequence, extended with trigger timing
and MEG modules, using the following parameters: TR/TE = 480/10 ms; FOV =
150×225×40 mm and 2 mm isotropic voxel. A 3D quality-guided phase unwrapping
method (Wang et al., 2011) was applied to the motion MRE data to suppress phase
wrapping. The reconstruction results were then analysed to evaluate the presence of
statistically significant differences among the two types of materials and for image
quality analysis.
The set of experiments performed in this study is vital towards better understanding the advantages and limitations of RD reconstructions to distinguish damping in these types of materials. Preliminary RD MRE experiments on P1 phantom
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configuration were performed by Van Houten et al. (2011) where RD reconstruction
results were compared to VE reconstruction results. The investigated parameters
were mainly real shear modulus (µR ) and damping ratio (ξd ). This study emphasises qualitative assessment of the RD parameters against their known rheological
interpretation and quantitate behaviour of the parameters with regards to physical
homogeneity of both materials within the phantoms across multiple frequencies.
Reconstruction processing using an isotropic, nearly-incompressible linear RD
material model was perfumed to reconstruct VE behaviour and the RD damping
properties of the materials using following parameters: subzone size: 0.016×0.016×
0.016 m; subzone overlap 0.15 × 0.15 × 0.15 (%/100); Initial and final TV weighting
was 10−15 and 10−14 with TV delta set to 10−19 . The initial and final SF weights
were set to 0.25 % and 0.15 % respectively. The initial estimates for the material
properties were: µR = 1800 Pa; µI = 180 Pa and ρI = -100 kg/m3 . The real density
(ρR ) and the bulk modulus (K) were constants (ρR = 1000 kg/m3 and K = 1648900
Pa) to account for a nearly incompressible behaviour of the tissue.
The reconstruction computations were carried out on the HPC system Blue
Fern P575. A total of 32 processors were employed in parallel MPI environment
to produce 100 iterations using CG optimisation method. The average runtime
for the reconstruction processing was 5 hours. A single global iteration consisted
of approximately 200 - 300 individual iterative subzone calculations containing an
average of 550 - 600 nodes/subzone. Each parameter was interpolated at different
resolution levels.
To provide comparable elastic property measurements for the gelatine and soft
tofu phantom material, dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) was performed using a TA instrument Q800 Device with measurements at 100 Hz computed using
time temperature superposition (TTS). To quantifiably compare each reconstruction, regions of interest (ROIs) were selected from areas of each image representing
particular material and the median and IQR of each property within these ROI were
calculated. To provide an unbiased measurement of the relative difference between
property values, a mean difference (MD) calculation was such that MD between
measurements A and B is given by:


M D(A, B) =

||A − AB|| + ||B − AB||
AB


100,

(6.1)
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where AB =

A+B
.
2

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.1 P1 phantom configuration with tofu background and stiff gelatine inclusion. a) A
hole is made in the tofu followed by b) insertion of a gelatine inclusion at the centre

6.4

Poroelastic double water inclusion phantom

A tissue-simulating damping phantom, made of a soft tofu material with water
inclusions of different geometries, was considered for this study. The configuration and composition of the phantoms simulated a simplified representation of the
brain, where water inclusions mimicked fluid-filled ventricles and porous tofu was
an approximation for intracranial matter. The aim is to evaluate the ability of the
isotropic, nearly-incompressible linear RD model:

• To locate the presence of the fluid-filled cavities within the porous media.
• To accurately delineate the geometry and boundaries between the fluid media
and porous media
• To accurately characterise material properties of the fluid

The phantom was manufactured and imaged by the Department of Mechanical
Engineering at the Dartmouth College (NH, USA). More specifically, the phantom
(P5 onwards) was made of a soft tofu background with two water inclusions of
different diameters located on the opposite site of the phantom. To prevent leaking
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of tofu material and and maintain constant outside pressure level, P5 was fully
submerged in water.
The phantom was placed onto the actuation plate attached to the piezo-electric
actuator in such a way that inclusions were oriented perpendicular to the shear wave
propagation. The phantom was actuated at multiple frequencies of 60 Hz, 80 Hz and
100 Hz. All MRE imaging experiments on 1.5 T Philips MRI scanner. 15 coronal
slices of 3 mm thickness of 3D steady state displacement fields were acquired by a
SE based phase-contrast sequence, extended with trigger timing and MEG modules,
using the following parameters: TR/TE = 480/10 ms; FOV = 150 × 225 × 40 mm
and 2 mm isotropic voxel.
Reconstruction of material properties using an isotropic linearly elastic nearly
incompressible RD material model was performed using the following parameters:
isotropic subzone size: 0.024 × 0.024 × 0.024 m; subzone overlap 0.15 × 0.15 × 0.15
%/100; Initial and final TV weighting was 10−15 and 10−14 with TV delta set to
10−19 . The initial and final SF weights were set to 0.25 % and 0.15 % respectively.
Displacements were approximated on the mesh with 1.8 × 1.8 × 1.9 mm voxel resolution. Initial a-priori information with regards to the globally defined parameters
was: µR = 3300 Pa; µI = 330 Pa and ρI = -100 kg/m3 . The real density (ρR ) and
the bulk modulus (K) were set to constants: ρR = 1000 kg/m3 and K = 1648900 Pa
to account for the nearly incompressible behaviour expected in a highly saturated
media.
The reconstruction computations were carried out on the HPC system Blue
Fern P575. A total of 32 processors were employed in parallel MPI environment to
produce 100 iterations using CG optimisation method. The average runtime for the
reconstruction processing was 5 hours. Each parameter was interpolated at different
resolution levels.

6.5

Summary

Experimental data was collected from a variety of homogeneous and heterogeneous
phantoms of varying material types, such as gelatine, water and porous tofu of
various concentrations. These materials are chosen to mimic a range of material
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properties and situations that are expected when analysing in vivo brain MRE
data. The goal is to test the viability a full simultaneous three-parameter reconstruction scheme to recover the distribution of complex shear modulus (storage and
loss modulus), µR and µI , as well as imaginary density (ρI ).
The key aims of the three-parameter reconstruction of RD MRE phantom study
data were:

• To assess the performance of the existing subzone based nonlinear image reconstruction algorithm on tissue-simulating phantoms by minimising the difference between the measured and calculated displacements.
• To assess the ability of the RD model to qualitatively map the viscoelastic
and damping properties of various tissue-mimicking materials with reference
to expected material behaviour of the phantoms.
• To investigate the behaviour of the reconstructed material properties in different material types with reference to their structure and composition.
• To validate the reconstructed material properties against their theoretically
accepted rheological interpretations.
• To identify valuable diagnostic potential of reconstruction parameters with
regards to differentiating and characterising of various material types.
• To collate and report the quantitative material property estimates of various
material types across multiple frequencies.

The summary of the simultaneous three parameter-based RD MRE reconstruction results is presented and discussed in the next chapter.

Chapter 7
Full three parameter-based RD MRE phantom
results

This chapter summaries results at the 3 phantom types against the hypotheses
developed in Chapter 6. The aim is to evaluate the overall results of RD threeparameter reconstruction. The expected results of the hypothesis is that RD model
is able:

• To accurately recover VE and damping properties of various tissue-mimicking
materials,
• To qualitatively distinguish different material types, and
• To accurately delineate boundaries between independent material zones.

It is further hypothesised that the RD parameters can characterise structure and
composition of various material types based on different damping mechanisms, thus
providing an added diagnostic potential. The ultimate goal is an accurate comprehensive qualitative as well as quantitative mapping of mechanical properties with
potential to differentiate consistency between heathy and pathological biological tissues. It is also expected that the RD model is able to locate fluid-filled cavities
within the highly saturated materials, such as tofu.
It is important to emphasise that full conditioning of the reconstructed parameters is a fundamental prerequisite for accurate recovery of mechanical properties.
However, the inverse problem in elastography can be ill-conditioned due to its highly
non-linear nature (Wall et al., 2011). Therefore, analysis examining identifiably of
the inverse problem is also performed.
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7.1

Lightly damped phantom (ND2)

An overall assessment of the RD model to produce accurate elastographic reconstructions was first performed using a lightly damped tissue-simulating phantom
comprised of gelatine of different concentrations. The performance of the model
was assessed based on these criteria:

• To ascertain and differentiate the same material of various concentrations;
• To accurately delineate the boundaries between the background material and
inclusions;
• To map homogeneous distribution of the material properties based on physical
homogeneity of the phantoms;
• To accurately map the presence, geometry and location as well as viscoelastic
and damping properties of the background and inclusions.

Fig. 7.1 (a) shows a T 2∗ -weighted MR image of the ND2 with three inclusions
clearly shown. The background and inclusions were segmented (Figs. 7.1 (b) and
7.1 (c)) to calculate the median and the interquartile range (IQR) of the material
property values (Table 7.1). Fig. 7.2 shows the RD reconstruction for µR , µI , ρI
and resulting ξd for the same ND2 at 100 Hz. It is clear that damping has not
been clearly differentiated. Fig. 7.4 shows results for quantitative analysis and
cumulative distribution functions (CDF) within selected region of interest (ROI)
for different material properties. Each graph illustrates quantified behaviour of a
particular parameter for multiple frequencies. Uncertainty bars represent the (5 25
50 75 95) percentiles. Fig. 7.4 supports Fig. 7.2 by showing a lot of overlap and
lack of separation between materials for µI and ρI , whereas µR is more clear. This
is also seen in Fig. 7.2.
Lastly, Fig. 7.3 shows the convergence plots of reconstructed material properties.
The stabilisation of the statistical indicators of the parameter behaviour across all
nodes as the number of iteration increases is used for evaluation of the convergence
for a particular parameter. Therefore, Fig. 7.3 indicates that the convergence of all
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ND2. ROI image for agar gelatin background

ND2. T2*−weighted MR image

(a)

ND2. ROI image for agar gelatin inclusion

(b)

(c)

Figure 7.1 MRI image results of the ND2 with ROI selections indicated: (a) High resolution
T2* weighted MR image; (b) MR image (background ROI indicated); (c) MR image (inclusion
ROI indicated).
Table 7.1 Quantitative ROI analysis results of the ND2 phantom
Parameter
Units

µR
(Pa)

µI
(Pa)

ρI
(kg/m3 )

ξd
(% / 100)

Median [IQR]

Median [IQR]

Median [IQR]

Median [IQR]

Background (Agar gel 1 %)

3837 [3476 – 4213]

31[14 – 57]

–21 [-38 – -10]

0.016 [0.0097 – 0.026]

Inclusions (Agar gel 2 %)

11571 [9154 – 15180]

61 [30 – 86]

-7 [-26 – -3]

0.006 [0.003 – 0.017]

reconstructed parameters has been achieved. The convergence condition is carefully
checked for every reconstruction output.

7.1.1

Discussion: ND2 (Lightly damped phantom)

µR results
Qualitatively, µR reconstruction was successful. The two large inclusions (15
and 20 mm ) are distinct from the background while the small inclusion (10 mm) is
visible, although with less clear margins. It has to be stressed that property resolution is a crucial factor for accurate characterisation of small scale objects. In this
case, 2×2×2 isotropic voxel resolution was sufficient to capture presence of a smaller
inclusion. The average stiffness estimates for 1 % agar gel background and 2 % agar
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Real shear modulus µR image. ND2 100Hz exitation frequency
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Figure 7.2 Image results for full 3 parameter-based RD reconstruction of the ND2 agar gel
phantom using 100 Hz mechanical excitation: (a) storage modulus µR image (Pa); (b) loss modulus
µI image (Pa); (c) imaginary density ρI image (kg/m3 ) and (d) damping ratio (ξd ) image (% /
100);
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ND2 phantom. Re shear modulus µR convergence plot across entire domain
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ND2 phantom. Im shear modulus µ convergence plot across entire domain
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ND2 phantom. Im density ρ convergence plot across entire domain
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Figure 7.3 Convergence plots of the reconstructed parameters for the ND2 phantom at 100 Hz:
(a) µR ; (b) µI and (c) ρI . Different statistical indicators, such as median, IQR [5 75], max and min
of the particular material property parameter across all nodes within the reconstructed domain are
plotted across all iterations. The median of the material properties stabilises after approximately
50th iteration, indicating that convergence has been achieved.
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CDF plot of µ for the gelatin background (%1). ND2 phantom 100 Hz
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CDF plot of µI for the gelatin inclusions (%2). ND2 phantom 100 Hz
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CDF plot of ρI for the gelatin background (%1). ND2 phantom 100 Hz
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ND2 phantom at 100 Hz. Im density ρI ROI quantitative analysis

CDF plot of ρI for the gelatin inclusions (%2). ND2 phantom 100 Hz
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Figure 7.4 Quantitative ROI analysis of the ND2 agar gel phantom at 100 Hz for the gelatine
background and stiffer gelatine inclusions for reconstructed material properties within the selected
ROI and associated CDF plots for each material property: top row: µR , second row: µI , third
row: ρI and bottom row: ξd . Uncertainty bars represent (5 25 50 75 95) percentiles.
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gel inclusion are 3.8 kPa and 11.5 kPa, respectively (Table 7.1). Quantitative ROI
analysis showed fairly homogeneous distribution of µR values within the background
material, while µR behaviour within inclusions is not consistent across the phantom
(refer to Fig. 7.4 (c)). The CDF plots show good agreement in property behaviour
within background while small variation is seen in the inclusions (Figs. 7.4 (a) and
7.4 (b)).
µI results
Quantitatively, general trends, expressed by increased µI values, exist and indicate presence of the inclusions. However, accurate characterisation regarding the
spatial location and geometry failed. Two larger inclusions of 20 mm and 15 mm are
picked up in the µI image with increased values, however the location and geometry
does not correlate well with the T2*-weighted MR image. The smaller inclusion was
not effectively identified. Average µI estimates for the background material and
inclusions are 31 Pa and 61 Pa, respectively in Table 7.1.
ρI results
A very similar situation is observed in the ND2 phantom for ρI and µI . Qualitatively, small contrast is seen between the background (-21 kg/m3 ) material and
three inclusions (−7kg/m3 ) although some slices show promise in capturing the
presence of the inclusions. The location and geometry of the inclusions on the ρI
image does not correlate with the location and geometry in the MR image. Fig. 7.4
(c) shows relatively uniform distribution of the ρI values across the phantom. High
variation in material properties across the slices is observed, as confirmed by the
uncertainty bars in Fig. 7.4 (i) and shape of the CDF functions in Fig. 7.4 (g) and
(h).
There are two possible explanations of the lack in contrast in the ρI image. The
first one is related to the rheological interpretation of the imaginary density term.
In the RD model, ρI term corresponds to the rate of density change in the bi-phasic
system. Since gelatine is mainly made of densely packed cells, it does not have
a porous nature. Therefore, it is expected that there should be no contrast in ρI
image. Another possible explanation is related to the meaning of the ρI term in the
RD model. The ρI term contributes to the damping that is inversely proportional
to the input frequency, thus ρI term is dominant in the lower frequencies. Since
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the phantom was actuated at a relatively high excitation frequency of 100 Hz, the
influence of the ρI term on the resultant displacement may not be distinguished.
ξd results
Qualitatively, ξd reconstruction had a poor success as expected from the µR , µI
and ρI results. The presence of inclusions in the ξd image can not be distinguished.
Significant variations are present in areas of supposedly constant material properties
as can be qualitatively seen in Fig. 7.2 (d). A relatively uniform distribution
is observed in ξd within the gelatine background material, characterisation of the
inclusions is poor and inconsistent, as confirmed by Fig. 7.4 (l) and associated CDF
plots in Figs. 7.4 (j) and 7.4 (k).

7.1.2

Summary: ND2 (Lightly damped phantom)

The aim of the experiment was to test the abilities and limitations of the RD model
to accurately characterise RD properties of the lightly damped gelatine phantom.
This was done by performing MRE experiments followed by reconstruction processing.
The best success was achieved in reconstructing µR properties of the phantoms. Unfortunately, independently measured values of static shear modulus are
not available for comparison analysis. However, the algorithm failed in accurate
characterisation of stiffer inclusions in the µI image. The algorithm also struggled
in correct mapping of the ρI properties of the gelatine, which may be due to non
porous structure of the gelatin and also high actuation frequency.

7.2

Poroelastic homogeneous tofu phantom

A homogeneous isotropic poroelastic phantom, made of highly saturated soft tofu
material, was chosen to specifically investigate the ability of the RD model to map
homogeneous distribution of the material properties corresponding to the physical
homogeneity of the phantom. Thus, small variations in the reconstructed property
distributions are expected. The reconstructions were performed across multiple
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MR Magnitude image

ROI image

(a)

(b)

Figure 7.5 MRI image results of the poroelastic homogeneous tofu phantom with ROI selections
indicated: (a) High resolution T 2∗ -weighted MR image; (b) MR image (background).

frequencies.
Fig. 7.5 (a) shows a T2*-weighted MR image of the poroelastic homogeneous
tofu phantom while Fig. 7.5 (b) shows superimposed ROI used for quantitative
analysis. Fig. 7.6 shows the 3-parameter RD reconstruction results. Fig. 7.7 shows
quantitative analysis for the behaviour of the reconstructed parameters, including
motion amplitude (MA) across multiple frequencies, and Fig. 7.8 shows corresponding CDF plots across multiple frequencies. Summary of this results is presented
in Table 7.2. Again, it is clear, as in ND2 in the prior section, that µI and ρI
reconstruction have not provided the relatively isotropic results expected for this
homogeneous phantom.

7.2.1

Discussion

It is important to emphasise that since the phantom is isotropic and homogeneous,
homogeneous distributions of all parameters are expected across the phantom. How-
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Im shear modulus µI image (Pa). Homogeneous tofu phantom 80 Hz

Re shear modulus µR image (Pa). Homogeneous tofu phantom 80 Hz
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Figure 7.6 Image results for the full 3 parameter-based RD reconstruction of the poroelastic
homogeneous tofu phantom using 80 Hz mechanical excitation: (a) Storage modulus (µR ) image
(Pa); (b) Loss modulus (µI ) image (Pa); (c) Imaginary density (ρI ) image (kg/m3 ); (d) Damping
ratio (ξd ) image (% / 100);
Table 7.2 ROI analysis results of the poroelastic homogeneous tofu phantom
Parameter
Units

MA
(µm)

µR
(Pa)

µI
(Pa)

ρI
(kg/m3 )

ξd
( % / 100)

Median [IQR]

Median [IQR]

Median [IQR]

Median [IQR]

Median [IQR]

Soft tofu (60 Hz)

2.2 [1.9 – 2.5]

2396 [2376 – 2415]

293 [270 – 327]

-112 [-124 – -97]

0.12 [0.1 – 0.13]

Soft tofu (80 Hz)

3.3 [2.9 – 3.6]

2606 [2539 – 2675]

335 [271 – 403]

-127 [-150 – -109]

0.12 [0.1 – 0.14]

Soft tofu (100 Hz)

1.2 [1 – 1.5]

2650 [2554 – 2713]

462 [350 – 529]

-112 [-144 – -88]

0.14 [0.11 – 0.16]
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Homogeneous tofu phanotm. Motion amplitude (MA) ROI analysis. Multi freq 60 Hz, 80 Hz and 100 Hz
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Homogeneous tofu phanotm. Damping ratio ξd ROI analysis. Multi freq 60 Hz, 80 Hz and 100 Hz
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Figure 7.7 Quantitative ROI and CDF slice by slice analysis of the poroelastic homogeneous
tofu phantom for the behaviour of the reconstructed material properties: (a) motion amplitude;
(b) µR ; (c) µI ; (d) ρI and (e) ξd . Uncertainties are represented as error bars, indicating the (5 25
75 95) percentiles.
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CDF plot of MA for the soft tofu in homogeneous tofu phantom. 80 Hz
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Figure 7.8 CDF plots for the soft tofu material of the isotropic homogeneous poroelastic tofu
phantom across multiple frequencies of 60 Hz, 80 Hz and 100 Hz: (a), (b) and (c) MA; (d), (e)
and (f) µR ; (g), (h) and (i) µI ; (j), (k) and (l) ρI ; (m), (n) and (o) ξd
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ever, in the nonlinear inverse optimisation problem the accuracy of reconstruction of
even straightforward parameters has its limitations and error, thus some variation
is not unexpected.
Motion amplitude (MA) results
Fig. 7.7 (a) shows MA behaviour across consequent frequencies of 60, 80 and
100 Hz. MA behaviour across multiple frequencies does follow normal pattern of
attenuation. MA is higher near the bottom of the phantom and dissipates in a shape
of Bessel functions. This observed drop in MA towards the top of the phantom
can be attributed to actuation methodology where the bottom slices are located
near the actuation. Relatively small variations are present in MA across the slice
across multiple frequencies indicated by the size of error bars on 7.7 (a) and further
confirmed by the spread of the CDF function 7.8 (a), (b) and (c). Median values
of MA for 60, 80 and 100 Hz are 2.2 µm, 3.3 µm and 1.2 µm, respectively. ROI
analysis were performed on original data set containing 20 slices. Hence for a given
slice, relatively uniform actuation was received so any variations in results is not
due to the uneven actuation.
µR results
Qualitatively, the images obtained for the µR reconstructions show good recovery
of the expected spatial variation in shear modulus across multiple frequencies as
can be seen in Fig. 7.6 (a). The soft tofu background was found to be relatively
uniform, reflecting the expected homogeneity of the material. During positioning
the phantom in the container, a fracture appeared due to the fragile nature of the
soft tofu material. The observed drop in shear modulus at the vicinity of the fracture
can be attributed to excess fluid that accumulated in the fracture during phantom
submersion. The fracture was considered to be an artefact and was excluded from
further analysis. All three reconstructions produced similar estimates of the shear
modulus for the soft tofu background, yielding a maximum variation in the median
of less than 6.5 %.
µI results
Fig. 7.6 (b) shows image results of the imaginary shear modulus (µI ) reconstruction at 80 Hz. Quantitative ROI analysis plots indicate similar µI behaviour
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throughout the phantom across multiple frequencies with increase towards the top
of the phantom (Fig. 7.7 (c)). µI seems to have frequency dependant behaviour as
confirmed by the median values with maximum variation less than 25.5 % (Table
7.2). Moderate variations in µI values distributions across the slices are seen as
confirmed by the error bars in Fig. 7.7 (c) and corresponding CDF plots in Figs.
7.8 (g), (h) and (i). µI behaviour does not seem to correlate with the MA behaviour.
ρI results
Fig. 7.6 (c) presents reconstruction results of imaginary density (ρI ) at 80 Hz.
Variations in parameter behaviour across the slices is clearly visible. Based on
quantitate ROI analysis, ρI behaviour appears to correlate with the MA behaviour,
although some discrepancy between the trends exists. These trends seem to make
sense as ρI represents rate of the density change and is dependant on the compression
level and associated motion (e.g. MA). Variations to different extent in ρI parameter
values across different slices can be seen on Fig. 7.7 (d) and CDF plots on Figs. 7.8
(j), (k) and (l).
ξd results
Qualitatively, the damping ratio (ξd ) reconstructions again show similar results
for multiple frequencies as can be seen on Fig. 7.6 (d). Reconstructed damping distribution looks relatively smooth throughout the phantom, save for some variations
across the slices. Based on visual inspection, ξd behaviour is inversely proportional
to ρI behaviour and obviously influenced by µI which tends to have relatively constant behaviour throughout the phantom. Quantitative ROI analysis show similar
average ξd value for multiple frequencies as can be seen in Fig. 7.7 (e).

7.2.2

Summary: isotropic homogeneous poroelastic tofu phantom

The aim of the experiment was to test the ability of the isotropic RD model to accurately characterise viscoelastic properties and damping behaviour of the isotropic
homogeneous poroelastic medium. Reconstructed µR images were generally of a
highest quality compared to the reconstructed RD based parameters for µI and ρI ,
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that showed significant variations in a supposedly homogeneous material.

7.3

Tofu-gelatine phantoms

The goal of this study is to investigate the capability of RD MRE to accurately
reconstruct and characterise VE and damping properties of the tissue-mimicking
damping phantoms. The phantoms were made of a combination of poroelastic and
elastic materials, subjected to a time-harmonic actuation at multiple frequencies.
The choice of the materials was made with a goal of achieving a good damping
contrast within the phantoms. Since tofu has more attenuation than gelatine, significant contrast is expected in damping behaviour between these two materials.
It is hypothesised that it is feasible to use time-harmonic RD MRE to distinguish
between homogeneously poroelastic material (tofu) and homogeneously elastic material (gelatine) characterized by different mechanical properties. A discussion of some
of the uniqueness issues associated with the RD mechanical model is also presented,
as well a summary of results and in-depth analysis from a study of tofu-gelatine
phantoms.
Tables 7.4 and 7.5 summarise the results across multiple frequencies. Figs. 7.9
and 7.12 show the T2*- weighted MR images for P1 and P2 phantoms with selected
ROIs for the background and inclusions. Fig. 7.10 shows the 3 parameter-based
RD MRE reconstruction results, which, as in prior cases, shows significant failure
to differentiate materials clearly in µI and ρI results. Fig. 7.13 shows the same
results for the inverted P2 phantom configuration with similar qualitative outcomes.
Table 7.3 shows comparison between computed by MRE results to DMA measured
results. Lastly, Table 7.6. summarises MD differences between MRE, DMA and
other published results.
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MR Magnitude image

(a) T2*-weighted MR image

ROI for soft tofu background

ROI for stiff gelatin inclusion

(b) ROI (background)

(c) ROI (inlusion)

Figure 7.9 MRI image results of the P1 phantom with ROI selections indicated: (a) High
resolution T 2∗ weighted MR image; (b) MR image (background ROI indicated); (c) MR image
(inclusion ROI indicated).

Table 7.3 Comparison between DMA and MRE results for the gelatine & soft tofu at 100Hz

Material
Parameter
µR (P a)
P1
P2
µI (P a)
P1
P2

Gelatine
MRE

Tofu
DMA

MRE

11636 [10068 – 12355] 8800 ± 900
14506 [14287 – 15911]
31 [18 – 50]
510 [394 – 551]

DMA

3590 [3327 – 4113] 6368 ± 390
7200 [5378 – 9151]

294 ± 131

109 [59 – 211]
137 [80– 230]

NA

Table 7.4 Quantitative ROI analysis of the P1 phantom for multiple frequencies
Parameter
Units

MA
(µm)

µR
(Pa)

µI
(Pa)

ρI
(kg/m3 )

ξd
(% / 100)

Median [IQR]

Median [IQR]

Median [IQR]

Median [IQR]

Median [IQR]

Gelatine (50 Hz)

1.42 [1.37 – 1.56]

4926 [4763 – 5052]

3.6 [2.8 – 6.6 ]

-4 [-13 – -2]

0.0038 [0.0013 – 0.0125]

Gelatine (75 Hz)

1.64 [1.56 – 1.80]

8372 [8053 – 8635]

80 [63 – 98]

-13[-20 – -5]

0.014 [0.001 – 0.020]

Gelatine (100 Hz)

2.33 [2.29 – 2.39]

11638 [10680 – 12355]

31 [18 – 50]

-19 [-58 – -5]

0.012 [0.0037 – 0.0395 ]

Gelatine (125 Hz)

2.32 [2.10 – 2.49]

14790 [13838 – 15860]

51 [19 – 194]

-73[-108 – -39]

0.037 [0.020 0.054]

Soft tofu (50 Hz)

2 [1.56 – 2.54]

3288 [3034 – 3601]

85 [33 – 353]

-46 [-114 – -9]

0.066 [0.030 – 0.124]

Soft tofu (75 Hz)

1.92 [1.52 2.46]

3341 [3105 – 3624]

256 [123 – 393]

-85 [-192 – -32]

0.10 [0.07 – 0.14]

Soft tofu (100 Hz)

1.94 [1.65 – 2.33]

3590 [3327 – 4113]

109 [59 – 211]

-157 [-260 – -92]

0.11 [0.072 – 0.156]

Soft tofu (125 Hz)

1.79 [1.42 – 2.31]

4902 [4181 – 6128]

102 [30 – 325]

-401 [-658 – -130]

0.22 [0.11 – 0.34]
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Real shear modulus µR image. P1 75 Hz
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Imaginary shear modulus µI image. P1 75 Hz
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Figure 7.10 Image results for the full 3 parameter-based RD reconstruction of the P1 phantom
(soft tofu background with a single stiff gelatine inclusion) using 75 Hz mechanical excitation: (a)
storage modulus µR image (Pa); (b) loss modulus µI image (Pa); (c) imaginary density ρI image
(kg/m3 ) and (d) damping ratio ξd image (% / 100)
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P1 phantom at 75 Hz. Motion amplitude (MA) ROI quantitative analysis
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Figure 7.11 Quantitative analysis of P1 phantom at 75 Hz for the soft tofu background material
and the stiffer gelatine inclusion for the reconstructed material properties within the selected ROIs,
and associated CDF plots for each material property: top row: motion amplitude, second row: µR ,
third row: µI , forth row: ρI and bottom row: ξd
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Table 7.5 Quantitative ROI analysis of the P2 phantom for multiple frequencies
Parameter
Units

MA
(µm)

µR
(Pa)

µI
(Pa)

ρI
(kg/m3 )

ξd
(% /100)

Median [IQR]

Median [IQR]

Median [IQR]

Median [IQR]

Median [IQR]

1.6 [1.34 – 1.86]

8920 [8435 – 9278]

276 [241 – 312]

-15 [-27 – -8]

0.024 [0.0193 – 0.032]

Gelatine (75 Hz)

1.75 [1.45 – 2]

10930 [10733 – 11202]

445 [324 – 537]

-58 [-78 – -28]

0.05 [0.03 – 0.062]

Gelatine (100 Hz)

1.77 [1.31 – 1.98]

14506 [14287 – 15911]

510 [394 – 551]

-47 [-81 – -23]

0.04 [0.028 – 0.054]

Gelatine (125 Hz)

1.72 [1.47 – 2.14]

16048 [15763 – 16714]

732 [474 – 866]

-63 [-117 – -25]

0.054 [0.036 – 0.082]

Soft tofu (50 Hz)

2.6 [2 – 3]

6688 [5661 – 7508]

161 [110 – 186]

-154 [-257 – -70]

0.088 [0.045 – 0.14]

Soft tofu (75 Hz)

2 [1.66 – 2.6]

5189 [4034 – 7679]

267 [59 – 472]

-50 [-132 – -6]

0.06 [0.03 – 0.098]

Soft tofu (100 Hz)

2.23 [1.8 – 2.64]

7200 [5378 – 9151]

137 [80 – 230]

-228 [-356 – -140]

0.12 [0.091 0.186]

Soft tofu (125 Hz)

1.85 [1.57 – 2.18]

8995 [6325 – 11550]

97 [42 – 210]

-262 [-500 – -83]

0.13 [0.05 – 0.25]

Gelatine (50 Hz)

P2. T2*−weighted MR image

(a) T2*-weighted MR image

ROI for the stiff gelatin background

ROI for the soft tofu inclusion

(b) ROI (background)

(c) ROI (inclusion)

Figure 7.12 MRI image results of the P2 with ROI selections indicated: (a) High resolution T 2∗
weighted MR image; (b) MR image (background ROI indicated); (c) MR image (inclusion ROI
indicated).
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Imaginary shear modulus µI image (Pa). P2 75 Hz

Real shear modulus µR image (Pa). P2 75 Hz
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Figure 7.13 Image results for the full 3 parameter-based RD reconstruction of the P2 phantom
(stiff gelatine background with a single soft tofu inclusion) using 75 Hz mechanical excitation: (a)
storage modulus µR image (Pa); (b) loss modulus µI image (Pa); (c) imaginary density ρI image
(kg/m3 ) and (d) damping ratio ξd image (% / 100)
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Figure 7.14 Quantitative analysis of P2 phantom for the gelatine background material and soft
tofu inclusion for reconstructed material properties within the selected ROI and associated CDF
plots for each material property: top row: motion amplitude, second row: µR , third row: µI , forth
row: ρI and bottom row: ξd
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Table 7.6 MD comparison of parameters measured by MRE and DMA for P1 and P2 and Hmg
tofu phantom
Soft Tofu

µR
(%)

µI
(%)

ρI
(%)

ξd
(%)

P1 vs P2 (50 Hz)

68

61

108

28

P1 vs P2 (75 Hz)

43

4

51

50

P1 vs P2 (100 Hz)

66

23

36

8

P1 vs P2 (125 Hz)

59

5

41

51

P1 (50 Hz) vs Hmg (60 Hz)

31

110

83

58

P1 (75 Hz) vs Hmg (80 Hz)

25

112

40

18

P1 (100 Hz) vs Hmg (100 Hz)

30

123

33

24

P1 (100 Hz) vs Van Houten et al. (2011)

30

81

Na

Na

P2 (50 Hz) vs Hmg (60 Hz)

94

58

31

30

P2 (75 Hz) vs Hmg (80 Hz)

66

22

87

66

P2 (100 Hz) vs Hmg (100 Hz)

92

109

68

15

P1 (100 Hz) vs DMA

55

Na

Na

Na

P2 (100 Hz) vs DMA

12

Na

Na

Na

µR
(%)

µI
(%)

ρI
(%)

ξd
(%)

P1 vs P2 (50 Hz)

57

194

115

145

P1 vs P2 (75 Hz)

26

139

126

112

P1 vs P2 (100 Hz)

22

177

84

107

P1 vs P2 (125 Hz)

31

173

14

37

P1 (100 Hz) vs DMA

28

161

Na

Na

P2 (100 Hz) vs DMA

48

53

Na

Na

P1 (100 Hz) vs Van Houten et al. (2011)

25

68

Na

Na

P2 (100 Hz) vs Hmg (100 Hz)

57

Na

Na

61

10 % Gelatine
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7.3.1

Discussion: tofu-gelatine phantoms

Motion amplitude (MA) results
Generally, in the P1 phantom MA gradually decreases towards the top of the
phantom. This is an expected behaviour as the bulk of the phantom is made of
porous tofu material, which has higher rate of attenuation compared to the gelatine.
Generally, MA is slightly higher in the tofu than in gelatin. High variation in MA is
seen in the tofu background across the slices and low variation in MA distribution
is seen in the stiff gelatin inclusion within each slice. In P2, the opposite tends in
MA behaviour are noted.
It is important to emphasise that since both phantoms were homogenous, all
reconstruction parameters should have consistent behavior across the slices. Previously introduced analysis showed that reconstructed parameters (µR , µI , ρI and
resulting ξd ) did not behave uniformly throughout the phantoms despite materials homogeneity and are dependant on MA. Thus, some of the observed trends in
parameter behaviour was due to unmodelled non-linear responses to MA.
µR results
Qualitatively, the µR reconstruction of both materials in the P1 phantom at
75 Hz was successful in confirming the higher stiffness of the gelatine inclusion
compared to the soft tofu background (refer to Fig. 7.10 (a)). Boundaries between
the two materials were accurately delineated with no significant artefacts present.
Generally, the µR behaviour within both materials is consistent throughout the
phantom as confirmed by plotted median values in Fig. 7.11 (d). The variation in
the distribution of the µR values within both materials was found to be relatively
low, as confirmed by the IQR values given in Table 7.4. These trends were further
supported by the CDF plots, indicating similar behaviour and normal distribution of
the µR values within the soft tofu material as noted in Fig. 7.11 (c). The difference
in µR median values within the gelatine inclusion is depicted by CDF offsets as
shown in Fig. 7.11 (b).
Agreement in the µR reconstruction results within the soft tofu material between
P1 at 75 Hz and a homogeneous tofu phantom at 80 Hz was 25%; while agreement
within the soft tofu between both phantoms at 100 Hz was 30%. Agreement between
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the 3 parameter-based RD reconstruction results and the DMA measurements for
the µR within the soft tofu material was poor, with a difference of 55%; and within
the stiff gelatine was reasonable, with the a difference of 28%. Finally, MD comparison revealed that agreement between µR values observed for both materials in
P1 at 100 Hz and those observed by Van Houten et al. (2011) in a similar phantom configuration (single stiff gelatine inclusion within soft tofu background) at 100
Hz was relatively moderate, with differences ranging from 30% to 25% for the tofu
background and 10% gelatine inclusion, respectively. For more detailed treatment
of MD comparison between different materials refer to Table 7.6.
The opposite qualitative trends were observed in the P2 phantom across multiple
frequencies where the tofu inclusion was reconstructed with lower stiffness values
compared to the stiff gelatine background. Qualitatively, the µR reconstruction at
75 Hz showed good success as shown in Fig. 7.13 (a). Both materials were accurately
characterised, with relatively low shear modulus for the soft tofu inclusion compared
to higher stiffness values within the stiff gelatine background. Smooth distribution
of property values is seen in both materials. Boundaries between the two materials
were also accurately delineated except for the lower slices.
The trends in µR behaviour within porous medias, such as tofu, are not fully
understood. Agreement in µR medians within the soft tofu background in P1 at 75
Hz and the soft tofu inclusion in P2 at 75 Hz was relatively poor, with difference of
43%; and for the gelatine inclusion in P1 compared to the gelatine background in
P2 the agreement was better, differing by 26%.
Overall, quantitate ROI analysis indicates stable parameter behaviour of either
material being a background of the phantom. In contrast, the parameter behaviour
within the inclusions generally show variations throughout the phantom. Furthermore, the identified values of µR in both materials consistently increased in both
phantoms with higher frequencies (refer to Table 7.4 and Table 7.5), which correlates well with the power law (Newman, 2005). Agreement in µR medians for the
soft tofu material between P1 and P2 was relatively poor, ranging from 68% at 50
Hz to 59 % at 125 Hz ( refer to Table 7.6). For the 10 % gelatine material, the
difference in µR median values between P1 and P2 was slightly better, ranging from
57% at 50 Hz to 31% at 125 Hz.
Independent measurements of the shear modulus of the materials are not avail-
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able to compare numerical values. Therefore, assessment of quantitate accuracy of
the RD MRE is not possible. Comparison of the quantified stiffness estimates of
both tofu and gelatine materials by RD MRE with DMA measurements at 100 Hz
generally showed a poor agreement, with differences ranging from 55% to 12% as
shown in Table 7.6.
µI results
In P1 phantom, the µI behaviour generally followed similar quantitate trends
across multiple frequencies. More specifically, µI values in the soft tofu background
increased towards the top of the phantom and were lower in the stiffer gelatine
inclusion. The inclusion appears in relatively high µI values in the bottom slices of
the phantom (located near the actuation source) and gradually decreases towards the
top of the phantom. In contrast, the µI behaviour within the soft tofu background
tends to gradually increase towards the top of the phantom.
In P2 phantom, µI behaviour also displayed similar trends across multiple frequencies. However, these trends were different to those observed in P1. Generally,
the µI within the stiff gelatine background did not drop towards the top of the
phantom, as was seen within the gelatine inclusion in P1 across multiple frequencies. Similarly, the µI within the soft tofu inclusion did not increase towards the top
of the phantom, as was seen in P1 within the soft tofu background across multiple
frequencies.
Qualitatively, µI reconstruction in P1 phantom at 75 Hz was not successful (refer
Fig. 7.10 (b)). Large variations were observed in µI within the soft tofu background
while small variations were seen within the soft tofu inclusion as confirmed by IQR
values and associated error bars in Fig. 7.11 (g). CDF plots indicate uniform
distribution of property values within the gelatine inclusion and a relatively normal
distribution within the tofu background as shown in Figs. 7.11 (e) and 7.11 (f).
Qualitatively, µI reconstruction of P2 at 75 Hz showed smooth distribution of
property values within the stiff gelatine background material (refer to Fig. 7.13
(b)). The appearance of the artefact, depicted with high µI values, on the RHS of
the inclusion could easily be traced with visual inspection of the image. No change
in parameter behaviour was seen throughout the phantom within the stiff gelatine
background with relatively small variations present, as confirmed by the medians
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and corresponding IQR values (refer to Fig. 7.14 (g)). In case of the soft tofu
inclusion, changes in the parameter behaviour with accompanying large variations
were seen throughout the phantom. CDF plots indicate variations in parameter
distributions across each slice for both materials (Fig. 7.14 (e) and Fig. 7.14 (f)).
In the RD model formulation, the µI represent a stiffness proportional term (βω)
that contributes damping linearly proportional to the input frequency. Therefore,
increase of µI values with the frequency increase is expected. Based on quantitate
ROI analysis overall increase of the µI property values proportional to the increase
of the input frequency was observed in P1 except µI quantitative estimates at 75
Hz. In P2, increase of µI values with the input frequency was seen in the gelatine
background material. The µI parameter behaviour within the soft tofu inclusion
did not display consistent increase, but rather decrease in property values. These
observations suggest a potential identifiably problem of the RD model at a single
frequency.
ρI results
In P1, the overall ρI behaviour had similar trends across multiple frequencies.
More specifically, ρI estimates within the soft tofu background material were relatively high compared to the low ρI values found in the stiff gelatine inclusion. These
trends seem to support rheological interpretation of the ρI and associated density
change in bi-phasic porous media. The gelatine is made of densely packed collagen
fibers, therefore no increase in the ρI values is expected.
Qualitatively, the ρI reconstruction in P1 at 75 Hz had a moderate success (refer
to Fig. 7.10 (c)). Especially good qualitative success was achieved in the lower half
of the phantom where the location of the inclusion was clearly distinguished within
the background material. Reasonably good delineation of the inclusion boundaries
was also observed. Less success was seen in the upper half of the phantom, where
the location of the inclusion was not clearly distinguished with a poor delineation
of boundaries between the two independent material regions.
In P2, the ρI reconstruction results at 75 Hz were qualitatively poor. Here,
the presence of the inclusion was partially captured in the ρI image. However,
the geometry and location of the inclusion did not correspond to the one seen in
the T2* MR image. The transition between two independent material zones was
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evident, however accurate delineation of the inclusion boundaries failed (refer to
Fig. 7.13 (c)). Quantitative ROI plots indicate relatively consistent ρI behaviour
with large image variations within the stiff gelatine background; while increase in
property values within the soft tofu inclusion was observed towards the top of the
phantom (refer to Fig. 7.14 (j)). The difference in ρI median values between the
gelatine inclusion in P1 and the gelatin background in P2 at 75 Hz was 126 %;
while variation in ρI median values between the tofu background in P1 and the tofu
inclusion in P2 at 75 Hz was moderate, with difference of 51 %.
ξd results
It is important to recapitulate that RD MRE is able to quantify the amount of
damping present in the medium by expressing the damping matrix as a sum of two
terms. One is proportional to the mass matrix (ρI ) and the other to the stiffness
matrix (µI ). Therefore, an optimisation based fitting of those two independent
parameters enables quantification of damping distribution throughout the medium.
Furthermore, the RD model postulates an increase in the damping ratio (ξd ) to be
linearly proportional to the increase of the input frequency.
Generally, qualitative ξd reconstruction in P1 was successful across multiple
frequencies, correctly indicating higher damping level in the more attenuating tofu
material compared to the gelatine. A contrast between damping profiles of both
materials could be clearly distinguished, although only in the bottom slices and not
matching the ROI size. Moderate variations were seen within the both materials
as confirmed by IQR values in quantitative ROI analysis plots. In case of lower
frequencies, ξd distribution is relatively uniform across the phantoms with slight
variations.
Qualitatively, ξd reconstruction in P1 at 75 Hz (refer to Fig. 7.10 (d)) had a
moderate success. Here, the geometry and location of these artefacts correlated well
with those seen in the ρI image (refer to Fig. 7.10 (c)). CDF plots indicate generally good agreement in property distributions within the tofu background material
throughout the phantom (Fig. 7.11 (l))). Agreement in ξd values for the soft tofu
background in P1 at 75 Hz and homogeneous tofu phantom at 80 Hz was reasonable,
with a difference of 18 %.
In P2, ξd images generally identified presence of the tofu inclusion, correctly
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confirming higher loss of mechanical energy in the more attenuating tofu material
compared to the stiffer gelatine background across multiple frequencies. However,
accurate characterisation of both materials as well as delineation of the boundaries
failed. The difference in ξd values between the tofu background in P1 at 75 Hz
and the tofu inclusion in P2 at 75 Hz was moderate with difference of 50 %; and
with regards to the gelatin inclusion in P1 and the gelatin background in P2 was
relatively large, with difference of 112 %.

7.3.2

Summary: tofu-gelatine phantoms

Overall, good success was achieved in reconstruction of real shear modulus in both
phantom configurations across multiple frequencies. Generally, µR images showed
reasonable characterisation of both material types with acceptable delineation of
the boundaries. Reconstruction of the RD based properties displayed a consistent
effect of poor reconstruction accuracy in both phantoms across multiple frequencies.
Rheological interpretation of the µI and ρI images remains inconclusive. The trends
in the parameter behaviour are not fully understood and certainly warrant further
investigation of the identifiability of the model. Generally, reconstructed ξd provided
acceptable differentiation of a the tofu material compared to the gelatine which is
in agreement with the expected damping behaviour of both materials. Generally,
the location of the inclusion was distinguished in ξd image in both phantoms across
multiple frequencies.

7.4

Tofu-water damping phantom (P5)

This study evaluates the viability of the full 3 parameter-based RD MRE to reconstruct VE properties and damping behaviour of the fluid filled cavities within the
porous media. It is important to investigate whether RD model is able to accurately
reconstruct the mechanical properties of the fluids. The tofu-water phantoms are a
reasonable approximation of the brain, where the soft tofu mimics the porous structure of the brain matter and fluid filled inclusions mimic the CSF filled ventricles.
Fig. 7.15 (a) show a T2*-weighted high resolution MR magnitude image of the
P5 phantom. Both water inclusion of different diameters are clearly depicted. Figs.
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7.15 (b) and 7.15 (c) show MR images with indicated ROIs for the soft tofu background and water inclusions, respectively. Figs. 7.16 -7.17 show RD reconstruction
results. Summary of the quantitative ROI analysis is presented in Table 7.7. Again,
in Figs. 7.16 - 7.17 it is clear that µI and ρI are not easily identified to expected
differences or values across materials, regardless of frequency.

T2*−weighted MR image

P5. ROI for the soft tofu background

P5. ROI for the water inclusions

(a) T2*-weighted MR image

(b) ROI (background)

(c) ROI (inclusion)

Figure 7.15 MRI image results of the P5 phantom with ROI selections indicated: (a) High
resolution T 2∗ -weighted MR image of P5 phantom; (b) MR image (background ROI indicated)
and (c) MR image (inclusion ROI indicated)

Table 7.7
(P5)

ROI analysis results of the poroelastic tofu phantom with a double water inclusion

Parameter
Units

MA
(µm)

µR
(Pa)

µI
(Pa)

ρI
(kg/m3 )

ξd
(% / 100)

Median [IQR]

Median [IQR]

Median [IQR]

Median [IQR]

Median [IQR]

Soft tofu (60 Hz)

1.47 [1.26 – 1.85]

2065 [1996 – 2165]

276 [225 – 323]

-100 [-127 – -72]

0.11 [0.095 – 0.13]

Soft tofu (80 Hz)

1.7 [1.4 – 1.95]

2183 [2086 – 2260]

360 [293 – 481]

-90 [-118 – -69]

0.13 [0.11 – 0.15]

Soft tofu (100 Hz)

1.78 [1.49 – 2]

2286 [2169 – 2336]

414 [306 – 545]

-96 [-134 – -58]
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Figure 7.16 Image results for the full 3 parameter-based RD reconstruction of the P5 phantom
(soft tofu background with a double water inclusion) using 80 Hz mechanical excitation: (a) storage
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7.4.1

Discussion: P5 phantom

µR results
In the RD model the fluid is modelled as an elastic solid, therefore accurate
characterisation of the fluid properties is not anticipated due to the fundamental
data-model mismatch. Based on the Navier-Stokes equation for the the fluid, near
zero shear modulus are expected within the fluid as there is no resistance to the
shear displacement.
Qualitatively, the images obtained for the µR reconstructions of the double water
inclusion tofu phantom (P5) across multiple frequencies had a mixed success. In
general, the variation in the µR values within the soft tofu background material
across multiple frequencies was seen to be relatively low, as confirmed by the median
and IQR values, given in Table 7.7. Stable µR parameter behavior was generally
observed within the soft tofu background with slight increase towards the top of the
phantom in all three frequencies (refer to Fig. 7.17 (c)).
For the µR reconstruction, high variations were seen within the region of the
inclusions, where incompressible fluid assumptions in the RD model would be inaccurate. The presence of the fluid filled inclusions was evident, however only partial
success in accurate characterisation of the properties of the fluid was achieved. More
specifically, relatively low shear modulus were seen in the exterior of the fluid inclusion compared to the high shear modulus observed in the interior of the inclusions.
The boundaries of the inclusion were accurately delineated.
Interestingly, relatively low µR values were seen across the entire region of both
inclusions in the lower half of the phantom across multiple frequencies. Based on
quantitative ROI analysis of the accurately reconstructed fluid inclusions near the
base of the phantom, the µR medians were 500 Pa, 700 Pa and 800 Pa for 60 Hz,
80 Hz, and 100 Hz, respectively. These values are still high compared to expected
near zero shear modulus. Relatively accurate delineation of the fluid filled inclusions
seems to correlate well with the high MA near the base of the phantom (refer to Fig.
7.17 (b)). An artefact (stiff spot in the middle of the water inclusion) started to
appear in the upper half of the phantom for all three frequencies. The limitation of
the RD model to correctly interpret stiffness estimates of the fluid inclusions in the
upper half of the phantom may be attributed to the significant motion attenuation
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within the water inclusions towards the top of the phantom (refer to Fig. 7.17 (b)).
There are two possible explanations for the appearance of the artefact (area with
the high shear modulus) in the middle of the water inclusion. The first one might be
related to the fundamental data-model mismatch and a limitation of the RD model
to correctly estimate mechanical properties of the fluid. The second one might be
related to the experimental set up, actuation methodology and, most importantly,
the symmetry of the inclusion with regards to the phantom configuration. The
latter might caused the reflected acoustic waves to interfere in the middle of the
water inclusion in such a way that caused appearance of the artefact.
µI results
Overall, the µI showed poor reconstruction accuracy across multiple frequencies.
Generally, poor qualitative characterisation of both medias was observed in the µI
image across multiple frequencies. Since the water is a nearly inviscid fluid, near
zero µI values were expected. Again, high variations were seen within both tofu and
water regions throughout the phantom as confirmed by IQR values in Figs. 7.17 (e)
and 7.17 (f). Quantitatively, good agreement between the µI and µR parameters
behaviour was observed with the soft tofu background material (refer to Figs. 7.17
(c) and 7.17 (f)).
ρI results
The reconstructed ρI image was generally of a poor quality across multiple frequencies. The presence of the water inclusions was not outlined on the in the ρI
images across multiple (refer to Fig. 7.16 (c)). No significant contrast was seen
between two independent material zones. Interestingly, the RHS of the phantom
was reconstructed with comparatively high ρI values. Quantitative ROI analysis
indicated good agreement in parameter behaviour within the soft tofu background
material across multiple frequencies (refer to Fig. 7.17 (g)). However, large variations and different trends in ρI parameter behaviour were observed within the water
inclusions across multiple frequencies (refer to Fig. 7.17 (h)).
The imaginary density does not appear in the Navier-Stokes equations, therefore
in the RD model the ρI term can be interpreted to model the heavy attenuation
within the fluid. Since the water is inviscid fluid, near zero µI values are expected.
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Thus, to match correct damping high ρI values are expected in the water. Due
to fundamental data-model mismatch and possible model non-identifiability issue,
optimisation process trades off between µI and ρI values, thus ρI image is not
accurate and does not reflect realistic behaviour of two materials.
ξd results
ξd reconstruction had a mixed success across multiple frequencies. More specifically, at 60 Hz the water inclusions were generally reconstructed with lower damping
levels compared to the soft tofu background. ξd reconstruction at 80 Hz and 100 Hz
was more successful compared to 60 Hz. Here, high damping levels were seen within
the both inclusions mainly in the lower half of the phantom. However, the algorithm
struggled to accurately estimate the damping levels of the water inclusions in the
upper half of the phantom (refer to Fig. 7.16 (d)). Again, this effect is probably due to significant attenuation of the MA. Consistent parameter behaviour with
high variations was seen within the soft tofu background across multiple frequencies
(Fig. 7.17 (i)) and different ξd trends were observed for the water inclusions across
multiple frequencies (Fig. 7.17 (j)).

7.4.2

Summary: tofu-water phantom

RD MRE studies were performed on tissue-simulating damping phantoms comprised
of poroelastic and fluid components with objective to further investigate the limitations of current-elasticity-based methods in accurately characterising viscoelastic
and damping properties. The results indicated that elastographic reconstructions
based in isotropic linear elastic RD model of both fluid-saturated porous media and
fluid could yield misleading effective property distributions resulting from fundamental data-model mismatch and model non-identifiability.

7.5

Summary

The full three parameter reconstructions of RD based elastic properties were performed on the damping phantoms, combining elastic and poroelastic medias, to
investigate the viability of the time-harmonic 3 parameter-based RD MRE in pro-
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ducing accurate recovery of VE properties as well as describing realistic damping
behaviour. Assessment of the quantitative accuracy of the MRE was outside the
scope of these studies. It was mainly the ability of the algorithm to accurately reconstruct differences in mechanical properties between materials that was assessed
from qualitative perspective.
The differences between the quality of reconstruction for the different parameters is evident, with the real shear modulus (µR ) having the highest quality image
and the images of RD based parameters (µI and ρI ) being significantly poorer. Generally, reconstruction quality of µI was relatively poor around material boundaries
and within homogeneous material regions. Weak characterisation of both material
types was usually observed. High variations were also seen within the homogeneous
material regions. Similar problems were seen in ρI reconstructions.
A possible explanation for the poor quality of reconstruction of the RD parameters might be due to the ill-posed nature of the optimisation problem at a
single frequency. Given that in the RD formulation shear modulus and density are
complex quantities, elastographic reconstruction of the RD properties, represented
as unknown imaginary components (µI and ρI ), becomes non-trivial and possibly
non-identifiable.
The obtained results indicated that accurate delineation of the RD based properties at a single frequency was very difficult even with number of regularisation techniques applied to the optimisation algorithm. The results also suggested addressing
a non-identifiability of the RD based properties that might be poorly conditioned in
the RD formulation. Therefore, reconstructed RD based properties might simply be
meaningless and random. Based on these observations, more thorough analysis of
the RD identifiability is needed. Also, a broad range of frequencies may be required
to correctly identify RD coefficients based on captured damping.
Next chapter describes the structured identifiability analysis of the time-harmonic
3 parameter based RD model applied to MRE.
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Chapter 8
Structural identifiability analysis of the RD model

Chapter 7 showed that 3 parameter-based RD model yields impractical material
property estimates. In particular, the parameter values do not accurately assess
expected outcomes for ρI and µI . Thus, a structural analysis will be performed to
investigate the identifiability of the model.

8.1

Theoretical background of parameter identification

A number of mathematical models have been developed for numerical approximation
of a variety of physiological and biological phenomena. Most such models are systems
of first order linear or nonlinear ordinary differential equations that contain a number
of parameters that are optimised to fit the measured data. Accurate delineation of
the model parameters is crucial for successful recovery of the true observed behaviour
of the phenomena (Ritt, 1950). Typically, the parameter values that produce the
closest match between the model simulations and measured behaviour are used to
distinguish and quantitatively characterise the observed phenomena. However, due
to the complexity of some models, certain parameters can be poorly defined due to
the ill-posed nature of the model and thus cannot be uniquely defined. To prevent
such an identification failure, a-priori global identifiability analysis is a necessary
procedure for any biological or physiological phenomena.
The feasibility of the model to uniquely recover unknown parameters is a fundamental prerequisite in the model development. Although a variety of methods have
been proposed to test identifiability of nonlinear models (Audoly et al., 2001; Bellu
et al., 2007; Pia Saccomani et al., 2003), it can still be a challenging mathematical
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problem. Audoly et al. (2001) presented a new algorithm for testing global identifiability of nonlinear dynamic models, based on differential algebra. The algorithms
were reported to be capable of handling many features arising in biological models,
including zero initial conditions and time-varying parameters. (Pia Saccomani et al.,
2003) showed that the identifiability test procedures based on differential algebra
may fail for systems which are started at specific initial conditions and that this
problem is strictly related to the accessibility of the system from the given initial
conditions. Bellu et al. (2007) proposed a differential algebra algorithm to perform
parameter identifiability analysis (DAISY) for both linear and nonlinear dynamic
models described by polynomial or rational equations.
However, the derivative-based identifiability methods are typically limited to
ideal conditions of noise-free observations and error-free model structure. Therefore, these a-priori derivative-based identifiability methods can produce false assurances of identifiability of the model parameters. In particular, real input / output
measurements that include noisy data can limit practical identifiably. Without a
guarantee of a-priori identifiability, the parameter estimates, that have even been
obtained by numerical optimisation methods, might be unreliable or random.
Due to limitations of the derivative-based identifiability methods, a new demand has arisen for practical identifiability methods that account for imperfections
in measured data and its associated error on discrete measurements (Raue et al.,
2009) which often causes parameter trade-off. The new methods suggest not only
compulsory a-priori identifiability check of the model, but also testing tendency
of the parameters for mutually interference. In this context, Docherty et al. (2011)
presented a novel graphical method for identifiability analysis that accounts for both
measurement noise and data-model based error.
The method of Docherty et al. (2011) is based on distinctive measurement of
the integral formulations of the parameter coefficients with adjustable sampling
rate and can thus estimate the susceptibility of the parameters to the effects of
measurement error. Furthermore, the integral-based approach can identify ways to
improve practical identifiability by indicating potential model improvements and
required sampling rates that make the model more identifiable. The method proved
successful in capturing analogous nature of identifiability in Monte Carlo simulations
in a number of different scenarios, including protocol alterations, parameter changes
and differences in participant behaviour. Due to the development stage of this
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algorithm, it is currently limited to the first-order, two-parameter nonlinear models.
However, it still offers insight into the practical identifiability of the RD model.
Many researches neglect identifiability analyses despite its crucial role in accurate parameter identification. Use of a non-uniquely identifiable model in a clinical
setting may result in parameter values that are not due to the true observed behaviour. The resulting error in parameter estimation might lead to faulty estimation
of current physiological conditions or unjustified conclusions. Even a small error can
have critical impact in some medical applications when used for diagnosis or to guide
treatment.
Identifiability analysis can also contribute towards appropriate design of the
experimental protocol to provide an optimal baseline between input and output parameter configurations to ensure unique or (more) robust identifiability. This aspect
is particularly useful in the modelling of physiological systems that are often associated with limited input / output parameters. Identifiability analysis can also be
helpful to provide guidelines to deal with non-identifiability issues, either providing
hints on how to simplify the model structure or indicating when more information
(measured data) are needed for the specific experiment.

8.2

Application to the time-harmonic RD model

Navier’s equation with damping can be simply represented as:

Mü + Cu̇ + Ku = f

(8.1)

where discretised formulation of mass, damping and stiffness are M, C and K,
respectively; u is the displacement vector (u̇ and ü correspond to the first and second
oder time derivatives, respectively) and f is the discrete representation of external
& body forces acting on the system. In time harmonic steady state elastography,
motion and forces can be written as u(x, t) = ûeiωt and f (x, t) = f̂ eiωt , respectively,
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thus giving:

−ω 2 Mû + iωCû + Kû = f ,

(8.2)

h

(8.3)

i
− ω M + iωC + K û = f̂ .
2

Implementation of a RD assumption, C = αM + βK, leads to the following transformation of Eq. 8.3:

h

i
− ω 2 M + iω(αM + βK) + K û = f̂ .

(8.4)

Using complex density ρ = ρR + iρI and complex shear modulus µ = µR + iµI ,
where µR and ρR describe the original shear modulus and density in the undamped
system, while µI and ρI can be expressed in terms of the RD parameters:

ρR = ρ,

ρI =

−αρ
.
ω

(8.5)

µR = µ,

µI = ωβµ.

(8.6)

Therefore, the RD parameters α and β can be formulated from Eqs. 8.5 and 8.6:

α=

−ωρI
,
ρR

β=

µI
.
ωµR

(8.7)

Considering that all terms in M contain the density (ρR ) and all terms in K contain
the shear modulus (µR ), then for a single degree of freedom system by substituting
Eq. 8.7 into Eq. 8.4 results:

h

− ω 2 ρR + iω

 −ωρ

I

ρR

ρR +


i
µI
µR + µR û = f̂ ,
ωµR

(8.8)
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h

− ω 2 ρR + iω

µ

I

ω


i
− ωρI + µR û = f̂ .
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(8.9)

Collecting the coefficients of the < and = terms yields:

h

i
h
i
− ω 2 ρR + µR uR + µI − ω 2 ρI uI = f̂ .

(8.10)

Eq. 8.10 indicates that uR is described by ρR + µR . In RD reconstruction, the real
density (ρR ) of a material is assumed to be the density of water, e.g. ρR = 1000
kg/m3 . Therefore, µR becomes a direct function of the real displacements: µR =
f (uR ). Hence, thus it is easily and uniquely identifiable.
On the other hand, variance in uI is described in Eq. 8.10 by mutual changes
ρI or µI . Both parameters can have a model role, but the relative contribution
cannot be uniquely defined at a single frequency. Hence, the RD model will not
produce unique identification of voxel behaviour in term of ρI and µI from single
frequency data, as supported by the poor ρI and µI results of Chapter 7. Fig. 8.1
shows how the observed behaviour at a single frequency can be explained by different
combinations of RD curves.
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Figure 8.1 Schematic representation of possible Rayleigh damping curves on given response to
one frequency (10 Hz).

Using ρI and µI , ξd plots can be obtained that show that damping can be
measured well, but the RD values ρI and µI are not individually identifiable or
accurate. Fig. 8.2 shows RD and VE reconstruction results of the P1 phantom at
125 Hz. Despite using two different models, no change in ξd was observed. Thus, the
ρI parameter in RD model was not accurately identified to the high input frequency
and non-identifiability of the RD model. Hence, in the RD model, the µI parameter
does not reflect realistic loss modulus behaviour and therefore is misleading due to
this lack of identifiability.
Fig. 8.3 shows error minimisation in the VE reconstruction. It can be seen
that model minima are achieved quickly, while the rest of the iterations are just
parameter smoothing. Therefore, it is a post inverse function problem.
To make the RD model structurally identifiable, there are two fundamental
approaches that can be used:
1. Multifrequency, where identification is run simultaneously on motion data
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Figure 8.2 Image results for the RD (left column) and VE (right column) reconstruction with
CG optimisation method of the P1 phantom configuration at 125 Hz using same experimental
protocol.
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from two frequencies of input.

h

i
− ω ρI + µI uI = f̂I
2

(8.11)

Here, two parameters are both frequency dependant.



−ω 2 uI uI
 2
−ω uI uI
 .
..
 .
.
 .
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−ω uI uI








 
f̂
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f̂I 
ρI
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 .. 
µI
.

(8.12)

f̂I

In Eq. 8.12, row [1] ∝ [2], and [1] = [2] and [1] = [2−N ]. Thus, we have one equation
with two unknowns which is impossible to resolve without specifying either ρI or µI
in some fashion. Thus, the solution is a multifrequency approach ω = [ω1 , ω2 ]:
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(8.13)

where row [1] ∝ [2]. However, row [1] 6∝ [5]. By dividing row [1] ÷ uI1 and row
[5] ÷ uI2 results in the system of decoupled equations:






-ω12 1
[1] f̂I1 /uI1
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.

 ρI
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−ω2 1  µI
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..
..
..
.
.
.

(8.14)

In Eq. 8.14 is a system of two equations with two unknowns where −ω12 + 1 6=
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−ω22 + 1 as ω1 6= ω2 . Eq. 8.14 indicates that at least two frequencies are required for
identification of the RD parameters. However, practical identifiability is not assured
if both frequencies are within similar range, i.e. ω1 ≈ ω2 as −ω12 + 1 ≈ −ω22 + 1.
Another condition to assure strong practical identifiability is that both frequencies
shall be in the wide range, i.e. ω1  ω2 or ω1  ω2 .
2. Parametrisation, where either ρI or µI is set to a constant or dependant functions, thus, specifying its value. This approach yields a system effectively composing
one equation with one unknown in Eq. 8.10 which is uniquely identifiable.

 


uI
f̂I + ω 2 ρI uI
   

uI 
f̂I + ω 2 ρI uI 
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uI
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f̂I − µI uI
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2
fI + µI uI
−ω uI

(8.16)



8.3

Summary

Full simultaneous three parameter-based RD reconstruction at a single frequency has
bee shown to be non-trivial due to the ill-posed nature of the imaginary components.
By definition, the RD model describes the rate of change in damping with different
modes over frequency. Therefore, the relative contribution of the RD parameters to
overall damping can not be uniquely identified at a single frequency. It thus must
be defined at at least two frequencies, by selecting ξa and ξb to obtain a specific RD
curve, thus a unique α and β. Furthermore, the structural analysis confirmed that
multiple frequencies are required for the RD model to accurately delineate the RD
model parameters µI and ρI and the resulting damping behaviour, expressed as a
damping ratio ξd . An alternative approach of establishing practical identifiably of
the RD model is parametrisation where on the RD model parameters is set to a
constant.

CHAPTER 8. STRUCTURAL IDENTIFIABILITY ANALYSIS OF THE RD MODEL

Next chapter will explore multi-frequency-based and parametric-based RD MRE
studies to investigate whether they can produce more accurate elastographic reconstructions compared to the single frequency-based RD elastographic reconstructions.
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Chapter 9
Multi-frequency / parametric RD MRE studies

This chapter summarises results of the simultaneous multi-frequency (MF) based
RD MRE studies on tissue simulating damping phantoms. The goal is to assess the
ability of the RD model to accurately recover both VE and damping properties of
various materials based on simultaneous MF inverse problem solution. The hypothesis behind this work is that MF-based RD MRE contributes towards structural
identifiability of the RD elastography. Therefore, more accurate reconstruction of
the viscoelastic and damping properties is expected, as well as accurate delineation
of the RD properties compared to a single frequency (SF) based optimisation.
Furthermore, parametric based RD MRE studies are reported to demonstrate
an alternative way to establish structural identifiability of the RD model applied to
MRE. Thus, these analyses should provide alternative solution and highlight any
differences in performance.

9.1

9.1.1

Multi-frequency RD MRE studies

Materials and methods

Multiple excitation frequencies were applied to a variety of previously introduced
tissue-simulating damping phantoms: poroelastic homogeneous tofu phantom, tofugelatine phantoms and tofu-water phantom. Detailed description of the actuation
methodology is presented in chapter 6. Due to the inability of the piezo-electric
actuator to produce frequencies lower than 50 Hz, only a relatively higher frequency
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range above 50 Hz was explored. It has been demonstrated previously that a broad
range of frequencies is required for accurate delineation of the RD based parameters.
In particular, the effect of imaginary density ρI which is inversely proportional to the
input frequency. Thus, the results of this analysis will delineate any negative effects
due to having only higher frequencies. In particular, where multiple frequencies
make the system theoretically identifiable, it may not be practically identifiable
(Docherty et al., 2011).
In the MF mode of the reconstruction processing, the objective function is computed as a sum across all input frequencies:

Φ=

X

||um (ωi ) − uc (ωi , θ)||2 .

(9.1)

f reqi

Importantly, no particular scaling is available to be applied to the different frequency
data sets in the software used, so that they are all weighted equally in the objective
function. This lack of scaling could lead to a situation where larger displacements
lead to larger contributions to the objective function, skewing the results. Meanwhile, the material properties θ across frequencies are computed using two available
models:

• Zero order model, where there is no variation of material property value as a
function of frequency.
• Power-law model, where the values of material properties are function dependant.

The power-law model for µR and µI parameters is defined:

µR (ω) = µR0 · ω α ,

µI (ω) = µR0 · ω α

(9.2)

where both parameters µR0 and µI0 and α are reconstructed for each node within
the imaging volume. Alternatively, power-law relationship for the imaginary density
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ρI is defined:
 α
1
ρI (ω) = ρI 0 ·
ω

(9.3)

It should be noted that a power-law model allows calculation of property values
at a particular frequency (ω = 2πf ) through the relationships formulated by Eqs.
9.3 and 9.2. Two models were applied to reconstruct material properties based on
MF-based RD MRE.

9.1.2

Results

9.1.2.1

Poroelastic homogeneous tofu phantom

Fig. 9.1 shows zero order model simultaneous MF-based RD reconstruction results
at 60, 80 and 100 Hz for µR , µI , ρI and resulting ξd for the homogeneous poroelastic tofu phantom. Reconstructed µR image shows relatively smooth property value
distributions throughout the phantom. µI reconstruction has also been relatively
successful with small variations within the slices. Reconstructed ρI image shows
some variations of the parameter in the lower part of the phantom. Finally, the
reconstructed ξd image shows good recovery of the overall damping profile of phantom. Overall, MF reconstruction improved accuracy of the reconstructed parameters
compared to a SF RD results.

9.1.2.2

Tofu-gelatine phantoms

Fig. 9.2 shows the zero order model MF-based RD results at 50 Hz, 75 Hz, 100
Hz and 125 Hz compared to SF-based RD results at 125 Hz of the P1 phantom.
Obvious similarity between reconstruction results clearly demonstrates limitations
of the MF optimisation, where the objective function at 125 Hz appears to dominate
contributions of the other objective functions of 50, 75 and 100 Hz frequency range.
Appropriate weighting of the objective functions at each frequency, so that overall optimisation process is mutually normalised, would potentially solve this issue.
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Im shear modulus µI image (Pa) . Homogeneous tofu phantom. Multi freq solution.
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Figure 9.1 Image results for the zero order MF-based RD reconstruction of the poroelastic
homogeneous tofu phantom at 60 Hz, 80 Hz and 100 Hz: (a) storage modulus µR image (Pa); (b)
loss modulus µI image (Pa); (c) imaginary density ρI image (kg/m3 ); and (d) damping ratio ξd
image (% / 100)
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However, due to the limited access to the numerical source code such modifications
were not possible and, therefore, remain to be explored as a future work.
Qualitatively, the reconstructed µR image shows good differentiation of the stiffer
gelatine inclusion within the soft tofu background (refer to Fig. 9.2 (a)). Although
variation in µR values are present within both materials, the boundaries of the
inclusion were still clearly delineated. The stiffness estimates of the gelatine inclusion
are unrealistically high at approximately 18 kPa and not consistent throughout the
phantom.
MF-based reconstruction of the RD parameters looks very similar to SF-based
RD results. µI reconstruction demonstrated poor success in accurate characterisation of the loss modulus of both materials. While the bottom half of the phantom
did not display any contrast in µI image, the top half of the phantom showed a clear
increase in µI values within the tofu background material as shown in Fig. 9.2 (c).
Qualitatively, reconstructed ρI image showed similar trends to the RD reconstruction at a SF. Overall trends tend to distinguish two independent material zones,
although high variation of ρI values was seen. Finally, the ξd reconstruction was
able to characterise damping levels of both materials, correctly confirming higher
damping levels in the more attenuating tofu material compared to the gelatine.
Alternatively, Fig. 9.3 shows the power-law model MF-based RD reconstruction
results of the P1 phantom at 100 Hz. Although, obvious correlation in qualitative
trends is observed between zero order model and power-law based MF results, some
differences are still visible. This difference in results is especially pronounced in RD
parameters µI and ρI and concomitant ξd . However, due to the close correlation
of the reconstruction result, no obvious advantages of the power-law model was
noted. These results suggest that power-law model might not be appropriate model
to account for MF-based MRE.
Fig. 9.4 shows zero order model MF-based RD reconstruction results at 50 Hz,
75 Hz, 100 Hz and 125 Hz in comparison to RD results at 125 Hz for P2 phantom.
Again, clear correlation between qualitative and quantitate trends is observed, suggesting the previously discussed issue with normalisation of the objective functions
is also playing a role.
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Figure 9.2 Image results for the zero order model MF-based RD reconstruction at 50 Hz, 75
Hz, 100 Hz and 125 Hz compared to SF-based RD reconstruction at 125 Hz of the P1 phantom
(soft tofu background with a stiff gelatine inclusion): (a) and (b) storage modulus µR image (Pa);
(b) and (c) loss modulus µI image (Pa); (d) and (e) imaginary density ρI image (kg/m3 ); and (g)
and (h) damping ratio ξd image (% / 100)
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Figure 9.3 Image results for the power-law model MF-based RD reconstruction of the P1 phantom at 100 Hz: (a) storage modulus µR image (Pa); (b) loss modulus µI image (Pa); (c) imaginary
density ρI image (kg/m3 ); and (d) damping ratio ξd image (% / 100). (e) calculated α component
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The reconstructed µR image clearly distinguished the soft tofu inclusion within
the stiff gelatine background. MF based RD reconstruction of µR showed better delineation of the inclusion boundaries compared to a SF RD results. Reconstructed µI
images showed some trends towards distinguishing two independent material zones.
Interestingly, the tofu inclusion was reconstructed with low µI values, while gelatine
background material with high µI values, which is opposite from expectations. ρI
reconstruction had partial success in capturing the presence of the inclusion. However, the location and geometry of the inclusion did not correlate with the one seen
on the MRI image. Finally, the ξd image was able to detect a higher damping level
in the more attenuating tofu inclusion, however accurate delineation of geometry
and location of the inclusion failed.
Another possible explanation of the poor reconstruction accuracy of RD based
parameters might be related to the high frequency range. It is possible that all four
input frequencies are located above the natural frequency of the system. Therefore,
all frequencies provide very similar phase and motion amplitude information, which
make is very difficult. Hence, where it is theoretically identifiable, it may not be
practically identifiable (Docherty et al., 2011). Therefore, for the RD model to work
multiple frequencies across a broad range around the the natural frequency would
deliver the most informative data.
Summary: Tofu-gelatine phantoms (P1 & P2)
Simultaneous MF RD did not produce much better results due to the high range
of the actuation frequencies. The RD model by definition thus appear to require a
wide frequency range to delineate frequency dependant RD based parameters. The
zero order model lead no better, so it is not necessarily the frequency dependency
at issue, but the practical identifiability.

9.1.2.3

Tofu-water phantom (P5)

Fig. 9.5 shows simultaneous zero order model MF-based RD reconstruction results
at 50 Hz, 80 Hz and 100 Hz compared to the SF-based RD reconstruction at 80
Hz of the submerged poroelastic tofu phantom with double fluid-filled inclusions of
different diameters. The definition of the fluid-filled inclusions becomes unclear in
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Figure 9.4 Image results for the zero order model MF-based RD reconstruction at 50 Hz, 75
Hz, 100 Hz and 125 Hz compared to a SF-based RD reconstruction at 125 Hz of the P2 phantom
(stiff gelatine background with soft tofu inclusion): (a) and (b) storage modulus µR image (Pa);
(c) and (d) loss modulus µI image (Pa); (e) and (f) imaginary density ρI image (kg/m3 ); and (g)
and (h) damping ratio ξd image (% / 100)
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the upper part of the phantom in the µR image computed by SF-based RD model
as shown in Fig. 9.5 (b). However, significant improvement in differentiation of
fluid-filled inclusions is observed in µR image computed by MF-based zero order
RD model, where the geometry and location of the inclusions can be easily traced
throughout the phantom (refer to Fig. 9.5 (a)). Accurate characterisation of the
fluid properties failed, although some promising potential is still evident in the lower
part of the phantom.
Again, accurate identification of the RD based parameters, µI and ρI , was poor.
While some trends can be extracted from the µI image, the ρI image was rather
random. A much higher quality of the reconstructed ξd image, computed by a zero
order MF RD model (refer to Fig. 9.5 (g)), was observed compared to the ξd image,
computed by a SF-based RD model (refer to Fig. 9.5 (h)). Here, a clear definition
of the increased damping levels in the vicinity of both inclusions can be observed
which correlates well with the expected high attention within the water filled cavity.
Therefore, qualitatively, MF-based RD model improved accuracy of elastographic
reconstruction compared to a SF-based RD model. This experimental outcomes
confirming the hypothesis outlined generated in chapter 8.
Summary: Tofu-water phantom (P5)
Overall, a zero-order MF-based RD model significantly improved accuracy of
elastographic reconstruction compared to a SF-based RD MRE. Higher quality results were mainly observed in reconstructed µR and ξd images. Similar to the MF
results from tofu-gel phantoms, these MF RD results further confirm that although
RD model was able to locate fluid filled cavities as well as capture damping behaviour of both materials, accurate delineation of the RD based parameters µI and
ρI failed.
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Figure 9.5 Image results for the zero order MF-based RD reconstruction at 60 Hz, 80 Hz and
100 Hz, compared to a SF-based RD results at 80 Hz of the P5 phantom (soft tofu background
with a double fluid-filled inclusion): (a) and (b) storage modulus µR image (Pa); (c) and (d) loss
modulus µI image (Pa); (e) and (f) imaginary density ρI image (kg/m3 ); and (g) and (h) damping
ratio ξd image (% / 100)
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9.2

9.2.1

Parametric-based RD MRE studies

Materials and methods

Another, direct means to eliminate identifiability problems with three parameter RD
elastography is parametric optimisation, where one of the RD based parameters,
µI or ρI , is specified. It is important to stress that specifying µR does not solve
the identifiability problem, as the imaginary components of the complex valued
parameters are independent from their real components. Therefore, parametric
reconstruction was carried out on all the phantoms where one of the RD based
parameters, µI or ρI , was specified.
To demonstrate main advantages and limitations of parametric RD optimisation,
as well as to evaluate difference in trends compared to MF-based RD reconstructions,
only results computed on tofu-gelatine phantoms are presented. The goal of the
parametric RD MRE studies was to evaluate parametric-based RD MRE:

• To differentiate various material types,
• To accurately reconstruct material property values against expected estimates

The reconstruction code only allows a single value of a particular parameter
to be globally declared throughout the reconstruction domain, thus automatically
leading to a limitation of the RD model to accurately reconstruct two independent
material regions characterized by different mechanical properties. However, trends
and differences should be captured. Another obvious limitation is the global definition of the Bulk modulus, K, that correspond to nearly incompressible isotropic
model. Highly saturated porous tofu material will have a different Poisson’s ratio
compared to gelatine, leading to a second clear limitation.

9.2.2

Results

Fig. 9.6 shows parametric RD reconstruction results of the P1 phantom at 125
Hz with globally defined µI = 1 Pa, µI = 220 Pa and µI = 550 Pa, respectively.
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For all three parametric RD reconstructions, qualitative µR reconstruction was successful with clear differentiation of the stiff gelatine inclusion within the soft tofu
background. Again, quantitative stiffness estimates for the gelatine were very high.
Overall, ρI reconstruction showed reasonable characterisation of two independent
material regions in all three cases. Reconstructed ρI images for RD reconstruction
with specified µI = 1 Pa and µI = 220 Pa showed relatively similar qualitative trends.
However, different trends were observed in the ρI image with specified µI = 550 Pa.
ξd reconstruction was the most successful in µI = 220 Pa and µI = 550 Pa cases,
where clear damping behaviour of the more attenuating tofu material was observed.
However, all three cases showed reasonably good differentiation.
Fig. 9.7 shows parametric based RD reconstruction results of the P1 at 125
Hz with globally defined ρI = -1 (kg/m3 ) and ρI = -100 kg/m3 , respectively. Again,
qualitative µR reconstruction was successful in both cases with clear differentiation
of the stiff gelatine inclusion within the soft tofu background. Quantitative estimates
of the gelatine inclusion were again unrealistically high.
Depending on different values for defined ρI , µI images also displayed different
quantitative, as well as qualitative trends. However, qualitative reconstruction of
µI images was accurate, correctly mapping higher loss modulus in the tofu material
which has higher attenuation profile compared to the gelatine. Based on correct
qualitative trends in µI images, ξd images were generally of a good quality, correctly
depicting higher damping levels in the tofu martial compared to the gelatine.

9.2.3

Summary: parametric-based RD MRE studies

Parametric-based RD MRE studies, where one of the RD parameters, ρI or µI was
globally defined, were performed on tofu-gelatine phantoms to overcome structural
identifiably issue. The results showed a clear improvement of the reconstruction
accuracy of the RD parameters being identified as well as mapping damping profile of
the phantoms. Reconstructed µI image with fixed ρI parameter does show relatively
higher loss modulus in the more attenuating tofu material compared to the gelatine.
Alternatively, reconstructed ρI image with fixed µI does show higher values in the
tofu material which correlates well with the expected rheological interpretation of
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Figure 9.6 Image results for the parametric-based RD reconstruction of P1 phantom at 125 Hz
using following parameters: top row: µI = 1 Pa (const), middle row: µI = 220 Pa (const), bottom
row: µI = 550 Pa (const); initial a-priori conditions for all three cases were: ρI = -1 (kg/m3 ) and
µR = 3300 (Pa). ρI = 1000(kg/m3 ) (const). (a), (d) and (g): storage modulus µR image (Pa); (b),
(e) and (h) imaginary density ρI image (kg/m3 ); and (c), (f) and (i): damping ratio ξd image (%
/ 100)
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Figure 9.7 Image results for the parametric RD reconstruction of P1 phantom at 125 Hz using
following parameters: top row: ρI =-1 kg/m3 (const); bottom row: ρI = -100 kg/m3 (const). Initial
a-priori conditions: ρR = 1000 kg/m3 (const), µR = 3300 Pa and µI = 330 Pa. (a) and (d) storage
modulus µR image (Pa); (b) and (e) loss modulus µI image (Pa); (c) and (f) damping ratio ξd
image (% / 100)
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the imaginary density term.
Reconstruction results produced by parametric RD model were compared to the
MF-based RD model results with regards to the following criteria:
• Differentiation - ability of the RD model to differentiate various materials
characterised by different material properties as well as clear delineation of
the boundaries between two material zones
• Qualitative accuracy - ability of the RD model to accurately distinguish stiffness profiles of the materials
• Quantitative accuracy - ability of the RD model to produce accurate quantitative estimates of the stiffness and damping
Table 9.1 Comparison between parametric and MF RD MRE results

Criteria

9.3

MF RD MRE Parametric RD MRE
µR

ξd

µR

ξd

Differentiation

3

37

33

33

Qualitative Accuracy

3

37

33

3

Quantitative Accuracy

77

7

7

7

Summary of MF / parametric RD MRE studies

Simultaneous MF-based RD elastography was performed to investigate the ability
of the RD model to accurately identify both VE and RD based parameters in a
variety of tissue simulating damping phantoms. Furthermore, parametric RD MRE
studies were carried out to overcome fundamental identifiability limitation of the
RD model.
Overall, MF-based RD reconstruction results demonstrated poor success in accurate delineation of the RD based properties. Although slight improvement in
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reconstruction accuracy was observed, the difference between SF and MF based
RD results was minimal. These results were likely due to effect of the small input
frequency range on practical identifiability.
Similar to SF RD results, µR reconstruction was again of the highest quality
in all phantom configurations. Reconstruction of the RD parameters was generally
associated with poor characterisation of different material types and relatively high
variations within supposedly homogenous material regions and materials boundaries. No distinguished trends were observed in µI or ρI , although ρI reconstruction
somewhat displayed better accuracy in capturing presence of two materials.
A possible explanation for the poor quality of the MF based RD reconstruction
might be due to the high range of the actuation frequencies that are above the natural
frequency of the system. Much more distinct input frequencies far apart might make
RD model practically identifiable, whereas 3 frequencies of a broad range might make
it possible to tell if RD is an appropriate model for the particular damped system.
Another explanations is related to the absence of the scaling between individual
terms in the objective function that contribute to the overall error minimisation.
Parametric RD reconstructions generally produced better results compared to
MF-based RD results. A clear differentiation of the materials was seen. Moreover, moderately accurate reconstruction of ξd was observed when one of the fixed
RD parameters was adjusted appropriately. Therefore, parametric RD MRE was
considered to be an optimal method for accurate elastographic RD reconstruction.
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Chapter 10
Healthy in-vivo brain RD MRE experiments

This chapter summarises results from RD MRE studies on in-vivo healthy brain.
The goal is to examine the RD model to accurately image VE and concomitant
damping properties of the in-vivo healthy brain. The hypothesis behind this study
is that if RD model provides a better description for the overall damping behaviour
of a biological tissue than a viscoelastic model, it may allow better reconstructions
of other material properties, such as real shear modulus, due to reduced data-model
discrepancy. Thus, RD model may still be of value even if the RD based properties
are not fully identifiable.
The results shown in Chapters 7 and 8 indicated nonidentifiabilty of the RD
model at a single frequency. However, modifying the algorithm to fix one damping value throughout the reconstruction domain and to identify the other two RD
parameters showed promising potential to differentiate the materials characterised
by different mechanical properties. The combination of these two aspects suggests
that initial investigation of the RD model in a clinical setting might have diagnostic
potential. The aim of the in-vivo brain RD MRE was to assess the ability of the
RD model:

• To perform qualitative differentiation between different brain tissue types, such
as white matter and gray matter;
• To accurately delineate the location of the fluid filled ventricles and any areas
of markedly different damping;
• To evaluate weather variation in RD parameters µI and ρI provide a mechanism for differentiating tissue structure based on different attenuation effects
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in addition to measuring elastic stiffness;
• To provide overall assessment of the RD elastography as a valuable diagnostic
imaging tool in a clinical setting.

10.1

Materials and Methods

The motion brain data sets were obtained from two different sources: National Research Council of Canada (CNRC) and University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
(Urbana, Illinois, USA). The author would like to greatly acknowledge Dr Peter
Latta, Dr Marco Gruwell at CNRC and Curtis Johnson from University of Illinois
at Urbana-Champaign for their contribution into the project.

10.1.1

CNRC data

In-vivo brain MRE studies were performed on healthy volunteers under the the
CNRC GHI protocol. Informed consent was obtained prior to subject testing. Ethics
approval was obtained from the National Research Council Ethics Board (NRCEB).
Subjects gave written informed consent and were free of exclusion criteria for MRI.
MRE examinations were performed on a 3T MRI scanner (Tim Trio, Siemens
Medical Solutions, Erlangen, Germany) using a standard single channel head coil.
3D steady state displacement fields were acquired by a single shot, SE EPI sequence, extended with trigger timing and MEGs modules, using following parameters: TR/TE = 3000/120 ms; FOV = 220 × 220 mm; matrix resolution of 128 × 128
pixels; and 10 slices of 3 mm thickness. Prior to each excitation of the MR signal,
a mechanical vibration was applied for a time interval of 400 ms. The isochromatic
displacements were encoded with 1 cycle of sinusoidal-shaped MEGs of 32 mT/m
magnitude in 8 equally spaced time increments. Each time increment was acquired
two times using opposing MEG signals (Latta et al., 2010).
To suppress a linear phase shift caused by a rotation component of the rigid
body motion (head movement of the subject), zero and first order phase correction
in the k-space domain (Latta et al., 1998) were applied prior to FFT. The raw data
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was then analysed with MATLAB in which a two dimensional FFT was performed
for each slice. Slices acquired with opposite MEG were subtracted to eliminate phase
errors. To further suppress phase wrapping, a 3D quality-guided phase unwrapping
method (Wang et al., 2011) was also applied. OSS-SNR (McGarry et al., 2011) was
calculated to estimate the quality of the MRE motion data.
Acoustic actuation was utilized to introduce shear waves into the head at 50 Hz.
Two active subwoofers, modified with airtight acrylic lids (refer to Fig. 10.2(a)),
were used to generate acoustic waves delivered through long tubing to pressure actuated drivers (PADs), located in the MRI head coil (refer to Fig. 10.2(b)) and
placed under the subject’s head (refer to Fig. 10.2(d)). A function generator (Tektronix AFG3022B), triggered from the MRE pulse sequence, was used to generate
the desired acoustic waveforms. To induce side-to-side, cradle-like head motion the
PADs were inflated with air pressure waveforms with a 180◦ mutual phase difference
(Latta et al., 2010).
Several MF-based MRE examinations were also performed on the in vivo brain
at the mechanical frequencies of 50, 60, 70 and 80 Hz. However, due to the strong
attenuation of the shear strain waves at the higher frequencies, the motion data
was of a poor quality leading to inaccurate elastographic reconstructions. Fig. 10.1
shows an example of a poor data quality of the displacement measured by MRE at 80
Hz compared to the data of a moderate quality at 50 Hz. Therefore, reconstruction
results from MF-based MRE are not presented in this chapter. Producing accurate
and reliable estimates of the mechanical properties of the in vivo brain tissue is
critically dependent on the quality of the acquired MRE motion data set. OSS-SNR
(McGarry et al., 2011) was used to estimate the quality of the data.

10.1.2

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign data

The ability of the RD elastography to reconstruct accurate and reproducible elastograms was tested by performing a repeatability MRE study. Six repetitive MRE
examinationons were undertaken on a healthy volunteer following the approval of
the Institutional Review Board and after obtaining written informed consent. The
studies were carried out by the Department of Mechanical Science and Engineering,
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Figure 10.1 Comparison of MRE data acquired at 50 Hz (left column) and 80 Hz (right column)
excitation frequencies by pneumatic-based actuation methodology. The difference in displacement
data quality can be clearly observed with 50 Hz data being of a highest quality. Similar trends of
a poor data quality (due to the strong attenuation of the shear stain waves inside the brain) were
also seen in the higher frequencies of 70 Hz and 90 Hz. (a) and (b) < component of the measured
displacement in the x-direction; (c) and (d) < component of the measured displacement in the
y-direction; (e) and (g) < component of the measured displacement in the z-direction
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 10.2 MRE experimental set up for performing in vivo brain human studies: two modified
active subwoofers (a) are used to deliver acoustic pressure waves into the PADs, located in the MR
head coil (b). The subject lies supine and the PADs are positioned underneath the head (c and
d). The PADs are driven with the mutual phase shift of 180◦ which cause the head to undergo
rotation.
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University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (Urbana, Illinois, USA).
MRE examinations were performed using a 3T Allegra head-only scanner (Siemens
Medical Solutions, Erlangen, Germany). 3D motion encoding was achieved by an innovative multi-shot spiral MRE sequence with bi-polar MEGs (Johnson et al., 2012)
using following parameters: 6 k-space intervals, TR/TE= 2000/55 ms, FOV= 256
mm, 128 × 128 matrix. 20 coronal axial slices of 2 mm thick were acquired resulting
in an isotropic voxel resolution of 2 × 2 × 2 mm. Wave acquisition was performed
by 8 equally spaced time harmonics over a single period. The area of brain imaging
was in the region of the corpus callosum (refer to Fig. ) Total MRE acquisition time
was less than 10 minutes. A T1-weighted MPRAGE images were also acquired for
each subject using following parameters: TR/TI/TE=2000/900/2.2 ms; 1 × 1 × 1
mm isotropic voxel resolution . The actuation methodology was similar to MRE
studies reported by Sack et al. (2009). The system comprised a long rod that was
mutually attached to a speaker membrane at one end and a custom-made cradle on
which the head was positioned on the other end. 50 Hz excitation frequency was
applied.
Wave images were acquired by subtracting positive and negative obtained images followed by further phase unwrapping method (Wang et al., 2011) . FFT was
applied to extract motion at a first harmonic which resulted in 3D complex values
displacements (refer to Fig. 10.8). No further filtering was applied to the data prior
to reconstruction processing. Quality of each MRE data set was evaluated by calculating OSS-SNR (McGarry et al., 2011). OSS-SNR revealed that high quality data
was obtained with high OSS-SNR value even in the middle of the brain where motion
undergoes significant attenuation. Therefore, the noise in the displacements fields
is not expected to influence accuracy of the elastographic results. The summary of
the quantified OSS-SNR values across different brain tissue regions is summarised
in Table 10.1.
Image registration between the high-resolution T1-weighted MPRAGE and MRE
images was performed using the Brain Extraction Tool (BET) and the FMRIB
Linear Image Registration Tool (FLIRT) (Jenkinson et al., 2002) in the FMRIB
Software Library (FSL) (Smith et al., 2004). Furthermore, segmentation of the intracranial matter (white & gray matter) and CSF was performed (refer to Fig. 10.3)
using the FMRIB Automated Segmentation Tool (FAST) (Zhang et al., 2001) to calculate statistic distribution of the material property values (Table 10.1.) Finally,
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to evaluate ability of the RD MRE to reproduce the results, data from 6 repetitive
MRE scans was co-registered using FLIRT to calculate the mean, standard deviation (STD) and coefficient of variation (CV) of the reconstructed property values
(refer to Fig. 10.10).
Image Segmentation (FAST FSL)
MRI

CSF

Gray Matter

White Matter

Monday, 23 July 12

Figure 10.3 Segmentation of the white matter, gray matter and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) of
the 6 co-registered repetitive MRE examinations of the in vivo healthy brain using the FMRIB
Automated Tissue-Type Segmentation Tool (FAST) in the FMRIB Software Library (FSL).

10.1.3

RD elastographic reconstructions

Reconstruction computations of both data sets were performed on HPC Blue Fern
P575. A total of 32 processors under an MPI protocol were utilized. An isotropic,
nearly incompressible RD model, applied to a subzone based nonlinear inversion
algorithm, was used to identify complex valued shear modulus (µR and µI ) and
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imaginary part of the density (ρI ). Damping ratio (ξd ) was then calculated as a sum
of ratios between imaginary and real components of the shear modulus and density.
The reconstruction parameters were: subzone edge factor was 6 × 8 × 1 resulting in
subzone size of 0.02 × 0.02 × 0.02 m. Each subzone contained approximately 1400
nodes. Total number of nodes and elements were 45247 and 4819, respectively. The
initial a-priori conditions were: µR = 1000 Pa, µI = 100 Pa, ρI = -100 kg/m3 . ρR
was set to 1000 kg/m3 and was defined as a constant; λ was assumed to be large
(108 Pa) to model the nearly incompressible behavior expected for fluid saturated
tissues such as the brain. Total reconstruction time was approximately 4 hours.
Nodal based support of the material properties was used.
Error minimisation was performed by the CG optimisation method over 100
iterations with residual scaling factor of 0.02. Regularisation techniques used were
TV, SF and constraints. Initial and finally TV weights: µR : 10−17 - 10−17 , µI :
10−17 - 10−17 and ρI : 10−16 - 10−16 . TV delta values were set to 10−19 . Finally,
initial and final SF weights for all reconstruction parameters were: 25 and 15 (%).
Tikhonov regularisation, Joachimowicz regularisation and Marquardt regularisation
techniques were not used for brain elastographic reconstructions.

10.2

10.2.1

Results

CNRC data

Fig. 10.4 shows a T2*-weighted MR images for different regions of in-vivo healthy
brains (subject V1 and subject V2) for anatomical reference. The anatomical structure of the ventricles can be clearly seen. Fig. 10.5 shows 3 parameter RD reconstruction results for µR , µI , ρI and concomitant ξd of the two in-vivo healthy brains
at 50 Hz.
Figs. 10.5 (a) and 10.5 (b) show the estimated µR image. The latter revealed
that the central region of the brain about the ventricles exhibits much lower elasticity than the surrounding intracranial matter regions. Figs. 10.5 (c) and 10.5 (d)
show reconstructed µI image. No obvious qualitative trends correlating with the
anatomical structures were noted. Figs. 10.5 (e) and 10.5 (f) show reconstructed ρI
image. The location of the fluid-filled ventricles was captured in the first data set
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MR Magnitude image

MR Magnitude image

(a) T2*-weighted MR image (V1)

(b) T2*-weighted MR image (V2)

Figure 10.4 T2*-weighted MR images of the in-vivo healthy brains: (a) first volunteer (b)
second volunteer

(refer to Fig. 10.5 (e)), however failed in the other data set (refer to Fig. 10.5 (f)).
Finally, Figs. 10.5 (g) and 10.5 (h) show estimated ξd image. High damping levels
detected in the middle of the brain are plausible due to the strong attenuation of
the shear strain waves. Fig. 10.5 (h) shows clearly distinguished increased damping
levels within the ventricles, indicating high loss of mechanical energy within the
inviscid CSF.
Fig. 10.6 shows parametric based RD reconstruction results with globally defined µI = 333 Pa of the in vivo healthy brain at 50 Hz. Similar qualitative trends
were observed in all reconstructed parameters between parametric-based RD reconstruction and 3 parameter-based RD reconstruction. Although no significant improvement was noted in the reconstructed ρI image of both data sets, reconstructed
µR and ξd images, computed by parametric RD model (refer to Figs. 10.6 (a), (b),
(g) and (h)), appeared to be of a higher quality compared to corresponding µR and
ξd images, computed by full 3 parameter-based RD model (refer to Figs. 10.5 (a),
(b), (g) and (h)). For example, no boundary artefacts were seen in the reconstructed
V2 ξd image (refer to Fig. 10.6 (h)), which was presumably triggered by inaccurate
reconstruction of µI image in the full RD reconstruction, as shown in Fig. 10.5 (d).
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Figure 10.5 Image results of the 3 parameter-based RD reconstruction of the in-vivo healthy
brains (Subject V1 and Subject V2) at 50 Hz (CNRC data set) : (a) and (b) storage modulus
µR image (Pa); (c) and (d) loss modulus µI image (Pa); (e) and (f) imaginary density ρI image
(kg/m3 ); and (g) and (h) damping ratio ξd image (% / 100)
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T2*−weighted MRI image. CNRC. V1

T2*−weighted MRI image. CNRC. V2

(a) MRI

(b) MRI

Re shear modulus µR image (Pa). µI= 333 Pa (µR and ρI ID). V1
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Figure 10.6 Image results of the parametric-based RD reconstruction with globally defined µI
= 333 Pa of the in-vivo healthy brains (subject V1 and subject V2) from Fig. 10.5 at 50 Hz (CNRC
data set): (a) and (b) T2*-weighted MRI images, (c) and (d) storage modulus µR image (Pa); (e)
and (f) imaginary density ρI image (kg/m3 ); and (g) and (h) damping ratio ξd image (% / 100)
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MR Magnitude image

Figure 10.7

10.2.2

T1-weighted MPRAGE MRI image of the brain for anatomical reference.

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign data

Fig. 10.7 shows high-resolution T1-weighted MPRAGE MR image of the brain.
Fig. 10.8 shows the < and = components of the measured displacement fields in
three orthogonal directions from one of the repetitive MRE examinations. Particular
actuation methodology as well as correction for rigid body motion (RBM) induced
phase-errors resulted in high quality motion data with average OSS-SNR value of
∼ 4.5 which is above previously established threshold value of ∼ 3.0 for accurate
inversion.
Fig. 10.9 shows 3 parameter-based RD reconstruction results of two repetitive
MRE examinations from a healthy in-vivo brain. The structure of the ventricles,
depicted by relatively low µR values compared to the white / gray matter regions,
can be distinguished in the µR image (refer to Figs. 10.9 (a) and 10.9 (b)). Reconstructed µI images (Figs. 10.9 (c) and 10.9 (d)) systematically revealed area with
low µI values through the middle of the brain, correlating with the location of the
falx cerebri. The appearance of the area with increased µI values in the middle of
the brain does not communicate with any rheological interpretations nor anatomical
structures. Therefore, it may be an artefact of the experimental design or alternatively arise due to the nonidentifiabilty of the model. An estimated ρI images were
able to detect fluid-filled ventricles within intracranial matter by increased ρI values
even at a single frequency. The location and geometry of the the ventricles on the ρI
images partially correlates with the location and geometry of the ventricles on the
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Table 10.1 Quantitative analysis for the mean, standard deviation (STD) and coefficient of
variation (CV) of the mechanical properties of the in vivo healthy brain measured by the RD
model over six repetitive MRE examinations
Parameter
Units

OSS-SNR

µR
(kPa)

µI
(kPa)

ρI
(kg/m3 )

ξd
(%)

5.761
4.962
4.465
4.554
2.840
4.502

2.586
2.741
2.412
2.623
2.647
2.524

0.453
0.390
0.346
0.450
0.286
0.377

-294.662
-312.526
-279.152
-280.503
-266.737
-275.537

0.274
0.254
0.240
0.257
0.230
0.246

4.514
0.955
0.211

2.589
0.112
0.043

0.466
0.08
0.171

-284.853
16.300
-0.057

0.242
0.020
0.083

5.136
4.428
3.877
3.938
2.593
3.954

3.099
3.118
2.843
3.087
3.028
2.892

0.546
0.466
0.408
0.565
0.354
0.459

-344.242
-334.345
-316.671
-304.483
-318.314
-305.591

0.274
0.254
0.240
0.257
0.230
0.246

3.988
0.833
0.209

3.011
0.116
0.038

0.466
0.080
0.171

-320.608
15.834
-0.0494

0.250
0.015
0.061

6.279
5.436
4.986
5.087
3.040
4.973

2.101
2.350
2.027
2.197
2.286
2.197

0.369
0.311
0.285
0.345
0.222
0.305

-248.376
-283.931
-241.363
-252.858
-213.406
-240.092

0.259
0.235
0.230
0.251
0.182
0.230

4.967
1.064
0.214

2.193
0.117
0.053

0.305
0.051
0.167

-246.671
22.836
-0.0926

0.231
0.026
0.011

Brain matter (white and gray)
Examination
Examination
Examination
Examination
Examination
Examination

1
2
3
4
5
6

Mean
STD
CV
White matter
Examination
Examination
Examination
Examination
Examination
Examination

1
2
3
4
5
6

Mean
STD
CV
Gray matter
Examination
Examination
Examination
Examination
Examination
Examination
Mean
STD
CV

1
2
3
4
5
6

MR image. Lastly, calculated ξd images indicated higher damping levels within the
ventricles and generally in the deeper brain regions. Regions of increased ξd values
generally correlate with the regions of increased ρI values.
Fig. 10.10 shows the mean, STD and CV of the estimated parameter values
within the co-registered slices between 6 repetitive MRE examinations. Quantified
values of parameter values for white matter, gray matter and intracranial matter
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from a healthy in vivo brain during one of the repeatability MRE studies. University of Illinois
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are summarised in Table 10.1.
Although similar qualitative trends are observed in parameters among repetitive RD reconstructions, the non-identifiability of the model reconstructed RD based
parameters µI and ρI limit any physical meaning. Therefore, to overcome identifiability issue parametric-based RD reconstructions were performed where µI was
globally declared and excluded from identification. Fig. 10.11 shows parametricbased RD reconstruction results of the in vivo healthy brain with µI =333 Pa and
µI =1000 Pa. Reconstruction results indicated that selecting reasonable value for µI
distribution has major effect on the reconstructed ρI image and concomitant calculated ξd image. More specifically, reconstructed ρI image with a more realistic
µI =333 Pa value representative of a greater portion of the brain tissue showed more
accurate differentiation of the ventricles within the intracranial matter compared to
the estimated ρI image with µI =1000 Pa. Consequently, the ξd reconstruction with
µI = 330 Pa accurately captured relatively higher damping levels within the vicinity
of the ventricles.

10.2.3

Discussion

This investigation assessed the efficacy of the RD model to accurately estimate
VE and damping characteristics of the in-vivo healthy brain. The results present
qualitative evidence that RD model applied to MRE is able to resolve local variations
in tissue stiffness as well as damping profile that correlate with brain anatomical
structures.
More specifically, the estimated µR distribution showed correlation with the
white & gray matter and ventricles located in the centre of the brain, confirming
rapid attenuation of the shear strain waves within the CSF. The latter could be
described as Newtonian viscous fluid, with viscosity 0.7 - 1 mPa.s (Bloomfield et al.,
1998), which leads to a nearly zero elasticity µR as well as µI values that are much
lower than the surrounding brain tissue. The shear stiffness, µR , decreases in the
area of the ventricles, while the magnitude of the ξd increases. The quantified values
of the viscoelastic parameters for different regions agree well with in vitro and in vivo
data published elsewhere (Green et al., 2006, 2008; Klatt et al., 2007; Sack et al.,
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Figure 10.11 Image results for parametric-based RD reconstruction of the in-vivo healthy brains
at 50 Hz with globally defined µI =1000 Pa (left column) and µI =333 Pa (right column): (a) and
(b) storage modulus µR image (Pa); (c) and (d) loss modulus µI image (Pa); (e) and (f) imaginary
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Table 10.2 Current mechanical property estimates of brain tissue by MRE using nonlinear
inversion (NLI) algorithm, direct inversion (DI) approach and local frequency estimation (LFE)
algorithm.
RD

Actuation

RD model
White matter
Gray matter

Head rocker

Wuerfel et al (2009)
White / Gray Matter

Head rocker

Green et al (2008)
White Matter
Gray Matter

Bite bar

Kruse et al (2008)
White Matter
Gray Matter

Bite bar

Sack et al (2009)
White / Gray Matter
White / Gray Matter

Head rocker

Sack et al (2008)
White / Gray Matter
White / Gray Matter

Head rocker

Vappou
White /
White /
White /
White /

et al
Gray
Gray
Gray
Gray

(2007)
Matter
Matter
Matter
Matter

Electromagnetic

Inversion

Bite bar

µR

µI

(Hz)

(kPa)

(kPa)

50
50

3
2.1

0.46
0.3

50

1.6

0.65

60
60

2.7
3.1

2.5
2.5

100
100

13.6
5.22

NA
NA

50
62.5

1.5
2

0.6
0.8

25
50

1.17
1.5

3.1 Pa
3.4 Pa

80
100
120
140

1.15
1.13
1.19
1.22

0.91
0.93
1.01
1.07

TP
TP

12
8

NA
NA

80
80

15.2
12.9

NA
NA

NLI

DI

DI

LFE

PWI

PWI

PWI

McCracken et al (2006)
White Matter
Gray Matter
Uffman et al (2004)
White Matter
Gray Matter

ω

DI
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2007; Vappou et al., 2007). Table 10.2 provides comparison between previously
reported mechanical properties of the in vivo brain estimated by MRE and current
estimates obtained by MRE based on RD material model.
Due to the ill-posed nature of the RD parameters µI and ρI at a single frequency,
no conclusion can be drawn as to whether they provide a mechanism for differentiating tissue structure in addition to measuring elastic stiffness and attenuation.
Based on a single frequency based RD reconstructions, the connection between the
ρI and anatomical structure is less obvious, but some correlation is evident. For
example, the region in the vicinity of the ventricle structures has relatively high ρI
values and thus is indicated as fluidic in nature, while the white/ gray matter shows
a more viscoelastic nature with lower ρI . Some correlation was also found between
reconstructed µI image and brain anatomy. For instance, the area in the middle
of the brain was systematically estimated with the lower µI values and correlates
well with the location of the falx cerebri. No variation in ρI or µI correlating with
differentiation between white and gray matter was noted, however higher µI values
in the white matter were generally observed. Hence, further studies using brain
phantoms and multifrequency RD elastography are required.
The damping in biological tissues occurs due to the complex, multiscale interactions between microstructural tissue elements. Any biomechanical model approximates a material as a continuum and therefore struggles to correctly assess
underlying multiple-scattering tissue behavior. Since the RD model is able to differentiate between two classes of attenuation originating from different structural
effects, it may be able to provide a more accurate description for the brain tissue
mechanics If the non-identifiability can be overcome; thus improving the accuracy
and performance of optimisation based elastographic reconstruction.
The RD material model represents a simplified model of the damping behavior
in complex materials such as soft tissue and that, in general, damping forces can
be expected to have components proportional to both elastic and inertial forces as
well as additional components that are not proportional to either forcing component. Thus, the RD model will be expected to produce artefacts when used as the
basis for elastographic property reconstruction in real tissue, although RD offers the
capability to account for one additional component of the overall damping effect.
Also, it is important to emphasise that accuracy of the elastographic reconstruc-
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tion results produced by such indirect imaging algorithms can only be as good as
the fundamental assumptions that underlie the reconstruction approach. The reconstruction code models tissue as a nearly incompressible, RD viscoelastic continuum.
However, the brain is known to be a highly heterogeneous, orthotropic, fluid saturated medium. Therefore reconstruction results may not be accurate due to the
data-model discrepancy.

10.3

Summary

This research presents first results for RD based brain MRE. The values obtained
for brain viscoelastic properties agree well with previously published in vitro and in
vivo data. Parametric RD reconstruction show promise for potential in vivo determination of different brain tissue types, and the possibility of providing additional
diagnostic tools. Further multi-frequency RD brain elastography experiments as
well as studies of a variety brain simulating damping phantoms are needed to investigate attenuation mechanisms across different intracranial tissue types, including
tissue in diseased states such as multiple sclerosis, Alzhiemer’s, hydrocephalus and
cancer.
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Chapter 11
Conclusions and future work

The ability of the MRE to provide non-invasive assessment of the mechanical properties of biological tissues would significantly complement and enhance conventional
diagnostic imaging techniques that are incapable of direct evaluation of the mechanical consistency of tissue. Qualitative mapping of tissues characterised by different mechanical properties would help in tissue characterisation, early detection
of pathological changes in the tissue and, for example, pre-operative planning of
the most appropriate approach for a tumor resection. Furthermore, accurate quantitative estimates of tissue mechanical properties deduced by MRE in combination
with anatomical, functional and molecular imaging modalities would definitely augment important information on pre-operative and intra-operative data for the best
surgical planning.
However, current MRE methodologies have been unsuccessful in performing
accurate and reproducible measurements of the mechanical properties of in vivo
brain tissue. Fundamental limitations of the constitutive models used in the inverse
problem techniques, as well as inability to efficiently generate shear waves inside the
brain due to its natural shielding might have also prevented accurate characterisation
of intracranial tissue in vivo. Therefore, the purpose of this research was to noninvasively obtain quantitative estimates of the mechanical properties of the in vivo
brain tissue, as well as to measure damping behaviour via MRE using the RD
material model.
In addition, available brain actuation methods are generally not well suited for
clinical applications due to the technology complexity, device non-portability, MRI
non-compatibility and poor patient comfort. Therefore, a novel pneumatic actuator
design, as an alternative to electromechanical actuators used in previous MRE brain
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studies, was developed. The actuator comprises a pair of passive subwoofers used to
generate acoustic pressure waves that are transmitted via wave-guides to the pneumatically actuated drivers positioned under the subject’s head. The actuator allows
an easy and fast set up, as well as a flexible configuration for different experimental
settings, and can be used for both phantoms and human studies. Assessment of
the actuator performance showed sufficient motion generation within the frequency
range of 60-80 Hz which is suitable for brain MRE experiments. Due to the limited access to MRI in Canterbury after the earthquake, the actuator has yet to be
tested in a clinical setting. However a very similar actuator design was used by a
collaborating institute CNRC, which provided data used in this thesis.
A thorough assessment of the RD model was performed using various tissuesimulating phantoms under different experimental protocols. Experimental data
was collected from homogeneous and heterogeneous phantoms of varying material
types, such as gelatine, water and porous tofu of various concentrations. The choice
of materials was based on a reasonable approximation of the range and constitution
of mechanical properties expected in the brain. Initially, full simultaneous three
parameter RD reconstructions were performed where the identified parameters were
a complex shear modulus, µR and µI , and the imaginary density component, ρI .
Rheologically, µR and µI can be interpreted as a storage modulus and loss modulus, respectively, while the imaginary density ρI was mathematically interpreted to
represent the rate of the density change in a poroelastic medium.
Overall, success was achieved in reconstruction of real shear modulus µR in all
phantom configurations across multiple frequencies. Generally, µR images showed
reasonable characterisation of various material types, compared to expectations,
with acceptable delineation of the different material boundaries. The reconstructed
damping ratio, ξd , provided acceptable differentiation of various material types correctly confirming expected damping profiles of the materials. However, reconstruction of the RD based properties µI and ρI displayed a consistent effect of poor
reconstruction accuracy in all phantom configurations. The trends in the RD parameter behaviours were not fully understood and warranted further investigation
of the structural identifiability of the model.
Since RD parameter values did not accurately identify expected outcomes for ρI
and µI either quantitatively and qualitatively, a detailed analysis was performed to
investigate the identifiability of the RD model. The analysis revealed that the full
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simultaneous 3 parameter-based RD reconstruction of the imaginary components
of the complex shear modulus and density is non-identifiable at a single frequency
which is a commonly used approach in a range of elastographic inverse problems
used in biomedical applications of this model.
Two approaches were developed to overcome this fundamental identifiability
issue of the model. One involves an application of multiple input frequencies over
a broad range. The second is a parametric RD reconstruction, where one of the
RD parameters (µI or ρI ) is globally defined allowing accurate identification of the
remaining two RD parameters.
Simultaneous multi-frequency-based (MF-based) RD elastography was performed
to investigate an improvement in elastographic reconstruction accuracy of viscoelastic and RD parameters over a single-frequency-based (SF-based) RD reconstruction
in tissue-simulating damping phantoms. Both zero order model and power-law MF
model were assessed with regards to accurate mechanical property reconstruction.
Furthermore, parametric RD MRE studies were carried out and compared to the
MF-based results.
Overall, MF-based RD reconstruction results demonstrated limited success in
accurate delineation of the RD material properties. Although a slight improvement
in reconstruction accuracy was observed, the difference between SF and MF based
RD results was minimal. These results were likely due to the lack of practical identifiability. Another possible reason was the limited range of actuation frequencies.
Similar to a SF RD results, µR reconstruction was again of the highest quality in
all phantom configurations. Reconstruction of the RD parameters is generally associated with poor characterisation of different material types and relatively high
variations within supposedly homogenous material regions and materials boundaries. No distinguished trends are observed in µI or ρI parameters, although ρI
image displays better characterisation of different materials.
Parametric-based RD reconstructions generally produced better results compared to MF-based RD results. A better material differentiation was observed in
the µR image, as well as in the identified RD parameters. Moreover, moderately
accurate reconstruction of ξ was observed when one of the fixed RD parameters was
adjusted appropriately. Therefore, parametric RD MRE was considered to be an
optimal method for accurate elastographic RD reconstruction, although with the
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stated limitations to drive future work in this area.
Finally, partial success in reconstructing material property distributions within
the phantoms, as well as the development of the MR compatible brain actuator,
suggested preliminary assessment of the RD MRE in application to in vivo brain
imaging. Here, parametric RD reconstructions showed apparent success in mapping
stiffness distribution of the brain which correlated well with brain anatomical structures. Additionally, it provided quantitative measures of the elasticity of the white
and gray matter that compared well with values reported in the literature.
In conclusion, RD MRE showed some initial promise in qualitative characterisation of the material property distributions as well as some significant issues related
to accurate identification of the RD parameters at a single frequency. To establish
full identifiability of the model, multiple frequencies over a broad range are required.
Parametrisation can be also performed as an alternative solution. An achieved success in elastic property reconstruction indicates the method is a potentially valuable
approach to medical imaging.
Future work for parametric-based RD model would include specification of the
multiple ROIs where individual material properties can be defined for each individual region. Here, segmentation of different tissues will allow more accurate local definition of the material properties and thus would improve parametric based
RD elastographic reconstruction. For MF-based RD MRE, a broad range of the
actuation frequencies will deliver the most informative data for accurate inversion.
Furthermore, further research is to be done into investigation of the appropriate MF
model that would best describe frequency dependant behaviour of brain mechanics.
Lastly, current RD material models approximate the tissue as an isotropic, nearly
incompressible linear continuum. However, brain is known to be a heterogeneous,
orthotropic, non-linear media. Therefore, current reconstruction modality can not
fully account for the complexity of the inner brain environment due to the fundamental limitations of the model and a data-model mismatch. Hence, the breakthrough
would be to apply a newly developed orthotropic viscoelastic RD material model
to reconstruct mechanical properties of the brain. Realistically, this will require
a more sophisticated actuation strategy and inverse problem architecture. More
specifically, the brain should be separately actuated from three different directions
so that good motions are generated throughout. We believe that with the proper
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actuation methodology and orthotropic reconstruction model, we will be able to
achieve accurate brain reconstruction results.
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